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WED NESO AY M0 RNING SESSION
April 23, 1952
The National Engineering Conference of the American
Institute of Steel Construction convened at ten o'clock
at the Hotel Commodore, New York, New York, Mr. T.
R. Mullen presiding.
CHAIRMAN MULLEN: I have been asked by President
Wood to preside at this morning's meeting. I feel that
I would like first of all to read a wire from President
Wood \\7ho is in Europe. He said:
PLEASE EXTEND MY BEST WISHES FOR SUCCESS-
FUL l\1EETING FOR ALL THOSE PRESENT AT
ENGINEERING CONFERENCE.
Gentlemen, this is the fourth of the series of confer-
ences of engineers sponsored by the American Institute
of Steel Construction, and I feel it is a great privilege to
welcome you to this meeting, which I hope will be a
continued policy of the Institute for many years. You
know, I served two years as President of the Institute
and during that time I threw all the support and weight
that I could to the engineering facilities of the Institute,
because, after all, without the engineering force that we
use to promote our industry, we are as nothing. Our
engineering staff is an excellent one, and I think does
great credit to us.
Gentlemen, our first speaker this morning is a man
who has had varied experience in very important work.
First of all, he is one of the partners of the eminent
engineering firm of Madigan.Hyland. He was born in
New York, graduated from and later became head of the
Civil Engineering Department of Rensselaer Polytechnic
up in Troy for a number of years. He is a Captain in
the United States Navy, Civil Engineer Corps. He
received the award of Legion of Merit for work done for
the Bureau of Yar~s and Docks during World War II.
He is a consulting engineer on,the United Nations'
building, and on the renovation of the White H<;)use. He
has also been chief engineer on a number of parkways
in and around New York.
Gentlemen, I take great pleasure in introducing to
you Captain Emil H. Praeger.
Design and Construction of United Nations General Assembly Building
CAPTAIN EMIL H. PRAEGER
Mr. Mullen, and members of the American Institute
of Steel Construction: I am very happy to be with you
this morning. I didn't notice until I glanced over the
program last evening that the subject of my paper is
confined to the "Design and Construction of United
Nations General Assembly Building." In preparing some
notes, I made my talk a little more general and covered
the meeting hall buildings as well. If you are not
interested in the meeting hall and the other buildings,
just consider my comments as introductory remarks to the
gener~l assembly.
The United Nations Headquarters is composed of a
group of intercqnne'cting buildings located adjacent to
the East River between 42nd and 48th Streets east of
First Avenue in New York City. The site was formerly
occupied by slaughter houses and run down industrial
buildings, and the adjoining area contained old dwell-
ings, stor~s, shops, et cetera.
After the War a real estate firm purchased the prop-
erty and plans were under preparation for constructing
a development of modern apartment buildings with
stores, a theatre and similar structures.
In 1946 and 1947 a committee consisting of delegates
of the United Nations was searching for a site to con-
struct a permanent home to take the place of the tenl-
porary quarters then located in Flushing Meadows ParTe
This site (Flushing Meadows), was offered to the
United Nations by the City of New York, without cost,
but was rejected. Some members of the Committee
favored a suburban site, of several hundred acres, pref-
erably in Westchester County, so that t~ey could build
a "city" complete with apartment houses for employees,
homes for delegates, amusement center, library, stores
and other facilities. Several other cities offered sites and
most of these v.'ere visited by the site selection committee.
The survey" for sites dragged and finally a dead line
was set for the selection. Officials of New York City and
other prominent people were most anxious that this city
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tion to English, the languages used are French, Russian,
Chinese and Spanish. By turning a switch at the side of
each seat one may select the language desired.
There are other large rooms below the main floor, and
the basement contains part of the large parking garage.
The upper floors contain lounge rooms, offices and mis~
cellaneous utility rooms.
In plan, the side walls of the building are concave, the
roof dips from the north to the center and then slopes
up again to the south end. Transversely the roof curves
from the center to the sides so that a complicated warped
surface results. Over the main hall is a dome surmourit~
ing a cone, the axes of both of which tilt to the north at
an angle of 5 degrees with the vertical, resulting in the
only tilted dome that I know of. One reason for tilting
the dome was to obtain greater height over the podium,
or speakers' platform, and less in the rear of the room
over the relatively less importai1t area assigned to the
public.
The inner walls of this room are cone shaped, extend-
ing from the base of the dome down, but not to the
floor. Behind this wall, which is of corrugated hardwood
hung from sloping steel members, are the booths for
interpreters, photographers and various other technicians.
The north wall is entirely of glass, measuring 216 feet
wide and 71 feet high. The glass panels are supported
on steel muntin bars and mullions which in turn are
supported on steel box shaped pilaster columns.
The south wall, also of glass, sets back 28 feet from
the south building line and the roof cantilevers out over
this space.
The east and west exterior walls are of English lime-
stone and marble, unbroken by door or window openings
except at the lowest level.
The dominant structural feature of this building is the
cantilever. Cantilever stair landings, cantilever booth
construction, cantilever theatre type balconies, cantilever
construction at the south end of the roof and finally,
cantilever construction to support the sloping cone
and dome.
True there are steel arch rib stairways, offset columns,
extremely heavy built-up girders, one at the roof level
weighing about 150 tons, the usual swiss cheese webs of
rolled members for ducts, many complicated framing
details such as the podium pit, the lack of straight con-
tinuous lines in the framing pattern, the cone and dome
and the incident bracing, but among the most difficlilt
problems, from an erection point of view, were the
cantilevers and the cambers provided for dead load
deflection.
I will try to describe some of the problems with which
we were ~onfronted in designing the dome and with
which 'the erector had to cope in erecting it.
The' dome is composed ,of 24 ribs curved to a radius
of 73ft. 1 in. and thrusting outward against a tension
ring made of a series of bent 24 WF sections spliced
together. The tops of the ribs are attached to a box
girder compression ring. The dome is supported on a
strut at each panel point which is radial to the center
of 'the dome and cone and lies in the plane of the cone
supporting the dome.
The base of the dome is 98 feet in diameter and the
base of the supporting cone is approximately 104 feet in
diameter. A rectangular pattern of principal members
support the cone which in turn supports the dome. To
the north there is a transverse girder, 132 feet long
located S6 feet from the center of the dome. To the
south, a transverse girder of 80 foot span is located S6
feet from the dome center. Our column' spacing pattern
was generally 28 feet by 26 ft. 6 in. To the, east and west,
there are longitudinal members of 28 foot span located
67 feet from the dome center. From this rectangular
supporting frame cantilever Inelnbers ext.end out to and
,support the base of the cone.
On either side of the N-S center line there are a
total of 12 cantilevers, each of a different length. The
base of the dome and therefore the base of the cone had
to be erected at the designed elevations to produce a
plane surface under total dead load conditions. As each
cantilever is of a different length the magnitude of de-
flection of each is different under full dead load. As
these cantilever members are in turn supported on cam-
bered members of varying spans and from points at
varying distances from the center of the supporting mem-
bers, the deflection problem became quite complicated.
Dead load deflections and required dead load cambers
were computed for all members, both cantilevers and
fulcrums.
The cone and dome, however, could not be -riveted
until the supporting members were at the final dead
load elevations. These elevations are normally produced
by the weight of the superimposed materials but these
could not be installed until after the riveting was com-
pleted.
Several erection schemes to solve the above problem
were studied. 'One was to pull the cantiveler tips down
to final position by means of cables and to then make
the connections of X-bracing between supports, rivet up
the entire dome, apply the dead loads and then cut tJ,le
cables and hope that, all calculations being correct, the
dome would be freely floating in a position of eqlli-
librium.
Incidentally, these problems largely fell on our lap
as designers, rather than on the erectors as is the more
usual case, because of the very complicated nature of
this problem and the fact that we had all the data.
There were several practical difficulties in using this
scheme:
1. To pull the points of dome support fully down to
final position would have required cable loads so
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large as to be impossible to provide for.
2. In computing deflections it is difficult to know the
exact effective moment of inertia of variable irregu-
lar and built-up members.
3. It had to be kept in mind that at the time of apply~
ing the cable loads some members might already
be fire-proofed and the effective moment of inertia
had to be estimated.
4. After 'pulling the tips of cantilevers down to a
precomputed elevation, ,how could we assure our-
selves that the structure was behaving as computed
and that the cantilever in question was taking its
proper share of the load.
Calculations indicated that if the cantilevers were
pulled down to a position o/SN above final position, it
would bring the cable loads down to workable values.
The dome and cone being a rigid space structure could
settle the remaining distance gradually without suffering
undue strain. Slight inequalities in the support reactions,
though undesirable, were provided for in designing the
X-bracing of the space frame cone structure.
The proper behavior of the structure depended to a
large extent on the checking of deflections under pro-
gressive loading and making adjustments in camber
where necessary when changes in field conditions changed
the problem constants.
The final positions and unloaded positions having
been calculated, it was then necessary to specify the canti-
lever tip elevation at erection. Cantilevers were adjusted
to these elevations' by means of cables running over
strongbacks and then the strap plate holes were field
reamed and riveted.
The contractor's progress could not be interfered with
or dictated. If some concrete dead load were placed, or
if a derrick were moved near the fulcrum steel, the new
elevation of cantilever tip had to be calculated and cor~
rections made in time to assure riveting the cantilever
with the proper camber. A mistake at this point would
have been rather difficult to correct.
After riveting all cantilevers 'the cable load required to
pull down to a predetermined elevation was computed.
In the case of the 132 foot fulcrum girder carrying 8
cantilevers, it was necessary to solve 8 simultaneous equa~
tions to find these loads.
Near the points where the cables were tied down at
their lowest poirits, flat steel bars connected by shackles
to the cable and then tied down were used for the
application of electrical strain gauges to measure the
strain in the plates. Combining these strain measure~
ments with the average E value for the steel found in
laboratory calibration, we were able to determine tEe
actual cable loads to a high degree of precision (i,e.,
within 100 pounds of the actual load) .
The cables were tightened in groups until the strain
gauge operator reported that the precomputed cable loads
had been reached. At this point record was made of
the cantilever tip elevation. The average error between
actual tip elevation and computed elevation under load
was about 1;4" to o/S"' Shims were then placed on'top
of the cantilever tips to correct these errors. Again
during this part of the work, changes in contractor's
procedure and movement of dead loads required recom-
putation of cable loads immediately to meet the new
loading conditions.
It was interesting to note that after the cable loads
had been on for some time, changes of temperature
caused changes in cable length, load, and consequently
elevation of cantilever tip. However, when the cantilever
tips were pulled to the original elevation or when the
change in te~perature duplicated the original conditions,
the cable loads measured the same as originally, proving
that no measurable slippage of rivets in the reamed strap
plate holes had taken place.
The cables were left in, place until all the dead load
of the roof and dome had been placed. Then they
became fairly slack and were removed.
Here are some general remarks:
Holes in webs of rolled members 'for the passage of
ducts and pipe are the rule rather than the exception.
While the New York City Building Department has no
jurisdiction over these buildings, the requirements of
the New York City Building Code were followed in
general. Rivets, and -bolts, and some incidental welding
were 'used. Steel to be incased in concrete had a coat of
shop paint, while other steel had an additional coat of
field paint. Shallow members were fireproofed with
concrete, while deep girders and trusses were protected
by metal lath and vermiculite plaster.
Our design drawings were carefulIy prepared and all
dimensions both horizontal and vertical (levels ) were
computed to thousandths of a foot or about ~o inch. The
preparation and checking of shop drawings was a major
task, and required close cooperation between our office
and the fabricator and erector. I can report that there
were no fabrication or erection errors of any conse-
quence and was pleased to receive a letter from the steel
contractor, after completion of erection, complimenting
our office on the lack of disagreements on the entire
project which extended over a period of almost three
years.
Now, I mentioned the names of some of the people
connected with it. You know the American Bridge
Company had the contract. Mr. Vanderbick, Mr. Fine,
Mr. Graham and many others right- up to Dr. Webb, too,
took a great interest in this building. Those connected
with the structure, representing the United Nations prin~
cipally, were Mr. Wallace Harrison, Mr. James Dawson
and ,in our office particularly on the General Assembly
Building, Mr. Philip Levitan did a very good job..
Now I have a few slides that illustrate some of these
features that I have told you about.
Figure 1 pictures the nearly completed south facade
of the Meeting Hall. Note the cantilever construction,
above. This photograph shows the glass wall, the canti-
levered walkway, and the stairs down to the promenade,
that extends over Roosevelt Drive. The promenade has
cantilevers 38 feet in length and forms a roof over
Roosevelt Drive.
Figure 2 illustrates the erection of a cantilever and
moles that- support stringers for an interior stairway near
the -north facade of the General Assembly. The spaces
between the long unsupported box mullion columns at
the north facade, also shown in the picture, will be filled
in with glass to form the north wall of the structure.
Figure 3 gives an overall view of the Gener~l As-
sembly Building looking north. Note the finished' glass
face of the west wall of the Secretariat Building 'at the,
right of the picture. Beyond that may be seen what we
call the ttneck," connecting the Ge~eral Assembly Build-
ing and the Meeting Hall, hidden in this view by the
Secretariat. Now, looking at the steel framework of the
General Assembly, notice the swayback shape of the roof
in the north-south direction, and the convex crown of the
roof in the east-west direction. The roof is high at the
north and south and dips in the center. It is surmounted
by the sloping dome and. cone about midway in its length.
Also note the concave west wall at the left side of the
picture. The elevation and location for all working points
on the roof of this structure were computed to four
decimal places.
Figure 4 is a similar view looking south-west. The
long unsupported box columns, that form. the north
facade and suppor.t the roof of the structure, are clearly
shown at the right. Here again you get an idea of the
shape ot the roof, and of the concave east wall.
Figure 5. Here is a picture of the General Assembly
'Hall taken from a position looking north-east. The loca-
tion and tilt of the dome and cone, and the profile of the
roof are clearly shown. As I tried to describe it, the
supporting framework under the cone and dome is in
the shape roughly of a hollow rectangle much larger
than the base of the cone at the roof line. Within this
rectangle, framed by the large girders on the north and
south and by other framing on the east and west, project
out a number of cantilever members that support the
dom'e.
Figure 6 is just a general view looking up into the
dome. The temporary false-work tower used during
erection is still in place below the small ring girder that
joins the dome ribs. One of the cables, with a turn-
buckle and clevises, used to pull down the tips of a
cantilever can be seen in the foreground.
Figure 7 gives a close-up of the dome and cone as
seen from its east side. As in the previous photograph,
the temporary falseworktower is still in position under~
neath the center of the dome. Just beyond the far side
of the cone can be seen a portion of the heavy transverse
girder that supports some of the cantilevers that support
the cone and'dome. The tilt of the dome, and the warped
surface of the roof framing is clearly shown.
I think that is all. I appreciate the opportunity of
speaking to you today.
.{::( -{:-{ *
CHAIRMAN MULLEN: Thank you very much indeed,
Captain Praeger.
We have another guest speaker who is a partner of
the firm of Weiskopf & Pickworth, located here in New
York. Mr. Walter Weiskopf was educated at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute as was Captn. Praeger. He started
with the American Bridge Company, and later became
New York representative for Carnegie Illinois Steel
Company, and occupied the same position that his father
had held 40 years before. That is an interesting thing in
his professional biography.
He joined Weiskopf & Pickworth in 1926, and
traveled to South America on several engineering pr~j-
ects. He is the author of many technical articles, and
specializes in rigid frames. During World War II, he
was for three years civilian head of construction in
the New York District for the United·States Army. He
was .the engineer for the buildings occupying three
corners at Wall and Broad Streets. No. 1 Wall is one
of those buildings, I believe. The fourth corner build w
ing, of course, was erected a little before his time-it is
the United States Treasury building. He was engineer
on the building of the Hayden Planetarium for which
our company had the privilege of supplying and erecting
the steel.
He is an inventor and holds many patents dealing
with engineering, and of all things he holds a patent on
a, steel plate girder.
I take pleasure in introducing to you Mr. Walter H.
Weiskopf.
Lever House-A Lightly Loaded Twenty-one Story Steel Frame
, ,
M,R. WALTER H. WEISKOPF
Mr. Mullen, gentlemen: I hope you will be interested I have been rather interested in it, not so much because
in what I have to say about the Lever House Building. it is another building, but because I think it- is rather
• 10 •
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typical of, some of the trends which are going on in the
mO,dern buildings. I am thinking particularly of the
lightweight floors and lightweight walls which it uses,
and the effects of the -lightweight construction on the
design of the steel frame.
Let us talk about the walls first. Traditionally walls
are very' thick, very heavy masonry things. That, of
course, comes from the history of buildings in the old
days. There were no columns and the vertical elements
were old-fashioned masonry bearing walls.
I recall that my father used to tell me that around
the turn of the century he had quite an argument with
the authorities to ':"tHaw him to use steel columns to carry
the walls. Finally, the New York City authorities made
a compromise and allowed him to put in the steel col-
umn's, provided that the masonry walls were made just
as thick as if no columns were there. Eventually, how-
ever, the argument was won and steel frame buildings
came into being.
For a good many years, hO'wever, the New York City
Code, and codes generally, I believe, throughout the
country specified that all paneled walls, as they were
called, must have a 4-hour fire rating and a minimum
thickness of 12 inches. There was one peculiarity about
the code. It always seemed peculiar to me. Traditional
exterior walls of buildings may have windows. The
windows had no fire rating whatsoever, and there vvas
nev,er any stipulation in the code as to what percentage
of the exterior walls could be window openings. The
designer, therefore, was allowed to make the window
openings as large as he wished, sometimes perhaps 80
per cent or more of the total area, but the remaining 20
per cent had to be 12 inches thick and had to have a
4-hour fire rating.
As time went on, architects and builders became
conscious of the fact that 4-hour exterior walls were
rather unnecessary on high buildings. It is hard to con-
ceive of a fire of an -intensity of very high temperature
lasting for 4-hours outside of a wall on the 30th story of
a building.
There' was a great deal of discussion on this point and
only a few years ago, in 1948, the New York City Code
was changed. The fire rating for exterior walls was
changed from 4-hours to 2-hours. The minimum thick-
ness requirement was eliminated, and instead the code
provided that all exterior walls should withstand a
wind pressure of 30 pounds a square foot. This was
obviously a tremendous improvement., Some of the
architects still feel that it is conservative and work on
securing adoption of thinner walls. However at the
present time that is the law in New York City and that
is the law under which the Lever House building was
constructed.
Bear in mind that the 2-hour rating can be acconl-
plished with about four inches of tnasonry, but you can-
not build a wall on a panel, say, 28 feet between columns
and 12 feet from story to story, four inches thick that
will withstand a 30 pound wind. It was, therefore,
necessary in the Lever Building to provide for vertical
mullions to withstand the wind pressure, support the
windows and give lateral stability to the' enclosure wall.
So much for the wall for the moment.
The other trend in lightweight construction is in
the floors. The floors have traditionally been reinforced
concrete. In the old days, other types were used such as
terra cotta arches. They are not used any more.
A 3-hollr rating is needed in New York City, and, I
believe, in most cities. On top of the concrete floor, it is
usually necessary to place what is called a ltfill", a lean
grade of concrete in which the electrical conduits are
buried and on top of which the finished floor is placed.
The concrete floor, of course, encases and fireproofs the
beams.
A number of years ago, experiments were made with
vertniculite plaster as fireproofing, and at the present
tin1e in New York City vermiculite plaster is approved
for, fireproofing of structural steel. It is given a 3-hour
rating.
It has therefore become possible to use a cellular st'eel
plat~ floor on top of the steel beams, a 2-inch concrete
slab on top of the cellular plate floor, and a vermiculite
plaster ceiling under the steel beams in mosr" modern
first-class fireproof buildings. There is nothing cor-
responding to the (lfill" I mentioned to cover the elec-
trical conduits, because the electrical work can be placed
in the cells of the cellular steel plate floor.
It is obviously very much lighter in weight as compared
to the old-fashioned masonry construction. '
Vermicllliate plaster can also be used to fireproof
columns. In this instance, one-inch plaster on metal lath
is placed on furring channel around the column, and in
order to get a 4~hour rating in N ew York City, the space
between the column and plaster had to be filled with
loose vermiculite.
There were several effects on the structural steel design
that resulted from using this rather lightweight con-
struction. It is obvious immediately that the ratio of
live load to dead load in the floor construction is changed.
The live load is the same but the floor construction its'elf
is much lighter. It is also noticed that the beams are not
encased in stone concrete. For both of these reasons the
.deflections of the beams under the vertical loads have to
receive more consideration than in the old-fashioned
designs. The stiffening of the beams due to the encase-
lnent of stone concrete is very .considerable.
Similarly, for exactly the same two reasons, the deflec-
tions from wind have to be studied more carefully. Since
the building .itself is lighter, the dead loads are smaller,
all the members are smaller, and the wind stresses are a
large propprtion of the total stress. For this reason, and
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because the members generally, both columns and beams,
are not encased in stone concrete haunches the wind
deflections are larger than in a building designed to use
the .. old-fashioned materials.
There is one other peculiarity which we ran into on
the Lever 'building. The tower part is fairly narrow in
one direction and had' to be designed to withstand the
wind forces. In the other direction it is quite long, and
if the building had been an old-fashioned one, no con-
sideration would have been given to the wind in this
strong direction. However, here you have a building
with extremely light walls, with very light, framed
shallow beams, spanning the long way. For these reasons
we felt it was necessary to provide wind bracing in both
directions.
I think that a few slides will illustrate these points
more easily than I can describe them.
Figure 1 gives you an idea of the general type of
structure. It is on Park Avenue just a few blocks north
of here. It occupies the entire area from 53rd to 54th
Street up to the third floor. Above that point, it is a
fairly narrow tower going to about 21 stories plus a
considerable amount of penthouse structure. This is a
view looking northwest at the Park Avenue front.
I might mention here, as you will notice, the col~mns:
are not on the building line on Park Avenue. The front
of the b\1ilding cantilevers about 10 feet from the line of
columns. Originally, that was done at the request of
the architects. They did not want to show columns in
front. They asked us whether it could be done feasibly.
We studied it and found it could be done without any
great difficulties, but it had a great advantage from our
angle. The tunnel of the ·New York Central Railroad
is just below Park Avenue, and the tracks are beginning
to widen out at this point to go into the Grand Central
Station. The New York Central Railroad occupies the
full space, from building line to building line, under-
neath the road and sidewalk so that the tunnel was
directly on our building line. Moving the front line of
columns 10 feet back simplified our foundation problems
tremendously. As a matter of fact if we had not had
the cantilever on every floor, we would have had to put
a large cantilever in the basement to find an area away
from the New York Central tunnel.
Figure 2 is a view from S3rq Street. It shows the
cantilevers and the length of the tower part of the build N
iug in the east-west direction.
These illustrations are largely to give you a general
idea of the building's appearance, and I don't think it is
necessary to take too long on them individually.
Figure 3 is a similar view from 54th Street.
Figure 4 shows' the construction further along. The
wall construction was starting up. The vertical mullions
were not part of the contract. They were furnished by
the General Bronze Company who did the window
framing. Nevertheless, they are used as the support for
the walls and the sash. They have some light structpral
framing in them even though they are not structural
members. \
Figure 5. This typical section of the spandrel beam,
exterior wall, and floor construction gives an idea of how
both were built. The entire wall thickness is four inches
of solid cinder block. That is all that is needed for 2-
hour fire rating. Behind the wall is a two inch thickness
of cellular-glass insulation.
The architectural design was such that glass appears
not only at the windows but lined up with it there is glass
past the spandrels, so the effect on tn.e outside is an all
glass building. Viewed from the outside, the glass at
the spandrels looks darker because it has construction
behind it. All of the glass is greenish~bluish color
because it is heat resistant. The effect achieved is to
produce horizontal lines of two colors of green glass.
Vertically you have some very light stainless steel colored
mullions.
You can appreciate from this how much lighter the
wall is than the old-fashioned 12~inch brick wall with
just a few openings in it for windows. The structural
steel spandrel beam is quite a distance back of the wall.
The reason is to accommodate the air conditioning
systems.
On top of the structural steel beams is a cellular steel
floor, in this case Robertson llQ" floor, and on top of
that two and one-half inches of stone concrete and then
asphalt tile. On the underside of the structural steel
frame is a one inch vermiculite plaster ceiling. The two
inches of concrete above the steel floor and the vermicu-
lite plaster ceiling under the structural steel furnish the
entire fireproofing for floor construction.
The ducts for the air conditioning in the building are
below the fireproofing ceiling. The building is entirely
air conditioned and there is a very extensi;ve duct sys-
tem. Below the ducts is the architectural ceiling. There
are two ceilings in the building. The upper one is for
fireproofing: the lower for architectural effect. There is re-
cessed lighting in the space and a very complicated system
of ducts.
Study ,vas given to eliminating one of the ceilings,
and using one ceiling only. There were many difficulties.
The fire rating on the structure on the basis of ducts
between the structure and the fire resistant ceiling was
questionable. It would have required fire dampers in all
the ducts at frequent intervals. It would have required
fire cut-off panels in the ceiling. Finally, it got to be so
complicated and so expensive that it was decided to
eliminate the question and to put in two ceilings, one for
fireproofing and one for hiding the ducts and recessed
lighting.
I would like to say that the decision to use llQ" floor-
ing and a light steel frame was not made lightly in this
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building. It wasn't done simply because the architects
and engineers thought they would like to build a real
modern or unusual structure. In the early stages, several
ways of building it were studied, and plans for typical
panels up and down the building were drawn up for the
conventional construction-steel beams, a 4-inch light~
weight concrete slab, and a 4~inch fill or finish. Plans
were also drawn up for similar panels showing a light~
weight construction. Estimates were made. The estimates
had to be made by ourselves and the architects jointly,
b€cause the estimates affected a great many materials
other than just the structural frame. The estimates had to
include not only the steel work, the two ceilings, and the
concrete on top in the case of lightweight design, but
had to include also the floor fill and what was very
important the electrical conduit system on a conventional
design.,
On this design the electrical wires go through the cells.
On the conventional type, conduits had to be placed on
top of slabs in the floor fill. It was found that, if the
owner required a close spacing of electrical cqnduit
system, the lightweight construction using the ·{Q" floor
was less expensive. On the other hand, for a different
type of building, if a closely spaced electrical system was
not needed, then the IIQ" floor was more expensive.
The uQ" flooring itself is not a cheap article. The justi-
fication from an economical standpoint in this case came
from overall consideration, including an elaborate under-
floor electrical duct system.
Figure 6. This is a floor plan of the building that
illustrates a couple of things. It is only two bays wide in
the north-south direction. This plan is above the third
floor in the tower portion. The framing is very simple.
Note the lo-foot cantilevers at the east end of the floor.
The east-west bays are 28 feet, which is fairly long for
office building construction. The small 6~inch channels
around the columns are to support the ({Q" flooring
where the cells are interrupted by column details.
The wind bracing systems are on each bent, in the front
and around the elevators in the rear. There are deep
knee braces around the elevators. That is in the weak
direction of the building. In the strong direction of the
building, the wind bracing, which we felt necessary to
include, is placed behind the elevator shafts to provide
full depth knee braces.
In Figure 7, the details at right show the wind bracing
connection used. In order to get sufficient strength at the
column, a stub was riveted to the under side of the
beam and a split beam ttT", top and bottom, was used.
That had some advantage other than just to save a little
steel.
I might first state that the vermiculite fireproofing
ceiling is generally at a level immediately under the
girders and aU· of the beams and girders on the floor are
of approximately the .same depth, 14 inch beams or 14
inch girders, so the vermiculite plaster can go through
at one level. The only break occurs at the column stubs
at wind bracing connections. These breaks occur at all
of the columns, exterior and interior.
The ducts for air conditioning were placed between
the stubs, and the architectural ceiling was placed below
-the stubs and ducts at a uniform elevation. It is, there-
fore, possible to get the ducts and the wind bracing con-
nections in the same vertical space. There is a great deal
that goes on in that space between the ceiling ori one
floor and the floor above. It seemed like a great deal to
us to use three feet four inches in every floor just for
construction', but when you consider what goes on, I
think it is well used.
In this case, the structural engineer and the mechanical
engineers both used it as you s~e from this sketch. The
diagrams at left show the arrangement of wind bracing
towers. In the weak direction on· each side of the ele~
vators the knee braces are full depth but leave a space in .
the middle for elevator lobbies. In the strong direction
of the building, they are behind the elevators, so full
length knee braces could be put in.
Figure 8. I might give you a little bit of an explana-
tion of this first if you haven't seen it in the newspaper.
The building is entirely air conditioned. It is all glass
on the sides. The architects and the engineers for air con-
ditioning were very anxious to have all the glass fixed
sash. That was for several reasons. In the first place the
fixed sash is cheaper, and secondly it doesn't leak as
much. The difficulty in using fixed sash is that' there is
no way to clean it from the outside. So, somebody - I
am not sure who; I think it was somebody in the archi-
tect's office - conceived the idea of cleaning the exterior
of the building, both the glass for the windows and the
glass for the spandrels from a scaffold hung from the
outside of the building and lowered up and down. It
had many advantages.
In the first place, the cost of the scaffold was absorbed
by the difference in costs between~xed and ventilated
sash and, of course, the cost of operating is less because
of the saving in time in clilnbing in and out of windows.
In the second place there is no disturbance to office peo-
ple, as when window washers come and jump over your
desk to get out the windows to perform their work.
After a considerable amount of study on the part of
the architects, the Otis Elevator Company" ourselves, and
the mechanical engineers, this scheme was evolved. The
sketch is a reproduction of one 'of the architect's drawings.
It was necessary to talk to the authorities - that is the
City authorities and the State Industrial people~ to get
permission to use it.
The scaffolding runs up and down the exterior of the
building. It runs on a device at its mid-point that is
clamped to a stainless steel rail on each column. We did
not feel it was safe to use a normal painter's scaffolding
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as a permanent thing. We felt very strongly that it was theth very ,welL I can only state that I imagine tlley
necessary to provide a positive fastening between the were conscious of the problem. I can also point out that
scaffolding and the building. The two ends simply have they took care of supplying the cold air right at the
rollers which press against the building. An electrical glass. We had to move the spandrel beams in so that a
hoist moves it up and down. supply of cold air could be injected into the building
When it is in upper position, the scaffold is above the right at the floor line just behind the glass. Perhaps that
parapet and then the entire machine can run horizontally will take care of it satisfactorily. I hope it will.
on rails. It runs not only horizontally but it runs around CHAIRMAN MULLEN: Any other questions?
the corner on Park Avenue, and when not in use it runs Maybe we should put a question to Dr. Webb as to
back on the tnain portion of the roof at the rear of the how many of his draftsmen went insane while they were
building, out of ,the way. detailing that job that Captain Praeger described.
That gives you largely what I have to say regarding DR. WEBB (American Bridge Company): I might
the building itself. If there are any questions that you
may wish to ask, I hope I can answer them. say that that is one job that called for very good drafts-
-tI u n lnen. I think they got cantilevered to death in working
CHAIRl\1AN MULLEN: Thank you very much, Mr. out the details. There was good cooperation with Cap-
Weiskopf. I perhaps was remiss in not offering the audi- tain Praeger and his office, through our New York office
ence an opportunity to engage Captain Praeger in ques- and the Cambridge plant. Our erection: department also
tions. I think that if any of you have questions to ask had their troubles but everything worked along very
either of our speakers, this is the time to do so. S1110othly.
One question occurred to me when I saw that scaffold- CHAIRMAN MULLEN: Well, I think there isn't any
ing arrangement. I know that window washers are only question but that everybody in this room takes his hat
supposed by union edict to wash a certain number of off to the American Bridge Company for putting that
windows a day. But when they are out on that scaffold, job up. From the outside, it looks like a sweet job, but,
they will either have to work or stand there and loaf. brother, when you look at that design and realize the
I had another question that I wanted to ask Mr. detail~ well, our compliments to you!
Weiskopf. I was curious to know what the construction MR. JOHN GRIFFITHS: Mr. Weiskopf, you said that
material is in that lower ceiling, the one below the lrQ" flooring was selected largely because of the electd-
venniculite. cal availability feature. What alternate floor constructions
MR. WEISKOPF': That is ordinary plaster, It is also did you consider before you tnade the selection?
acoustical so as to quiet the noises inside. The architect MR. WEISKOPF: No other cellular steel floor was con-
can put in anything he likes as long as he doesn't lnake sidered. tlQ" floor at that time - I am not sure whether
it too heavy. it is true or not today - was the only cellular steel floor
CHAIRMAN MULLEN: Any other questions, gentle- approved in New York City. The one made by another
men? manufacturer had not at that time been approved for use
MR. CORBIT (Los Angeles): I would like to ask with electrical wiring through the cells. The only studies
about the insulation of the walls at the spandrel section. that we compared with IlQ" flooring were all masonry
Do you notice on hot days, bright sunny days, the trans- construction with floors of concrete. We studied light-
mission of heat to the desk space immediately adjacent to v-Teight concrete floors, stone concrete, long span concrete.
the inside of the walls? As far as I know, that is all. The comparison was en-
MR. WEISKOPF: The insulation provided, as you re- tirely between the \\Q" floor and masonry floor.
melnber from the slide, is two inches of fiber glass insu- As long as I am on my feet, I think it is only fair to
lation on the inside of the wall. I cannot answer the mention that the Bethlehem Steel Company supplied the
question as to "Thether any heat transmission is notice- steel for the Lever building. They did a very excellent
able. The building is just being occupied now and has job and we are very much pleased with them.
not gone through a summer yet. CHAIRMAN MULLEN: We appreciate your advertising.
MR. CORBIT: The reason I ask is that I have seen a If there is nothing further and no one has any question-.
building with a similar type of exter'ior wall. I was in it MR. SANTORO (Dave Steel Company) : I would like
recently and talked to one of the men who occupied a to ask Captain Praeger a question. Every so ~ften you
desk along the outside ,vall. The heat coming through hear about buildings where you go up to the top and
the glass ~Tas absorbed by the wall and really made it start building down. I wonder if it had any practical dis-
quite uncomfortable right at that spot. Of course, the advantages in doing so, I mean with workmen and so
air conditioning took care of other people in the room. forth.
MR. WEISKOPF: Well, I can speak for the air condi- CAPTAIN PRAEGER: That was 'done on the Meeting
tioning engineers. They are an excellent concern. I know Halls Building for the reason I mentioned. It cost money
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to do that. It was only done for the specific purpose that
I mentioned, because the progressive load would cause
progressive reduction in ,camber, and therefore if the
masonry had been built up previously to the under side
of 'the member the additional deflection would crack the
masonry.
MR. SANTORO: I was wondering if you needed better
workmen to go up to the top and start down.
CAPTAIN PRAEGER: I wouldn't say so. We used the
same men. There was a lot of grumbling at our require-
ments that it be done and it probably cost more money.
We did pay additional sums because of the disruption
mainly to the concrete contractor who had to start at the
top and work down which made it more difficult for him.
CHAIRMAN MULLEN: Generally speakiqg, we in the
steel business don't encourage erecting from the top
down. The sky hook hasn't been invented yet.
If there are no further questions, I declare this meet~
ing adjourned. .
(The 1Jleeting recessed at ttvelve 0' clock.)
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WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON SESSIO'N
April 23, 1952
The meeting reconvened at two o'clock, Mr. Jonathan
Jones presiding.
CHAIRMAN JONATHAN JONES: Gentlemen, we will
call the afternoon session to order. The logical chairman
for the technical session would be Mr. Higgins our
Director of Engineering, but Mr. Higgins called ,me and
asked if I would take over this session because he thought
that possibly some of the members were entitled to a
vacation from seeing him on the platform. I felt that
possibly that applied quite as much to myself as to him,
because you have seen a lot of me up here the last few
meetings. But the topic for this afternoon is the partici~
pation of the Institute in structural research, and I have
been tied in with those efforts over quite a few years,
having followed what was going on a~d helping a little
here and there to steer it. That implies that I have some
confidence in the fact that structural research is worth-
while, which I certainly have. The longer I am in it, the
more I realize that there are many things that have yet to
be founded, many ideas that have yet to be c~nfirmed,
and many projects that are worth undertaking. Not all
the projects that we undertake turn out to be gold mines,
or can be. Sometilues, we don't find the results that we
had hoped for. Other times we do. Saine of our research
projects have become of immediate commercial impor~
tance. Others seem to require some years of study before
they are coordinated, before we can really say what it is
all about, but by and large I have a great deal of faith
that the work is worth~while.
It is not by any means being overdone, and the amount
of it that we are doing in the fabricating· field is not yet
competitive with what our competitors are doing.
If I have anything to say personally about any aspect
of our structural research, it is logical for me to withhold
that until later because doubtless the speakers for the
afternoon' are going to cover the same sort of things that
I might say.
The first speaker this afternoon is the Chairman of
the Institute's Committee on Steel Structures Research,·
and he will give you a competent survey of what has been
done and what is hoped for. I can't follow the pattern
of this morning's moderator by citing the school at which
he was educated, but I can say that wherever Mr. Jackson
obtained his education, he .learned thoroughness, for he
is an indefatigable seeker after the fundamental truth of
everything he undertakes. He is a very thorough and
interested worker .in this field of structural research and
I am glad to introduce Mr. Jackson of Pittsburgh-Des
Moines Steel Company.
·Panel Discussion
The Institute's Research Program - Part I
MR. J. o. JACKSON
Gentlemen: I would like to say first that any opinions
that I may express are my own and should not be con..
strued as those of either the American Institute of Steel
Construction, or any other members of the Research
Committee.
The important purposes of the American Institute of
Steel Construction as stated by Mr. R. D. Wood in the
President's 1951 Annual Address, are:
1. To increase through technical research the fund of
engineering knowledge and to promote the use of steel
construction.
2. To stimulate through cooperative effort efficiencies
and economies in the design, fabrication and erection of
structural steel.
3. To disseminate all such information and to assist
in its application through a staff of engineers.
4. To promote the growth of the structural steel in~
dustry by expanding its possibilities and markets.
S. To collect and publicize pertinent statistical infor-
mation.
6. To foster the improvement of conditions and busi-
ness relationships within and without the industry.
The first three of these six purposes are directly con~
cerned with research. For many years your Institute has
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actively supported research work and the membership has
benefited therefrom. Some examples of successful Insti~
tute research are the Battledeck Floor, Lightweight Plas-
ter Fireproofing, Stresses in Rigid Frame Knees, Semi-
Rigid Joints, High Strength Bolts and Perforated Cover
Plates.
The Committee on Steel Structures Research has the
following duties:
1. To advise on fhe various research programs under
way and consider suggestions for future projects.
2. To suggest new fields of research.
3. To approve reports and technical papers before
their publication.
While the Institute does not Inaintain a research lab-
oratory, it does cooperate with organizations doing re-
search work and it contributes money to help pay for
research work in fields of particular interest to OUf mem-
bers. Projects now under way include the following:
1. An investigation to determine the Behavior of
BealTIs, Columns, and Rigid Frame Knees Loaded Well
into the Plastic Range. This work is being done at Lehigh
University and is co-sponsored by the Navy Bureau of
Ships, the Bureau of Yards and Docks, the Office of
Naval Research, the American Iron and Steel Institute,
and the American Institute of Steel Construction.
2. The Colulnn Research Council was organized for
the purpose of conducting research on Steel Columns and
other Compression Members. It is supported by contri-
butions from interested associations, government agencies
and companies. The projects under way at the present
time include: An Investigation of Residual Stresses in
Columns in Structural Frames - at Lehigh University,
the Buckling of Rigid Joint Structures with special con-
sideration to Columns in Structural Frames~ at Cornell
University, Initial Eccentricities - at Purdue University,
Local Buckling in Built-Up Columns~ at Stanford Uni-
versity, Inelastic Instability as it Affects Local Buckling
- at Lehigh University,. Torsional Instability - at Illi-
nois University, the Lateral Buckling of Beams as in-
fluenced by Torsional Instability - at the University of
Washington, the Interaction Formula as influenced by
Torsional Instability - at Brown University, and the
Stability of Bridge Chords without Lateral Bracing - at
Pennsylvania State College.
Mr. Lynn Beedle, assistant to the director of the Fritz
Engineering Laboratory of Lehigh 'University, will ·de-
scribe the research work being done by the Column Re-
search Council at lehigh University.
3. The Research Council for Riveted and Bolted
Structural Joints is continuing its work. This COl;ncil is
made up of the American Institute of Steel Construction,
the Association of American Railroads, the Engineering
Foundation of the American Society of Civil Engineers,
the Industrial Fasteners Institute, the Illinois Division of
Highways, and the Public Roads Administration of the
United States. Several reports have been issued and as a
result the use of high strength bolts is increasing rapidly.
Professor N. M. Newmark, Research Professor of
Structural Engineering of the University of Illinois, is
going to tell us about the research work on riveted and
bolted joints.
4. A research project recently sponsored by the- Amer-
ican Institute of Steel Construction is concerned with the
surface preparation and painting of steel structures. The
original committee appointed by the Institute led to the
formation of the Steel Structures Painting Council, which
is now being financially supported by our Institute, the
Association of American Railroads, the Steel Plate Fabri-
cators Association, the National Association of Corrosion
Engineers, the Federation of Paint and Varnish Produc-
tion Clubs, and the National Paint, Varnish and Lacquer
Association. The Steel Structures Painting Council has
just completed the preparation of nine specifications cov~
ering surface preparation of steel for painting. The~e
specifications are unique in that the contractor can pre-
determine his cleaning costs irrespective of the surface
condition. These specifications are now out for comlnit-
tee ballot and should be available within a few weeks.
Preliminary copies can now be obtained from Mr.
Higgins or from the, Council.
The Welding Research Council of the Engineering
Foundation is sponsored by many supporters including
the American Institute of Steel, Construction. This
Council has a Structural Steel COffilnittee which super-
vises research work at lehigh University on Welded
Continuous Frames and Their Components, ~olumns,
Cont~inuous Beams, Inelastic Instability, Compressive
Properties of Rolled Structural Steel, Residual Stress, and
Stress Strain Properties of Steel and Connections. The
Welding Research Council is also doing work on Re-
sistance Welding, which has applications in our industry.
The Pressure Vessel Research Committee of this Council
has an ~ extensive program of research, including the
Strain Aging of Pressure Vessel Steels,' the Transition
from Ductile to Brittle Behavior in Pressure "'\1essel Steels,
Structural Steels for Use in Pressure Vessels, the Use of
High Strength, Low Alloy Steels in Pressure Vessels,
Creep and Stress to Rupture Properties of Pressure Ves-
sels, the Occurrence of Graphitization in Carbon Steel
of Stainless Clad Vessels, Corrosion Fatigue and Stress
Corrosion of Pressure Vessels, a Comparison. of the Ef-
fects of Pteheating and of Stress Relieving on the Prop-
erties of Welded Pressure Vessel Steels, Known Changes
of Behavior in Carbon and Low Alloy Steels within the
Temperature Range of -20 to +650°F., the Bausch-
inger Effect and- its Importance in Pressure Vessels, Heat
Treatment of Pressure Vessels, Temper Embrittlement in
Pressure Vessels, the Effect of Anisotropy on Flow and
Fracture of Steels, and a program for Investigating the
Effect. of External Loadings on Pressure Vessels.
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The projects which I have named cover a broad 'field
and solutions to the!? are needed. It may appear that
almost every question that needs answering is now being
investigated, but this is not true. Changing conditions
bring new problems, and improvements in steel making
and in fabricating processes make available new materials
and new methods which usually require additional knowl-
edge for their proper utilization.
The advent of the atom bomb has made it necessary
for us to review the designs of important structures in
order that we may appraise our chance of surviving an
atomic attack. The effect of an atom bomb explosion
on a steel structure depends principally on its distance
f rom the center of the explosion. A nearby structlire
will first feel the effect of a shock front propelled from
the explosion center. This shock front consists of a gust
of high pressure air blowing away from the explosion.
At a distance of 1,000 feet from the explosion center,
the shock front will' arrive with a velocity of about 800
miles per hour. It will have a pressure of about 36
pounds per square inch gauge and a temperature of about
150°F. The wind force of this gust will be about 3 tons
per square foot, or about 200 times the force exerted by
a 100 mile per hour wind. The high pressure will im-
mediately start to diminish and after only about one-third
. second it will be atmospheric. A vacuum stage follows
immediately, and after a few s~conds a maximum vacuum
of about one-third of an atmosphere will be reached. The
vacuum ",rill then gradually reduce until the pressure
again becomes normal. During this interval the structure
will be exposed to extremely high temperature radiation
which will set fire to any combustible materials such as
paint, wood, roofing, etc. The structure will also be sub-
jected to atomic radiation.
An atom bomb of present size bursting in the air will
completely destroy most steel structures of present de-
sign within a radius of. about one-half mile from the
grollnd center of the explosion. At a distance of one
mile from the center most steel structures of present
design will be damaged to such an extent that they will
have to be completely rebuilt. Figure 1 shows an indus-
trial steel frame building at Hiroshima with sawtooth
trusses about 5,000 ft.. from ground zero.
At a distance of approximately two miles the effects
are within the normal range of velocity, temperature and
pressure resulting from our natural storn1s. Therefore,
special consideration must be given only to the design of
structures which because of civil or military importance
must be ·made safe at explosion center distances of less
than two n1iles. It appears to be practical to design steel
structures to resist atomic explosions at distances of about
one mile or lnore from the center with only minor
damage. At this distance the structure would be sub-
jected to a wind gust having an initial pressure of about
7 pounds per square inch gauge, arriving at a velocity of
200 miles per i hour and lasting for a period of about
9/10 second, causing a wind force on flat surfaces of ap-
proximately 180 pounds per square foot, or six times
the present design force of 30 pounds per square foot
for a 100 mile per hour wind. The fact that this gust
and the overpressure would last for a period of only
about one second makes it a problem in dynamic rather
than static design. The force of 180 pounds per square
foot tends to accelerate the structure in a direction away
from the blast, but the force is of such short duration
that the heavy mass of the structure will offer effective
resistance. Until more is known about the resistance of
steel structures to large forces and high pressures of very
short duration, designs for specific distances from atomic
explosions cannot even be approximated. Steel structures
more resistant to atomic explosions will probably be de-
signed so that they will withstand a greater amount of
deflection. This might be accomplished by providing
diagonal tension members which will stretch during the
initial gust and thereby absorb the acceleration imparted
to the structure by the blast. These members can be re-
placeable after the blast. All enclosed structures V\rill have
to be provided ",rith panels, in the roofs, floors or walls,
which will blow either in or out, spaced close enough
so that external and internal pressure will be sufficiently
equalized to prevent dainage during the rapidly changing
pressure conditions. Paint and roofing must be fire re-
sistant, and combustible inaterials lTIUst not be used
where they will receive direct radiation from the blast.
So much for atomic blasts.
For many years' engineers have dreamed of tapered
steel members, because in many cases the variation in in-
tensity of the stresses is such that ineinbers which taper
in depth or thickness ",rould be most efficient. For ex-
ample, the steel plates in a standpipe should economically
increase in thickness with depth from the water surface.
A cantilever beam should theoretically approach the
curved outline of a parabola. Such members, however,
are not suitable for production in rolling mills, as the
very nature of this process requires that the sections be
uniform in width and thickness. However, welding pro-
vides an economical method of modifying rolled sections
so they more effectively resist many types of loads. One
method of making tapered beams is to split standard
bealns by shearing or burning diagonally through the
web, reversing one half and rewelding the two halves
together. Such tapered beains may be used in structures
to attain savings in weight, improved, appearance, and in
many cases savings in cost. Tapered members are espe-
cially suitable for use in welded rigid frame and rigid
knee structures, in jib crane booms and masts, in the
cantilever roof supporting members of steel grandstand
roofs, and in several types of bridges.
Figure 2 illustrates a jib crane constructed of tapered
members in the manner I have described. This shows
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FIGURE 2
ultimate strength to 65,000 pounds per square inch of
actual area. A safe working stress would be over 30,000
pounds per square inch, and a 33 foot member made of
this steel still has the capacity to stretch 30 inches before
it breaks. I cannot visualize any possibility of ever re-
quiring 30 inches of stretch in a 33 foot member in a
steel structure, except possibly in special structures such
as in the expandable tension bracing of towers subject to
blasts -or earthquakes.
Professor D, J. Lambert, of the State University of
Iowa, has found that by prestretching reinforcing bars
10 per cent, the strength of a concrete beam or slab made
from the bars may be increased up to 50 per cent and
more.
Professor Ashton, also of the University of Iowa,
demonstrated th~t initially stretched steel beams are up
to 50 per cent stronger and have a higher factor of safety.
His conclusions are that Itpresent standard requiren1ents
for'ductility in tl}e structural grades of steel are not the
most desirable. Our structural grades could be used with
greater efficiency if they were manufactured with the
yield point closer ,to the ultimate strength."
Stretching is not the only means by which steel may
be cold worked. In the example referred to, the steel was
stretched after it had been rolled at the mill. Since
rolling is essentially a stretching operation, the steel could
just as well have been stretched at the mill by additional
rolling. It is only necessary to use a proper finishing
temperature to obtain any specified combinations of
strength and ductility within the range of the particular
steel used. '
Cold work IS not the only method of increasing the
strength of steeL It may also be done by the addition of
alloys or by the addition of carbon followed by a suitable
heat treatment. By these means the strength of steel may
be increased to many times that of ·the annealed steel we
use in our industry. For example, the springs on your
automobile probably have a yield strength of over
100,000 pounds per square inch and they serve thei.r pur- !
pose much better than would soft annealed steeL' In our
daily lives ,ve use Illuch Illore stiffened, strengthened or
hardened steel than the soft hot-rolled kind we specify
in our industry. For example, you could not carve a
steak, drill a hole, saw a board, or even make a satisfac-
tory bobby pin out of hot-rolled soft steel. We -do use
soft steel effectively in stove pipe wire. The automobile
and aviation industries specify most of their steels by
carbon or alloy content and heat treatment to make them
'best suited to the job they have to do. '
The present specifications of the Institute do not recog-
nize any material for main members except ASTM A7,
structural steel for bridges and buildings. Our specifica-
tions are inconsistent in this respect, for many structures
are built under them in which high strength steels are
used, for example, bridge cabl~s which may have ultima"te
tensile strengths of 200,000 pounds or more, and high
strength bolts which have CaIne into recent use in both
bridges and buildings. Steels for. bridges and buildings,
n1any of them suitable for welding, having higher
strength than ASTM A7. have been available for many
years and are occasionally used in structures where reduc-
tion of dead weight is important.
There has recently been developed a steel "which I be-
lieve will be .revolutionary in our industry, It is de-
scribed in ASME paper 51-Pet~5 entitled {tA New High
Yield-Strength Alloy Steel for Welded Structures." This
steel has an ultimate tensile strength of over 115,000
pounds per square inch, a yield point of over 100,000
pounds per square inch, and is suitable for a working
stress of 50,000 pounds per square inch. It is easily
,veldable with low-hydrogen, high strength electrodes. It
contains insignificant amounts of alloys, less than one
per cent each of nickel, chromium, rriolybdenuin and
boron. The steel has high strength because it is a
quenched and tempered steel which is alloyed in such a
way that welding does not destroy the effect of the tem-
pering. This is accomplished by slowing up the transi-
tion rate .so that the duration of the weld heating and"
cooling cycle is shorter than the tiiTIe required for transi-
tion. One of the most important things about this steel
is that its price is lower per thousand pounds of strength
than ordinary A 7 steel. In addition to the saving in the
cost of the steel, there is further saving froin the reduced
sizes of the welds. In both butt and fillet welds, the vol-
ume of weld metal is only about one-quarter as ITIuch as
for A7 steel having equal strength, which results in ap-
preciable 'savings in welding cost. This steel is, in Iny
opinion, the most important development in structural
steel in many years. Our specifications do not at present
permit its use. It would be possible to immediately ap-
prove its use for tension members, but our pre?ent lack
of knowledge of the effect of buckling and other elastic
instabilities as intensified by the higher vvorking stresses
and the greater resulting deflections prompts us to defer
recommending complete approval. We do not even know
to \vhat extent the cOlnpression flange of a bealTI depends
for its strength on the l/r ratio. If it depends largely on
coluinn or local buckling strength, then the higher
strength steel will not greatly increase the carrying
strength of a beaill. If the strength of the cOlnpression
flange depends very little on the column strength, then
the higher strength steel will considerably increase the
strength of the beam. Research work now under way
will provide answers to some of these questions, but still
more research must be cOlnpleted befo~e this and other
high strength steel can be used with complete confidence.
In connection with built-up beams and girders, it
would be possible to use high strength, steel in the tension
flange and ordinary steel in the cOinpression flange. At
first thought this seems like a good idea but after working
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all it for some time I became convinced that this con-
struction will never result in any appreciable saving of
weight as compared with A7 steel in both flanges. I can
recommend this problem as an interesting mathematical
diversion.
In conclusion, I am of the opinion that the need for
conserving our steel resources coupled with the new
knowedge to come from the research work I have de-
scribed will result in greater economy and in improved
competitive position and at the same time retain and ~n~
hance the inherent strength and dependability of struc~
tural steel.
"tr * *
CHAIRMAN JONES: Thank you, Mr. Jackson, for a
general· survey of what is under way and the specific illus-
trations of big things that call for further research. I am
su're that the things that Mr. Jackson has said are going
t{p elicit some comments and questions. We agreed before-
hand that we would present the three' papers and have
the comments and questions later. If you will please bear
in mind questions that you want to ask Mr. Jackson, ask
him later.
Mr. Jackson gave you an idea of the joint sponsorship
of the research prograln being conducted at Lehigh Uni~
versity. That program has been running for several years
and covers a rather broad field. The general question
that it aims to cover is V\Thether in continuous and there-
fore indete~minate structures there can be economic ad~
vantage taken of the actual collapse load of a structure in
which not all of the parts are \vithin the elastic limit as
our ordinary design rules specify. Research of that nature
is interesting to the Welding Society, because in welding
we have apparently an excellent means of securing con-
tinuity. Therefore, the Welding Research Council has
cooperated with this Institute and the other sponsors -in
finishing that research.
Mr. Beedle, who will be our next speaker and who is
the Assistant Director of the Fritz Engineering Labora-
tory at Lehigh University where this work is being con~
ducted, has been living with the work for some time.
Last year the sponsors of the research were able to let
him spend some months in England where Professor
Baker has been out somewhat ahead of us in this field.
In fact, Baker has arrived at conclusions that are actually
being used in some instances in the construction of some
structures. I want to present Mr. Lynn Beedle.
The Institute's Research Program - Part II
MR. LYNN S. BEEDLE
Gentlelnen, I think that Mr. Jackson and Mr. Jones
have given all the preliminaries to my talk that are nec-
essary, so I will get right into it.
INTRODUCTION TO PLASTIC ANALYSIS
One of your published twelve advantages of Steel Con-
struction is TOUGHNESS. Because of that toughness, or
the ability to deform by yielding under overloads, it has
been known for many years that continuous beams and
frames will carry more load than that ,corresponding to
the elastic limit. Testimony to this are the many steel
buildings which, under bombings in Europe, have with-
stood tremendous overloads by deforming in what is
called a t lplastic" manner.
Who among you stand with the unique building au-
thority in Germany who required during the 1920's that
a two-span continuous beam, which had been designed
, continuous, actually b~ constructed as two simple beams?
No, continuity is a source of reserve strength upon which
the engineer relies.
Granted that steel frames are stronger than the elastic
limit load, questions that are of immediate interest are:
(a) How much stronger are frames than the load
which corresponds to the working load?
(b) Can we calculate this increase in strength?
For, if the increase in strength is considerable and if
it can be predicted with reasonable certainty, then one is
immediately led to the conclusion-
Can)t SOJJle tlse be 1Jlade of this reser've Of 'strength in
design?
Before attempting to answer any of these questions,
perhaps it would be well to briefly review what it is that
allows this increase in strength. It is the PLASTIC HINGE,
a tenn introduced in Germany more than 25 years ago.
Figure 1. This curve of bending moment, ·M, plotted
against curvature constitutes the basis for the llSimple
Plastic Theory." At Point 1 the elastic limit has been
reached; the stress-distribution is, as shown. The curva~
ture is designated as ep, and is the relative rotation of two
cross-sections a unit distance apart. At Point 2 the lnem~
ber is partially plastic. Point 3 is approached as a limit,
tenned the plastic hinge moment, LVIV' As is evident
from the stress-distribution for Point 3, it may be com-
puted by multiplying the yield-point stress by the stat~
ical moment of the entire cross-section, termed Z.
-Since free rotation occurs at this llloment, the origin of
the term PLASTIC HINGE is evident.
Since structural steel strain-hardens after a strain of
about 15 times the elastic limit strain, the 1?eam section
will carry increased moment beyond the plastic hinge
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moment, and this will commence at a curvature of about
15 times the elastic limit curvature.
Now, if we look at a continuous structure under load
and keep in mind the M-¢ characteristic of structural
steel it will be evident how the structure is able to carry
a substantial increase in load. ~
, Figure 2. This fixed-ended beam, loaded at the third-
points, has a distribution of moment as shown by the
dotted line when the elastic limit is reached. The end
moment is twice that at the center. On the load~deflection
curve we are at rrPlJ)}' As the load is increased, the plastic
hinges form; and with further application of load the
beam behaves as if it were simply-supported, except that
constant and moments M p are acting at the ends. This
continues until the initial yield moment is reached at the
center panel (under uniform moment). The beam then
goes into the final plastic stage and the ultimate loa.d,
Pp , corresponds to the moment diagram at collapse. The
reserve of strength is clear - in this case 50%.
An additional concept must be introduced, ROTATION
CAPACITY. It may not be enough that the beam or con-
nection or column be able to sustain the plastic hinge
moment. Especially in the case of the first hinge to form,
is is essential that the sectiQn be able to rotate through a
considerable unit angle change after reaching the plastic
moment in order to develop plastic hinges elsewhere.
Fig. 3. Thus in this M-ep curve, if line A represents
the simple plastic theory and ¢1 .the required rotation
capacity to develop all hinges, structural components act-
ing like Band D would not be doing their job. The one
is not strong enough and the second collapses before the
necessary rotation has been developed. Member C would
meet all of the requirements.
With a big IF, then, the first questions of interest are
answered.' We can calculate the increased strength of
frames - if the component parts have the proper
moment-rotation characteristics.
Thus, it appears that steel can be saved in the design
of continuous structures. (The word ltcontinuous" is
emphasized because plastic analysis has no place in the
consideration of determinate structures.) It is not at all
difficult to show savings of 20% or more in weight of
main material by utilizing the reserve of strength. I am
intentionally careful not to say PLASTIC DESIGN and
thereby spell out a particular design method. At this time
I wish to emphasize that it is not our purpose at Lehigh
to advocate or promote any particular design method;
tather it is to study the- plastic behavior of structural
beams, columns, connections, and frames, to observe their
reserve of strength, and to explore .limitations that may
be involved in the utilization of the plastic range in
design.
There are numerous ways advocated for making use· of
the reserve strength. We have treated one such which
will be used· in an illustrative example. The important
thing IS that the design method be simple, that it treat
the problem in a rational manner, and thatany limitatiol1
relating to the physical behavior of the material be fully
recognized.
Figure 4. Let's take a concentrated load off-center on
a thirty-foot span. Assume a working load of 21 kips.
If the ends are simply~supported an 18WF50 shape is
required. The elastic limit is the implied ItFull Load,"
or working load multiplied by the factor of safety.
If the ends are ttfixed" against rotation, according to
conventional elastic design procedure a 16WF36 shape
is indicated. The load at initial yielding is the same as in
case I, but obviously the reserve in strength is consider-
ably greater.
Finally, if we use one of the available plastic design
procedures, the weight can be reduced an additional 20%
(14WF30). The example shown makes use of one of
the most conservative plastic methods yet suggested. T1lJe
things to note about the results are:
a) The full load (working load times factor of safety),
for Case III has the same rational basis as Case I
- the load at which deflections commence to in-
crease at an uncontrolled rate.
b) At working loads the structure is still in the so~
called t telastic range. II
c) The deflections at working loads for the plastic'de-
sign are less than those of the simply-supported
beam and only slightly greater than the simple
beam at full load. Also note that it is well within
the specification limit.
Lest you consider that the computation of these de~
flections is a tedious proposition, examine the load-deflec~
tion curve for the same ,example.
Figure 5. The curve has three approximately straight
portions joined by short curves. In the elastic range, the
deflection, under load can be determined from the hand-
book. Starting from point A, the segment AB represents
the load-deflection curve of the beam in sketch (b)
loaded within the elastic range. Likewise the load-deflec-
tion curve of the beam in sketch (c) will be similar to
the portion BC. Both of these relationships may of course
be determined from the handbook.
Well, we are not here to consider the merits of dif-
ferent plastic design procedures. But this serves to illus-
trate possible savings. Rather, we are concerned, first,
with analysis and answering the big ((IF": do structural
members have the proper mome:nt-rotation characteristics
to make it possible for us to calculate dependable reserve
strength in continuous beams and frames?
THE BEHAVIOR OF STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS
AND FRAMES
One of the unique features of the investigation at
Lehigh is that it emphasizes the te,sting of full-size rolled
structural steel members.
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Figure 6. This shows the test at a beam, continuous
over two supports, loads being applied at the ends and
the center span third-points. The shape is 14WF30 and
the member is of course still elastic.
Figure 7. This shows a single-span portal frame under
vertical load at the three-eighths points. The shape used
is 8B1~.
Figure S. It is certainly evident here that steel is
tough. This portal frame of SWF40 shape has a center
deflection almost 10% of the span length of fourteen
feet~ and the frame is still carrying increased loads.
Standard fabrication operations are used and Inembers
are invariably tested in the as-delivered, as-welded con-
dition, so that residual stresses due both to welding and
to cooling after rolling are present.
Do BEAMS, COLUl\1NS, AND CONNECTIONS
DEVELOP PLASTIC HINGES?
Figure 9. These are 111-¢ curves (moment plotted ver-
tically and curvature horizontally) for simply-supported
beams. The, theoretical curves, based on 'coupon test re-
sults, are the same as those shown on our first slide.
Excellent experimental agreement was obtained for the
annealed specimen. Although the as-delivered beam is
stronger than the annealed one, it does not quite develop
the plastic hinge moment. Similar results have been ob-
tained in SWF31 and sWF40 beam tests.
Figure 10. Here are 111-¢ curves for four different
beams. This dashed line is our same theoretical curve
and these solid ones are experilnental values. As-delivered
specimens consistently show a reduction of about 10%
in moment capacity in the early part of the plastic range.
Figure 11. However, when straining is continued and
the yielding penetrates closer to the neutral axis, the mq-
ment capacity approaches the predicted value. Very re-
cent data shows that this section also develops its pre-
dicted strength in the strain-hardening region.
Thus, if the straining is carried far enough then it is
possible for the section to develop the plastic hinge
m01nent.
Figure 12. ,Naturally some difficulties are encountered.
Here is an 2\1-¢ curve for a 14WF30 shape, ~ cross-
section different from that shown in the previous slide.
With the relatively deeper web and thinner flange, there
is less restraint against local buckling. In this test which
simulated a cantilever beam, the plastic hinge m01nent
was not reached. Since this shape is the lightest in the
14-in. series and since, as the slide shows, a fairly good
combination of plastic strength and rotatiqn capacity were
realized, it appears that an adequate number of shapes
will be available when the time comes to utilize the
plastic range in design. The next slide is a view at the
(tconnection.' ,
Figure 13. This shows the local buckling causing col-
lapse of the cantilever. Local instability in the plastic
range does constItute a possible 111nitation that is being
carefully studied, at the present time, with emphasis on
specifying those geometric proportions that will provide
adequate strength and rotation capacity.
Figure 14. We will now examine the behavior of
columns. In this figure, moment is plotted against end
angle change for a column loaded in the same manner
as one in a single span portal frame. Tp.e ratio of axial
to bending stress is of the order .of that found in lTIOSt
portal frames. The maximum strength of the column not
only exceeded the predicted yield 1noment but .exceeded
the plastic hinge mOlnent that would have been devel-
oped had there been no axial load.
The significance of this:
The inftttence of axial load in portal fralJ7e colltJJlJls
Inay be neglected in IllaJl)' cases 'lvhen COJJlpltting the
reserve JJZOJJzent capacity.
Figure 15. This shows how the column finally failed
-local buckling of the most-compressed flange at the
end - where the moment was a maximum. The inset
shows the loading on the, column and the position of
the view.
Do WELDED CONTINUOUS CONNECTIONS HAVE
SATISFACTORY MOMENT-RoTATION CHARACTERISTICS?
Figure 16. A series of connections for portal frames
were tested in the manner shown in the inset. As is seen,
the series includes a representative sampling of the major
connection types, straight knees, and knees V\rith tapered
haunches and with curved haunches. Of course, these
sketches are only diagrammatic of the proportions.
This composite M-¢ curve shows that straight connec-
tions(lower curves) can be proportioned simply and
with economy to develop considerably in excess of the
required moment strength and rotation capacity. The
heavy solid line is the curve determined for the beam of
similar shape.
These (middle curves) are for the tapered connections,
while the strongest of the series were the curved knees
(upper curves) , proportioned according to the procedures
recommended by the AISC.
Without exception all connections eventually col-
lapsed by local and lateral instability. In the larger con-
nections the collapse is more sudden; but this need not
be a difficulty since frames using such haunches are
usually so proportioned that no rotation capacity is re-
quired to develop the maximum strength. The critical
sections of the frame would reach the yield point simul-
taneously. On the other hand, if, for some reason, rota-
tion capacity were desired at a haunch, the knee proper
could be made slightly stronger than required by elastic
design so that yielding would first occur in the rolled sec-
tion adjacent to the haunch - where good plastic prop-
erties could be assured. The' next slide is connection L.
Figure 17. This is one of the straight connections
(connection L shown in Figure 16) at the end of the
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test. Prior to this, it had developed lllore than adequate
mOlllent and rotation value. Here again, final failure was
due to local instability. It is an 8B13 shape, the corner
being supplied with both vertical and diagonal stiffeners.
Thus we see that beams and straight connections un-
der lll0st circumstances will develop plastic hinges; col-
umns will develop them in many cases.
Having reviewed the behavior of these components, let
us look at the behavior of some continuous beams which
depend on the formation of plastic hinges· for their re-
serve of strength.
Figure 18. These are load-deflection curves of three 1
continuous beams with three different welded details at
the supports. The theoretical curves are shown by the
dotted lines. We see that at as low as 20% of the pre-
dicted yield load, initial non-linear behavior is observed.
This is due to stress concentrations and residual stresses,
and the only result is to increase the deflection. Eventually
all three beams developed their predicted ultimate
strength. Another thing to observe is that there is no real
significance to the theoretical initial yield point - except
as it may provide an inherent deflection limitation. It
indicates that deforlllation (deflection) rather than stress
is the important criterion in structural design.
Figure 19 shows the Ilplastic hinge" at the support
point of one of these continuous beam tests. And Figure
20 shows the Ilplastic hinge" that occurred at the center
of the saIne beam.
Earlier the influence of cross-sectional shape was Inen-
tioned. Two complete portal frames were tested, one
with the8WF40 shape and one with 8B13 shape (similar
geolnetrically to 14WF30).
Figure 21 sho,vs how the frames were tested with
hydraulic jacks applying the load at the three~eighths
points.
Figure 22 shows the center portions of the two frames
which are under pure bending moment. The more com-
pact 8WF40 (at the left) has obviously deformed more
under load than the light 8B13 shape (at the right)
which has deforlned locally before reaching the plastic
mOlnent or developing the full yield pattern in the web.
The resulting difference in behavior is shown in the next
chart.
Figure 23. This shows the load~deflection curves for
the two frames. Frame 1 (8WF40) carries load con-
siderably in excess of the predicted collapse load. This
is _due primarily to strain-hardening. Si!J.ce the effect is
neglected ,,,hen computing the ,reserve of strength, it is,
for Inany shapes, a further additional reserve upon which
even the plastic luethods of analysis do not rely. This is
the record froln the severely deformed frame we saw in
one of the first photographs. It is evident here that a
great deal of energy has been absorbed.
Frame 2 (8B13) almost develops the predicted col-
lapse strength in spite of the local buckling in the plastic
range. This is gratifying since it is difficult to find a
shape in the handbook with poorer Illocal buckling"
characteristics. The chief difference is in energy absorp-
tion~ considerably less in this case.
Thus we are led to conclude that further consideration
needs to be given to making use of the reserve of strength
in indeterminate structures. The usefulness of plasticity
, in structural design is limited by the same factors 'which
cause a lTIodification in present-day elastic design - fac-
tors such as brittle fracture and fatigue, when these fac-
tors are present. When these factors are absent, structures
should be designed on the basis of limiting the deflection
rather than upon limiting the stress. Evidence indicates
that in numerous cases this may be done simply, without
exceeding permissible deflections or exceeding yield-point
stress at working loads.
Altholl-gh at least one structure has been designed in
England according to the application of plastic theory, it
is considered that its use in this country ought to await
the further study of some limitations, local buckling
being one of the most important.
CHAIR1vIAN JONES: Thank you, Mr. Beedle. I aln sure
that Mr. Beedle will also be on the receiving end of some
questions later.
The University of Illinois has for some many years
been in the fore-front of structural research. They have
a magnificent laboratory and staff there. It was there-
it seems like yesterday but it is a dozen years ago - that
they did the first work on fatigue strength in connections,
first riveted and then welded. Work has also been going
on at Illinois under the auspices of the Army and Navy
and civil bodies, and a considerable alnount of work has
been done by the Research Council on Riveted and Bolted
Structu.ral Joints.
Dr. Newmark is the Director of that experitnent sta-
tion. He is Professor of Structural Engineering at that
experiment station and he will give us a survey of the
status of research on riveted and bolted structural joints.
Dr. Newmark.
The Institute's Research Program - Part III
DR. NATHAN M. NEWMARK
The progralll on riveted and bolted structural joints,
which is being in part supported by the AISC, under the
direction and coordination of the Research Council on
Riveted and Bolted Structural Joints, has eight active
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plvject COffilnittees engaged in different aspects of the
program of the Council.
I aln going to try this afternoon to sUffilnarize just,' a
few items and to indicate the present status of SaIne of
the programs which are of major interest to fabricators
and designers in structural steel.
The projects which are under investigation by the
Council concern the effect of rivet bearing on the static
and fatigue strength of plates of riveted joints, and Mr.
Jones is Chairman of that particular project committee.
There is also a project on the effect of rivet pattern
on the static strength or on the effect of net sections, if
you wish, of riveted joints.
There is a project on the strength of rivets in combined
shear and tension of which Mr. Higgins is chail'lnan.
There is a program on the strength of bolted struc-
tural joints, and you have had a discussion of this
program two years ago by Mr. Stewart, who is the
Chairman of this particular committee and also of the
Research Council at the present time.
The first three programs are being conducted at the
University of Illinois. The fourth one, on bolted joints,
is being conducted at both Purdue University and the
, University of Washington.
There are three programs going on at Northwestern
University, on the effect of grip upon the fatigue strength
of riveted and bolted joints, the fatigue strength of high-
strength steel riveted joints, and the effect of rivet pattern
upon the fatigue strength qf structural joints.
Then there has just been established a new group to
work on the effect of cumulative fatigue damage in
structural joints. This program is still in the planning
stages.
One can see from just the general description of the
work of the Council that the program is directed toward
immediate practical application as well as to long~Fange
fllndamental studies. Some of the programs will lead to
proposals for revisions in' current specifications within
a very short time. Others are concerned with studies
which may have an effect on practice within several
years and only after a good eJeal of further work. Those
of us in close association with the Council's work feel
that we have achieved an excellent background between
the two principal objectives, both short-range and long~
range fundamental studies. We have been able to do so
because of the efforts of men like Mr. Jones and Mr.
Higgins who have been closely associated with the work
of the Council since its beginning.
I would like to summarize some of the work of just
three of the progra~s. The first series of slides which I
am going to show concerns the results of the study of the
strength of rivets in combined shear and tension. Cur~
rent specifications do not in general make provisions for
rivets subjected to such combined stresses.
The Research Council considered this matter to be an
important one and set up a project committee to study it.
The first developlnent was in the direction of determining
a satisfactory test specimen. Then a pilot series of tests
was undertaken to,make a quick survey of important vari~
abilities. A more elaborate program was planned finally
to cover all variables such as the rivet grip, rivet diameter,
n1ethod of driving, and method of manufacture of rivets, .
in addition to the strength under ·various ratios of shear
to tension.
Figure 1 shovls the test specimen wpich is a rivet
driven into a jig consisting of two parts with shoulders
against. which pull could be applied or on the sides of
which shearing forces could ·be applied. The specimens
\\,Tere individual rivet specimens.
Figure 2 indicates a cut-away view of the test jig in
the apparatus showing the method of gripping test
specimens for conducting the test.
Figure 3 shows the apparatus in position for a test in
direct tension on the specimens. If it is rotated 90 degrees
the pull. comes transverse to the rivets and shear load is
put on the specimens. By pulling at the various other
pairs of holes different ratios between shear and tension
can be achieved.
Figure 4 shows typical fractures of rivets in pure
tension, pure shear, and intermediate ratios of tension to
shear. One can note that the reduction in area is greater
with a larger alnount of tension, with practically .no
reduction in area for pure shear, and that the type of
failure and amount of distortion, vary with the ratio of
tension to shear.
Figure 5 gives some of the load-deformation charac-
teristics. The top curve, No.4, is for a specimen with
pure tension, No.1 with pure shear, and No.2 and No.
3 with different intermediate. ratios. The energy absorp-
tion in the tension specimen is somewhat greater than
for these tested under shear load.
Figure 6 is a summary of the results of the preliminary
tests plotted in two different ways. This method of
plotting I have attributed to Mr. Higgins although he
says it was developed before him. The horizontal pInt
shows the ratio of the shear component to the rivet tensile
strength or to the rivet shear strength, one curve repre-
senting one and the other the other. The vertical ele-
ments represent the tension components in relationship
to shear strength or tensile strength.
The inside ellipse shows the tensile component equal
to tensile strength, and the shear component at faiJure,
at about 70 per cent of the tensile strength. The inter-
mediate values obtained, fall roughly under this curve.
The outer curve is. plotted on a slightly different
basis. The shear component here is plotted at 100 per
cent when there is no tension, and the tensile component
producing failure when there is no shear i~ at about 140
per cent of the shear strength for this particular series.
The intermediate values obtained are as indicated.
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Figure 7 sho~Ts the results of a large nUll1ber of tests,
SaIne' 200 or more in all. In the final program, where
different rivet lengths, rivet diameters, methods of
manufacture and methods of driving vvere taken into
account, the' points fit very close to the ellipse. T'he
enlarged sections show the scatter in points about the
ellipse. The variation is 3 to 5 per cent for the greatest
scatter. The indicatio.ns are that the ellipse is a very
good representation of the strength under combined
stresses.
The ratio of the tensile cotnponent in pure tension to
the rivet shear strength is about 1.33, identical with the
value given in the A.I.S.C. specification. The indications
are rather interesting.
Figure 8, the last slide of this series, is a tabulation of
the strength based on the hole area. With a shear w
tension ratio of 1 to 0, that is pure shear, the ultimate
stress is 44.9 kips per square inch. In pure tension the
ultimate stress is 59,5 ksi, and intermediate values for
intertnediate cases are given. The ratio of the ultimate
stress in tension to that in shear is 1.324, vvhich I subtnit
is fairlYQ; close to specification allowance.
One way of looking at this result might be of interest.
If we have a group of rivets subjected to SaIne tension
and to sotne shear, the problem is to determine hov/
tnany rivets are required to carry the combined load.
One can approach the problem roughly in this way,
which is, of course, only an approxilnation since we do
not usually have such combinations where all of the
group of rivets are subjected to the same conditions. But
if, for example, we require Ny rivets for shear, based 011
specification allowance of 15,000 pounds per square
inch, and NT rivets for tension, based on allowance of
20,000 pounds per square inch, the number we would
require for a combination of these stresses "vould be:
V (Ny )2 + (NT)2
For example if we had to carry 80,000 pounds, let us
say, in tension, and 45,000 in shear we would need 4
square inches for tension, 3 square inches for shear,
or a total of 5 square inches of rivets for the cOlnbined
load.
With these results, the Council has not completed its
vvork on this program, of course. The next step is to
make the results available to practicing engineers. On the
basis of these tests and results, and taking into account
experience of practicing engineers the Council expects
to make recommendations for design specification pro-
visions that will cover the combined effect of shear and
tension on rivets.
The first complete report of t4is program was issued
two months ago, and a short summary of the results will
be published, in the near fbture, by Professor Munse
who is in charge of the work at Illinois and Mr. Higgins.
I would like to call your attention to the fact that here
is an instance where the results of research are almost
immediately suitable for use in practice. It illustrates an
important aspect of the organization of this Research
Council. The results are made available to that segment
·of the profession, at least, which is represented on the
Council, and the research workers have the benefit of
advjce and suggestions from these important representa w
tives of the engineering profession. When a report of
the work of the Council is published, it has the backing
of a good part of the people who will use the results,
since these people are represented on the Research
Council.
In general, the lag between the results of the research
and the' practical application is tnade as short as possible
because of the vvay in which the Council is organized.
The next series of slides show the results of another
topic, that is the effect of rivet pattern on the net section
of riveted joints. This series of tests, which I am going
to show you, also indicates a" development of a means by
\\'hich many of the variables that caused discrepancies in
previous test results were eliminated. This was done by
the use of small-size specimens which could, in general,
be made from the same plates, so we could eliminate the
effects of variation of materials. We had to justify this,
and it is indicated in one of the slides which will follow
later.
Figure 9 merely is an indication of three rivet patterns
among some 50 or more which were tested, and is given
only to show a range in the results. The efficiencies of
these three joints by tests are shown in the lO\\Ter line,
and by the current design rule which is ibased on Coch-
ran's fonnula in the upper line. You will note that for
the specimen on the left the test result is about 8 per cent
greater than the specification rule. In the middle one it is
exactly equal, and on the right hand side some 6 per cent
less.
The results of these tests, which were made by Mr.
F. W, Schutz, indicate a theoretical value .of 82.6 per
cent, compared with 81.5 for the left hand specilnen,
and 87.0 for the other two, or within about 1 per cent of
the test values. Of course, he had the advantage of
having these tests on which to base his theory so vve
can't claim a good deal for this result, however, we can
show· later that the results of a great many other tests
also fall within this range, and there is Saine reason for
believing that Mr. Schutz has a workable and reasonable
answer.
The specimens were fabricated in such a way that they
could be put into the testing machine quickly, with the
ends made in such a way that they could be put into
((T" -shaped slots so that a good ~any specimens could
be tested. Over 200 specimens were tested in a period
of 4 to 6 months.
Figure 10 indicates the type of failure in 3 different
series of specimens all to identically the same scale. The
smallest one is 3 i~ches, the intermediate one in the
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middle is 6 and the largest one is 9 inches wide. The
full-size fasteners in the largest specimen were l1i6th
inch rivets and the fasteners in the t~vo smaller specimens
were bolts of scale size tightened to about the saIne
degree of tightness as the rivets.
All three specimens are pictured laid one over the
other, indicating the general shape of fractured surface
which is the same. The net section was allnost the ratio
of strength to coupon strength, and was almost identi-
cally the same on the 3 specimens.
Several other simple tests of this sort were made to
justify the use of a small-size specimen for the major
part of the series.
Figure 11 shows the results of Mr. Schutz's test and
of all of the tests which Mr. Schutz was able to collect,
, which pertain to riveted joints in which the rivets are
driven in drilled holes, and in which the holes have a
rectangular pattern but with different ratios of pitch to
gage, different spaces, edge distances, and so forth~
other variables. The curves in ,general plot fairly smoothly
in a plot of gage distance against diameter of rivet, a'nd
as this ratio changes from very small values on to fairly
large ones, the efficiency in per cent goes upward from
something of the order of 57 per cent up to sOlnething
of the order of 87 per cent. At the ratio of about four,
or four and one-half, one achieves the maximum efficiency
possible. At smaller ratios, one gets a lower efficiency.
One can define the gage as being, either the shortest
spacing between adjacent rivets in the outer line, or twice
the distance from a rivet to the edge of the plate in that
outer line. With this definition, the points all fall in a
band, plus or minus 5 to 7 per cent from the a~erage
curve.
The tests which Mr. Schutz made under fairly carefully
controlled conditions show a scatter of less than 3 per
cent froln the average curve.
Figure 12 indicates all of the other data which could
not be classified into drilled holes, or for which we were
not sure of the type of holes. These were in some cases
punched holes and in other cases sub-punched and
reamed. In general, where holes are punched the points
fall well below the average values for drilled' holes. Some
of the points which were unidentified probably were for
drilled holes and do collect along the previous curve.
The curve shoV\rn here is more or less a minimum curve
for all of the other tests, but the same general relation-
ship is obtained. There is an indication of a decrease in
efficiency of the order of 10 per cent for punched holes
cOlnpared with drilled holes. Incidentally, the test results
which were plotted here include tests made at the Water-
town Arsenal, 1882 to 1900.
. The University of California tests are included as
reported in Transactions of ASCE 1940. Also included
are all of the tests at the University of Illinois, from
the time when the first series was made in 193i under
Professor Wilson's direction, some tests by Otto Graf in
Gerlnany, and the tests at Northwestern University on
projects 5 and 7. All of these fall on the same curves.
The next short series of slides summarizes the results
of the program of tests to determine the effect of high
bearing stress. The objective of these tests was to de-
termine whether bearing ratios of the order of two or
more could be used in design without serious reduction
in strength. The indications of the tests, as you will
probably note from the slides, are that for static loading
there is no decrease in strength and possibly even a
slight increase up to varying ratios of slightly greater
than two. However, further studies are required to
investigate the possible damaging action of high bearing
ratios in fatigue. Nevertheless, the results of studies to
date indicate that the present specification which allowing
a bearing stress of twice the tensile strength is adequate
and reasonable and perfectly safe.
Figure 13 shows the typical failure for three specimens
(50-8A, 50-8B, and 50-8e) of a bearing ratio of only
1.35. They are identical specimens but they failed in two
ways. In 50-8E, one outer plate failed through net sec-
tion; the other side sheared through the rivets. Specimen
50-8e failed by shear in the rivets. The last specimen
on the picture (50-7A) is for a bearing ratio of 2.75
where there is evidence of some tearing because of the
high bearing stress on the outer row of rivets, although
the rivets failed in shear.
The ratio of shear to tension was about .75. The indi-
cation of this test and others that we have conducted is
that this is just about a balanced ratio. There is a
slightly greater tendency for plates to fail in tension
than in shear of fasteners with this ratio of shear to
tensile stress, but some specimens do fail by shear of
fasteners at that ratio. -
Figure 14 indicates the variation of net efficiency, com-
puted as the ratio of ultimate stress of the net section to
the coupon stress, in terms of 'bearing ratio. You will
note that for loY" values of the bearing ratio, the efficiency
is greater than 100 per cent which arises because of the
fact that the constriction due to _the hole does not permit
as much reduction in cross-section as occurs in a tensile
stress coupon.
Figure 15 indicates the gross efficiency, or efficiency in
terms of the gross section, which does show the increase,
strange as it may seem, up to a bearing ratio of two or
slightly higher, and then possibly a slight decrease. The
theoretical value shoV\rs an increase throughout since it
does not take into account the effect of the higher bear-
ing stress on the tendency to develop a fracture in the
plate.
The next group of slides summarizes just a few of the
results of static and fatigue tests on bolted jDints. I don't
have time to give 'a complete survey of the work on it at
this time, but a symposiuln on this topic will be held at
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the ASCE Centennial Meeting in September and a
number of papers will be presented.
Figure 16 shows the details of specimens for static
tests of bolted joints. It shows single lap joints with two'
bolts, and three bolts, and a double lap or butt joint with
two bolts.
Figure 17 indicates results of the tests of specimens.
The joints were designed so as to have shear-tension
ratios corresponding to 0.75, 1.0 and 1.25. At the lower
values of shear-tension ratio, the failures vvere in the
plate at tensile stresses of around 64 to 67 I(ips per
square inch. In one instance, at a shear-tension ratio of
1 in the butt joints, one of the specimens failed in shear
and one in tension and at about the same tensile strength
in the plate, indicating that this may have been a bal-
anced design. There was probably something else \"rang
although we are not sure what, because in no other case
did we get a shear or fastener failure at such a low ratio.
In the three groups having a ratio of 1.25 to 1, the
stress in the plate at failure in tension was about the
sa1ne as the stress in the plate for failure in shear. Some
of the failures were of each type. The indication is that
balanced design is achieved at about this point because
of the higher strength of the fastener. Balanced design
in a riveted joint at a shear-tension ratio of 0.75, and
balanced design for shear in the fasteners is reached at a
~hear-tension value of 1.25, which indicates, that we can
replace rivets by a smaller number of bolts if we are inter-
ested only in ultimate strength. If we must prevent slip,
we may still be able to replace rivets by a smaller number
of bolts, but we have not yet enough data to decide how
ITIany fewer bolts we can use.
Figure 18 is another indication of the same results, and
shows comparisons of similar specimens made with
riveted joints where all of the failures were plate failures
at 0.75 and all the failures were fastener failures at 1
and 1.25 for riveted joints. In bolted joints, there was
, one failure of fasteners at ratio of 1 and about the same
number of failures in plate and fasteners at the higher
ratio.
Figure 19 is a summary of values for co-efficient of
friction between the plates of a joint connected with high
strength bolts. This is a summary of tests made at the
University of Washington by Dr. Hechtman. There are
a great many specimens summarized here, different pat-
terns, different numbers of bolts.' The indication is,
however, rather interesting. The minimum co-efficient of
friction in terms of shear, effective shear strength, in its
ratio to the fastener tension, ranges from about 23 per
cent minimum up to a little over 50 per cent, with an
average of slightly over 30 per cent. This indicates that
we would not expect slip to occur until values weIr- over
designed stresses are reached in a joint in which the rivets
are replaced by an equal number of bolts, of the same
effective diameter.
We have some results at Illinois and at Northwestern
which give substantially the same results, somewhat
higher for the maximum values, but the same for mini-
Inurn and slightly lower for average, running about 25
per cent co-efficient of friction. However, this does not
change the conclusion particularly.
Figure 20 concerns a series 9f tests of fatigue of bolted
lap joints vvith four bolts in a rectangular pattern. There
are a number of different variabilities involved here.
Specimens A-I, A-2 and A-4 had as variability the ten-
sion in bolts, which ranged in steps from 50 per cent of
elastic proof load upward to 138 per cent of elastic proof
load for A-4. This produced about as much elongation
in the bolt as we could count on without snapping the
bolt in two. When we tried to produce larger values, the
bolts failed. We made these tests with large values to
find out whether there would be any tendency for the bolt
. to fail because of repeated loading, but in no case did we
get a bolt failure.
Figure 21 gives the resu~ts of the fatigue tests. There
isn't much really to see in this because there were only
two cases where fatigue failures occurred, A-I and
B- 3-R. In all the others, at complete reversal of stress on
the net section, of plus and minus 18,000 pounds per
square inch, slip did not occur and fatigue failure did not
occur. A-I which had only 50 per cent of the elastic
proof load did not have enough resistance to slip, because
the fastener tension was too low, and failure occurred
at 1.2 millicycles of stress. Speci1nen B-3-R, the riveted
joints, carried only about one-half a millicycle of stress.
All of these joints Inight be considered to be joints in
which rivets are replaced with an equal number of bolts.
The fatigue stress is increased by a tremendous margin.
Even for an insufficient fastener tension, the fatigue stress
is still" increased over that for. a riveted joint.· I would lilCe
to call att.ention particularly to A-4 where the high
fastener tension does not affect fatigue strength. No
peculiarities in behavior of this specimen were noted.
The last series of slides, which I am going to show,
indicate the results of a program to determine if longer
fatigue lives are possible with some of the low-alloy
steels. The use of A-7 steel has some advantages, it has
.been felt previously, because of the great fatigue re-
sistance even though the static strength is not high com-
pared with alloy steels. However, the Council determined
that this _point should be re-examined since the previous
tests were few in number and only two steels, nickel and
silicon steel were compared in. the previous test.
So, at Northwestern University a great number of
different alloy steels, something of the order of 15 differ-
ent types, having the .different stress-strain diagrams
shown in Figure 22, were test~d in comparison with A-7
steels to determine the relative fatigue strength under
conditions representative of those that might be found in
a bolted or riveted joint. The test conditions may have
been 1:00 favorable. The work is still going on.
The test. specimens consisted of a plate with a Ina-
chined or drilled hole in it. It 'may be that there would
be a different result if an actual joint ",'ere tested. As a
result of this first series of tests, several particular alloy
steels were chosen with which to make tests of actual
joints. These are to be made soon and the results will
be available, we hope, within the next year or so.
Figure 23 indicates the nature of the preliminary
results for carbon and rim steels. These are all curves
of stress against number of cycles, something of the order
of 24 to 26 thousand pounds per square inch at one
millicycle of stress, in zero to tension.
Figure 24 shows the results for silicon steel and can
serve as a basis for carbon. One of the average curves
for the A~7 steels is shown here, and there is an indica~
tion of an increased endurance of the order of 32,000
psi at one millicycle.
Figures 25 and 26 are for Saine of the low-alloy steels.
Steel G has quite a material advantage over the other
steels. Its endurance at one millicycle is the order of 34
or 35 thousand psi. There is some indication of promis-
ing results here which will be further investigated.
The research programs that I have described cover only
part of the work of the Council. However, I think,
enough of the program has been described to indicate
the general nature of this work and the importance of
the results achieved to date. Although the Council has
been in operation for only a few years, important prac-
tical results are now available and should find their way
into publication almost immediately. Other practical
applications will develop out of current and p~oposed
future research. The results of the Council's work, we
hope, will be to attain greater efficiency or greater
economy in the use of structural steel, benefiting the
fabricator, the designing engineer, and the general
public.
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CHAIRMAN JONES: Thank you, Dr. Newmark. I think
you did a splendid job.
Now, if the speakers will reassemble, and get pre~
pared for questions the audience will fire, I will open
with the project on the effect of bearing pressure on
riveted joints. Dr. Newmark said that these tests had
i'ndicated that a bearing to tension ratio not over two
would make no reduction in the strength of the joints.
He slipped a little in implying that that was in all present
specifications. The present bridge specification has a ratio
of one and one-half. The tension permitted is 18,000,
the bearing 27,000. This research has shown, I feel, that
that bearing stress could be 36,000 and there would be
no possibility of the joint being weakened by that
increase. Now, it really shows a little more than that. It
can be carried a little farther than that.
Dr. Newmark mentioned that in the other projects
\vhich Mr. Schutz has been carrying out, things are being
discovered as to the pitch-gage relationship which makes
for the greatest efficiency in the development of a tension
member. If you tie that into the program on bearing,
you will find that when those relationships of pitch arid
gage, and of rivet shear to plate tension that create
econolny are observed, then the bearing pressures auto w
matically never will be high enough to be taken into
account or specified a,t all. There is just one exception,
and it is not an important exception. If you have only
a single line of rivets transverse to your joints and they
are in double shear, then this ,ratio of t'~vo times tension,
or 36,000 in bridge specifications, does appear to be a
stopper. That is the only instance in which it is a stopper
and that is an unusual situation, a single transverse
line of rivets subjected to a computed double shear. So,
the general results of the research on bearing pr'essure
appear to indicate that bearing can be almost forgotten.
Now, the next question is: Is it worth finding that out?
Probably in bridge work it is not of great importance
because the material there is usually thick enough that
rivets are not added, nor is the material thickened up
because of the specified 27,000 bearing. In building con-
struction that is not true, because you get into the use
of thin material. And when you get the relationship
between a three-quarter inch rivet and a plate, you have
a relationship in which the bearing restriction does come
into account.
We had quite a bit of experience with one job in
which a connection of that general relationship- between
the size of the rivet and the thickness of material, was
multiplied into thousands of connections over the entire
project. In a situation like that, it should be of great
advantage if we can establish the fact that you can forget
the bearing----;;-that if you take care of the relationship
between the rivet shear and plate tension, you have done
the job. Not that I expect to see the bearing require-
ment thrown out of specifications, but I do believe we
will justifiably raise the value to .a point where it will
be automatically forgotten even by designers, because it
will not hamper theln at all.
The meeting is open for a discussion of all three of
the papers. As usual, I will ask that you give your name
to the stenographer and mention, to which of the speakers
you are addressing the question.
MR. ENEY (Lehigh University) : May I see Figure 13
of Mr. Beedle's presentation? I have in mind the slide
that showed the local buckling in the compression flange
of the 8B13.
The question is, assuming that there would be some
tendency to adopt this ({plastic hinge" type of design, and
re~ognizing that it is not likely that rolled sections can
be reproportioned on those types of frames, where our
loading is not going to move, would we be able to raise
the ultimate strength and the hinge value if it were
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possible to thicken up the edge of that compression flange
in one of several ways, such as welding, a short edge
stiffener, tapered out to prevent stress concentration?
Or would that mean that local buckling would- occur
at a lower bending moment out along the beam and noth-
ing would be gained for. the extra expense?
MR. BEEDLE: I think that is probably the case. If you
attempted to stiffen the compression flange locally at a
point where it would tend to buckle, it would merely
buckle at SOlne point removed a little farther from the
connection. I expect the expense would be more than
would be gained in improved rotation characteristics.
Thank you for getting me on my feet because I want
to acknowledge here the great amount of help that we
have received on our project at Lehigh froln melnbers of
the Lehigh project subcommittee. Among 'those in the
room who were on that committee are: Dr. C. E. Webb,
Mr. Jones, Dr. Newmark, Mr. Carl Kreidler, Mr. La-
Motte Grover, Mr. Weiskopf, and Dr. Bruce Johnston,
now at University of Michigan but formerly Director of
Fritz Laboratory at Lehigh and also of this project. And
particularly, I want to acknowledge the help of the
Chairman of that committee, Mr. Higgins.
MR. FOEHL (Midwest Steel & Iron Works Co.) : Mr.
Beedle, on the slide where you showed the corner detail
of that rigid frame made from an 8B13, you had a
diagonal stiffener and you also had a horizontal and
vertical stiffener, I have a double-barreled question.
The first question is: I think the horizontal stiffener
ran clear through from the compression flange to the
tension flange but the other stiffener stopped short. Why
did you do that? Why did you make them different?
The second question is: Why did you insert horizontal
and vertical stiffeners in view of the fact that you had
a diagonal?
MR. BEEDLE: This Figure 24, (Refer to Discussion~
Part II), shows about half of the sections that were
tested and I think has the detail better. than the photo-
graph. One of the stiffeners wasn't a stiffener. The
connection is between two rolled "shapes, one of which is
butt welded to the other so that one of the parts is a
flange, not a stiffener. Then the problem that was studied
was to see how much effect different depths of stiffeners
would make on behavior, so a half-depth stiffener was
used, and a full depth was used, and another connection
was tested with no stiffener at all to extend the inner
column flange. Connection L is the one we saw in the
slide.
.The purpose of the diagonal stiffener was to counter-
act SOlne deficiency in web thickness. Previously we had
tested a connection which had commenced to yield, as
connection P. You see, this has no diagonal stiffening at
all, and the results of that, are shown in the slide, that
we will come to in a minute. After we had tested con-
nection P and found that it yielded a little more than
desirable, then the four different alternates we,re tested
to see what influence those fabrication details would have.
MR. FOEHL: What results did you find? How did that
last one, with just a single diagonal stiffener, compare
with the one where you used the vertical and horizontal
stiffeners? What I am getting at is that, in my own
mind, if you put in a good diagonal you don't neeCi
anything else.
MR. BEEDLE: That is true in the elastic range, and
according to conventional elastic design it would behave
perfectly well. In or-del' to make sure it would develop
good characteristics in the plastic range, it appears in the
tests that the principal advantage of vertical and hori- '
zontal stiffeners is t~at they supply stiffening to the web.
So, connection A, the one with the diagonal stiffener,
has a tendency to have poor rotation capacity. That is,
after it reaches the maximum it collapses more rapidly.
That is only a point, to consider if you are starting to
consider the use of plastic ranges in design. Connection
A has one possible drawback from t4e economic point of
view in that it might require special facilities for making
that 45 degree cut if a large number are to be fabricated.
Normally, one would cut a beam straight across.
MR. GRIFFITHS (A.I.S.C.): You indicated that you
had another slide showing connection P. I wonder if
you might show that.
MR. BEEDLE: In Figure 25 (Refer to Discussion-
Part II), the solid line is the experimental M-phi curve.
This connection joined two different shapes of cr05S-
section, an 8WF31 and a 14WF30, with no stiffening
diagonal. The dotted line is the M-phi relationship for
one and the dash-dot line is for the other. At a bending
moment of half the capacity of the lighter member, the
connection started to deform due to shear yield in the
knee panel. The connection didn't quite develop the
predicted plastic moment, and it rotates to a considerable
extent. Now, if this was the first plastic hinge to fonTI,
where you need on the order of 8 to 10 times the rota-
tion of elastic limit, then the combinations aren't bad. It
almost develops the full strength after that rotation.
However, if this were the last plastic hinge to form, there
could be a resultant increase in deflection, that might
be difficult if the deflection were critical. The connections
with diagonal stiffeners weren't more expensive to
fabricate.
DR. NEWMARK: What do you mean by this initial
yield in shear shown in the figure.
MR. BEEDLE: That is the calculated bending moment
at vvhich yielding, due to shear force, would commence
in the knee panel. There are two. One assumes the
shear is uniformly distributed. The other assumes the
shear is parabolic.
MR. GRIFFITHS: I think it would be well to emphasize
that even on the basis of ordinary elastic design as we
do it now, you should generally have a diagonal stiffener
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in a knee like that. That is the way we build them at
the present time, unless special investigation is given
to the thickness of ~Teb inside that corner.
MR. BEEDLE : Yes, I should have mentioned that work-
ing stress of 20 ksi at this point.
MR. HIGGINS: Do you recall whether the web in that
square panel is of the thickness of a 14 inch lnelnber or
an 8 inch melnber?
MR. BEEDLE: Of the 14.
MR. HIGGINS: Pr'o~ably that is about as bad a case
as ~Te could encounter.
MR. BEEDLE : Yes.
CHAIRl\1AN JONES: Somebody else have a question?
MR. E,NEY: Dr. Newmark, on the bolt test that you
showed at the UniveFsity of Washington, the low value
of 23 per cent for co-efficient of friction, do you recall if
that used the hardened washer, and whether that was a
lubricated joint? That is asking for the recollection of a
lot of detail and it may not be possible.
DR. NEWlvIARK: I don't recall that because it was not
one of our own tests. On all of the tests that Hechtman
performed, however, he did use hardened washers. Some
had different treatments on surfaces, and this may have
been a painted surface. I don't know the answer. How-
ever, we have obtained values that low in some cases on
surfaces that have .not been treated, but in which there
lnay have been some loose mill scale that may not have
been removed properly before the joint was put togelher.
MR. DERBY (Frank M. Weaver & Company) : I have
a question for Dr. Newmark. Were all of those bolted
connections made with high tensile bolts and drilled
holes?
DR. NEWl\1ARK.: All of the bolted connections were
in accordance with the specifications which the Research
Council has suggested. All of them involved drilled
holes, with hardened washers, and high tensile bolts
meeting the ASTM specifications. In a few cases how-
ever the bolt tension was purposely low to investigate
the effect of this tension.
MR. BRINKl\1AN (Phoenix Bridge Co.): Professor
Newmark, in that relationship of rivet strength in tension
and shear, what about the initial tension in the rivets?
Was any account taken of that?
DR. NEWMARK: There was presulnably no effect from
the initial tension, because the initial tension was lost
due to deformation of the rivet in the test. The initial
tensions could be measured. We could tell when the
discs began to separate that the initial tension was' just
overcome. The values of initial tension of the rivets
ranged from about the yield point stress for the longer
grips, to something of the order of 20,000 psi for the
shorter grips. However, the failure in tension was at a
much higher stress, and the initial tension was completely
overcome before failure of the rivet occurred. This
would also be true in the cases where the rivets were
subject to combined tension and shear.
In the specimen subjected to shear, we could not
determipe so precisely when the initial tension was Over-
come. There was enough deformation, however, so that
we believe that all of the tensile forces \vere dissipated
because of the deformation that occurred. The rivets do
not very well yield in shear without permitting the
tensile load to drop oft. We feel that this was the case,
because in the other series the results seem to be on a
smooth curve. There was no indication that there were
residual tensile stresses on the curve.
MR. ENEY: Mr. Beedle, I suppose we could think of
the floor bealll in a single track long span through truss
bridge as approaching a simple supported design that
might have an application to this plastic hinge, having in
mind that the end rotation with even a heavy connection
to a hanger might initiate some of the hinge action before
we approach the yield point. Suppose that under over-
loading we develop first the hinges at the end,or perhaps
first at the center and then at the ends, would there be
any particular danger from overloading and working too
fast into the strain hardening range and therefore of
fatigue. becoming a problem? Or am I going too far
into the unexplored region to make that a fair question?
MR. BEEDLE: Well, as I said, fatigue is a problem
which limits elastic design, and since it limits elastic
design it will to the same extent lilnit any use that is
made of the reserve strength in fhe plastic range. If
fatigue is really a probleln, then we haven't investigated
the fatigue problem at all. This work is directed prilnar-
ily to statically loaded structures, and since fatigue limits
the conventional elastic problem it would to the same
extent limit the use of plastic· range.
MR. CHEW (Bethlehem Steel Co.): I want to ask a
question of Dr. Newmark.
On these tests that gave the failure of riveted joints,
the relationship of pitch to gage, could you summarize
your conclusions, as a guide in detailing a joint for a
tension member? What relationship ~etween pitch arid
gage would you recommend?
DR. NEWMARK: This is a little difficult for me to
answer just now. Roughly, the pitch should not exceed
the gage, and should not be less than some fraction which
I am not yet prepared to state since Mr. Schutz has not
completed his studies. He is still working on this prob-
lem. The spacing of the rivets should be fairly uniform
in the outer row, and the edge distance to the edge of
the plate should be at least half as great as the spacing
betvveen adjacent rivets, and this should be of the order
of four and one half,- or four, times the rivet dian1eter to
get the greatest efficiency.
However, other considerations enter and this is not the
only governing consideration. Mr. Schutz has made a
much more detailed study of other arrangements of rivets
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where there is a staggering, wh~re one row occurs mid~
way between the other rows, and these results are still
in a fairly complicated form. I am not prepared to sum-
marize those because I don1t understand complet~lywhat
his design rules are. He is now trying to put this into a
simple fonn for his doctoral dissertation and we expect
that it will be ready some time this summer.
CHAIR~1AN JONES: It seems to me, looking at Schutz1s
results, that first of all they are results simply on plates,
rectangular pla~es connected in tension, and it is possible
to make any relationship between pitch and gage and
edge distance that you want to in those experiments, but
when it comes to a box type tension member, V\rherethe
angles to some extent control the edge distances, you get
into another set of experiments, and they will be made.
In other words, there are variables ahead of us, so you
can1t take these results directly into ordinary bridge
design. We do have in some cases rectangular plates
anchoring sLlspension bridges, maybe silnple rectangular
plates 50 or 60 feet long, and the efficiency of the end
connection is rat4er important because there is that 50 or
60 feet on which you gauge your cross section on the
efficiency of the connection.
It would seem from these results that our tilne-honored
practice of advancing half the rivets a little way in front
of the others and thereby· figuring a greater efficiency is
just on the illusory side. Instead of being able by advanc-
ing·a few of the rivets to increase your apparent efficiency
very much, it V\rould be improved very little. If your
tension member were short it would probably be just as
well off to put your rivets in line and take out all of your
holes. If your member is long, some kind of staggering
in the first row might pay. Those are things that are
going to come out of this research. What you have here
is only a first phase.
Dr. Newmark has very well sold the importance of
this w6rk. I am trying to sell it a little further.
DR. NEWl\1ARIZ: I think that one of the important
results is that it is possible to get an efficiency greater
than the 75 per cent which has been previously reported
as a limit under certain conditions". Now these conditions
filay require expedients that are not practical. We are not
yet prepared to say that we can achieve these with prac-
tical methods of design, but it is possible to get as much
as 85 to 87 per cent efficiency. That is the upward limit.
We feel that work must be done on elements other than
plates, because we have no basis for extending this series
of results to angles or other members.
If the results could be extended even roughly to such
elements, it would indicate that some revision perhaps
in the normal gage spacing on the connections should be
considered. One should avoid holes close to an edge.
It would be desirable to make the edge distance laterally
as great as possible.
DR. WEBB (American Bridge Co.): May I ask Dr.
Newmark a question? Referring to Figure 9, in the
center, you have an efficiency of 87.6 and on the right
88.0. On the right the lower half is practically the same
as the lower half of the center connection. What if you
had the lower half of the connection on the right like
the upper half? Would that change the efficiency?
DR. NE\Vl\tfARK: The efficiency is determined by, the
rivets in the upper line and that spacing only.
DR. WEBB: The other half of the joints doesn't count?
DR. NEWlvIARK: That doesn't count.
DR. WEBB: Why?
DR. NEWMARK: We don1t know. Mr. Schutz has
made a n'umber of tests in which ~e has kept the speci-
lnen looking like the right hand one and arranged tne
lo\ver rivets in a number of different patterns with prac-
tically no effect on the result. The distribution of stress
ory the plate on that outer section is what determines the
strength of the plate, you see. There is a stress concen-
tration or a strain concentration at the edge of the hole.
We think we can explain the result (in a semi-rational
basis if the hole is close to an edge. The deformation in
the plates causes this to open up very llluch and you get
strain and tearing, but by interrupting the" test before
completion, we could show that the failure had occurred
at the upper line and started out toward the edge and it
hadn't even started to crack at the lower line.
DR. WEBB: I aln merely curious because the lower
half of one is just like the lower half of the other.
DR. NEWlvfARK: Yes. This is a central plate of a
double lap joint. The plates we are looking at are the
outer plates. The failure is in the central plate. If the
failure occurred in the outer plate, I think the results
would still be the same. Some of the tests were designed
for this purpose. In general, there would be slight
variations of three to four per cent more in some of tne
other variables but these have a much smaller significance
than just the one major variable.
Mit. BLIX (Mississippi Valley Structural Steel Co.):
Mr. Jackson, you referred to a steel that had considerably
better properties than A-7 steel. Who makes this steel
and what is the name of it?
MR. JACKSON: Well, it is now being manufactured by
the United States Steel Corporation and they refer to it
as Carilloy T-l steel. There may be other similar steels,
I don1t know.
CHAIR~'1AN JONES: I· think if there are no further
questions, we will thank the speakers for their able
presentations and adjourn the lneeting.
(The JJleeling recessed at fi"ve ojclock. )
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THURSDAY MORNING SESSION
April 24, 1952
The meeting reconvened at nine~twenty o'clock, Mr.
Robert J. Wood presiding.
CHAIRMAN ROBERT J. WOOD: The meeting will ple~se
CO'1ne to order. You might say that this part of the
program is here by popular demand. I understand that
the results of the questionnaire sent out after last year' 5
meeting indicated that more of you were interested in
hearing a panel discussion on welding than perhaps all
of the other suggestions made put together. Conse-
quently, this is your morning. I hope you will all feel
free to join in the discussions that will follow the papers.
We have three speakers who will lead off the discus~
sian. Between the three of them they have had a con-
siderable amount of experience in all phases of structural
welding, so we should cover the whole subject rather
fully at the start and th~n open up for any questions and
suggestions that you would like to add.
It was really amazing, .considering how much welding
has been done in the structural field in the past few
years, to find that there are almost no undergraduate uni-
versity courses taught in structural welding design, or, for
that matter, in structural welding. It is amazing that
there is a considerable lack of understanding, real under~
standing, of the fundamentals. of welding by designers
and builders alike, even after twenty~five to· thirty years
of structural weldi1;1g. It is also amazing that there is
such a difference of opinion, among designers and build-
ers, as to what should be considered a proper, most.
economical method of connecting structural steel to-
gether by welding.
As a result, we find ourselves with different schools of
thought and with almost no standardization. I feel that
a discussion, an open discussion, such as I hope this
will be, should be very -worth-while.
Because of the nature of the opening remarks by our
three speakers, I believe it would be well to hold all
questions until the last speaker has finished, at which
time you may address your questions or remarks to any
of the speakers, or to the panel as a whole.
The first gentleman on our program this n10rning is
Mr. Boyd S. Myers. He took his under-graduate and
graduate work in civil, engineering at Iowa State College.
Later he taught structural engineering there for three
years. Ever since then' he has been in the general prac-
tice of structural design. For the last several years, he
has been associated with the firm of Robert J. Cummins,
Consulting Engineers, in Houston, Texas.
While his work has not been confined solely to design
of steel, he has made a particular study of welded build-
ings and has designed many sizable all-welded structures
which have been built in the State of Texas. Mr. Myers
has also had considerable experience in the erection of
steel, particularly by welding. He has written several
-papers on the subject of welding, one of which appears
in the current issue of Civil Engineering) 50 I take great
pleasure in introducing to you Mr. Boyd S. Myers.
"Problems of Welded Fabrication -- Part I
\Panel Discussion
MR. BOYD· S. MYERS
Mr. Moderator, Gentlemen of A.I.S.C.: In all strlic-
tural welding the metal is subjected to very severe tem-
peratures, temperatures of large magnitude. A 170 degree
change in temperature in structural grade steel will
cause a deformation of one one~thousandth of an inch
per inch in the metal. The deformation of the same
grade of steel at the yield point is approximately the
same amount. Those statements give you some sort of an
idea of the tremendous forces that are released by the
structural welding heat that is applied to the metal.
This is illust~~ted:_y~ry ni~ely in shop practice where it
is necessary to c-amber a beam to meet the specifications,
usually of the Highway Departmenf
Heat is always applied to the element which you wish
to shorten, strange as it may seem. Consequently, that
heat is applied to the bottom flange of the beam which,
of course, will expand that bottom flange, but when that
heat is dissipated completely, we find that the bottom
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flange has been so shortened as to camber the beam at tors to scrap good usable equipment and familiar methods
the center a given amount. The amount of that camber- of fabrication on a shop wide basis, and to purchase new
ing will depend largely upon the amount of heat that is welding equipment and spend the necessary cash to de-
applied to the bottom flange. velop a good welding technique in their shops. No blame
The same thing is illustrated in the fabrication of can be put on the fabricators for this. It is just a matter
columns in welded tier buildings. In the detail of col- of business adjustment.
umns practically all of the details are at the floor levels The second retardant to the use of welding is the per-
of the column. Consequently, heat is applied at those two sistent and almost unbelievable indifference on the part
points; and if the colullln is milled before the fabrica- of designing engineers to the great possibilities inherent
tion has been completed, yOll will find after the heat is in good structural welding. Modern flame cutting and
completely dissipated, that the column has shrunk in arc welding permits the wide awake designer to develop
length compared with the length before the fabrication simple, effective details that were entirely impossible just
was started. Therefore, it is desirable to do the milling a few years ago. Sizable savings in many types of 'con-
after the fabrication of the column has been practically struction, up to as much as 15 per cent, can be made by
completed. the emploYlnent of good structural welding.
In field welding of multi-story buildings, the engineer The discussion later will show how, by intelligent
is challenged by those powerful forces developed by direction of the sequence of welding, the magnitude and
the welding. There is no power known to man which the kind of stress developed by the welding may be such
will resist the movement of the metal either in shrinkage that it will carry a portion of the floor load. This is an
or in expansion caused by a large temperature change. accomplishment that cannot be duplicated by riveted
The engineer's problem then is to recognize those forces, construction.
visualize their action and develop that sequence of weld- The type of details used, in connecting beams to eol-
ing which will direct the use of these powerful forces for umns or in splicing colun1ns together, has a very definite,
the greatest possible benefit to the structure. influence upon the econolny and the success of a welded
-Now, structural welding made considerable progress job. On a twenty-four story building in Houston, one of
during our last war by its intensive and extensive applica- the first built since the war, a column splice consisting of
tion in the shipbuilding industry. As you will remember, butt plates was employed. The original detail showed the
there was a frantic effort to build cargo ships to overcome column shafts milled before the butt plates were welded.
the destruction of the V-boats. There were large numbers It showed a second milling after the butt plate was
of men eillployed, viorking twenty-four hours a day in welded in place. That would give you a column of exactly
three shifts, in all of the shipyards on the Atlantic Coast the correct length. However, to achieve economy, the
and _the Gulf Region and Pacific Coast. Almost any fabricator expressed the conviction that the second mill-
workman who could hold a welding rod and do a pass- ing Vias not necessary. Consequently, it was elilTIinated,
able job became a stru,ctural welder. When the war was in the fabrication of this job, to our sorrow. In welding,
over, there were a lot of men who had been trained in that butt plate was badly distorted by the heat and cupped
welding, but those men trained under war conditions, to some considerable amount so that after two or three
with the frantic speed that was required and without such columns were set one upon the other, the elevation
the check that we have in our civil activities, were found of column splices began to vary from what it should
sadly wanting in their ability to deliver satisfactory welds. have been.
Now, since the war, there has been a tremendous ex- As those column splices varied up and down, they
pansion in the construction of gas and oil pipe lines, and carried with them the spandrel beams. In this particular
in the construction of pressure vessels for the petroleun1 job, the spandrel angles were shop welded to brackets
and chemical industries. That expansion is still continu- on the spandrel bealTIs. Of necessity, the spandrel angles
ing today. There are approximately 10,000 miles of pipe then formed a wavy line down the road. When the
lines in the picture for construction in 1952. About 6,500 masonry was set it was ne(:essary to cut loose most of
miles of that will be oil pipe lines and about 3,500 miles those spandrel angles, re-adjust them, and re-weld them.
of gas pipe lines. Today, the construction of pressure It was a very expensive proposition.
vessels and oil pipe lines is performed by welding. So, With that sad. experience frolll the butt plate column
in this large expansion of welded work there has been a splice, it has never been used in our practice since.
large number of excellent welders developed. Today, Th~ type of splice recolnmended is the old-time milled
there are welders available, competent welders, for any column section, with flange and ",reb splice plates. When
job of a magnitude \\rhich requires their services. you stack a milled column upon a milled column, you
There are two chief conditions that are retarding the can know definitely what the elevation of your column
application of structural welding as a general proposition. splices \vill be. In the usual case, the column splice is
The first of these is the unwillingness of many fabrica- placed appl'oxilnately at mid-story height in order to
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square inches of butt weld, but if that flange is, say, 12 ing frame to a practical amount, the welding at a given
inches wide by 'a' one and one-quarter inches thick, you panel poin~ should be performed in three separate opera-
would have 15 square inches of luetal. It takes a lot luore tions, with a time interval between these operations
metal to make a 15 inch butt weld than it does a five. So, permitting the complete dispersion of the heat.
the total amount of heat thrown into the column from In the typical details at an interior column, Figure 1,
a butt weld will- vary with the size of the beam flange. and at an exterior wall column, Figure 2, the sequence
Now, when a coluiun is welded on one flange only, of welding \vhich we find satisfactory is indicated. The
there will be a distortion of that flange from the heat. first weld is a six by three-eighths vertical fillet weld,
That ",rill cause a movement of the free end of the on the shear connections. The second weld is the top
column of some considerable aIuount in the direction ,flange butt weld. The first weld. is labeled a tie-down
a\vay from the butt weld. But when that heat is dis- weld. There would be very little distortion in the frame
sipated, we get a shrinkage of that luetal from the from a fillet weld of that size, and it is in a position to
change in temperature and as with the other cases cited, resist the shrinkage of the top flange butt weld.
that shrinkage is greater than the first movement by a Let us aSSU1ne that we have a floor in a 1llulti-story
considerable amount. Consequently, a greater force will building completely erected and all welds, Number 1
be developed by the shrinkage forces than by the ex,:, and 2, have been made. In that condition the entire
pansion forces. That seems to be true in all cases. I hope floor area is tied-down rigidly' at the level of the top
you will keep this in mind in the later discussion of flange of the beam. Then we come in the next morning
connections of the beam t~ the column. after the he~t has been entirely dissipated, and we weld
In some cases, where the welding is not uhder good ~ Number 3 which is the bottom flange butt weld. When
control and the welding operators weld on only one weld Number 3 is applied, there ,will, of course, be some
flange of two or .three columns at the same time, a force expansion due to the heat thrown into the bottom flange
will be developed by shrinkage of the metal which will of the beam, also into the column connection and in the
snap a three-quarter inch plumbing cable· just like no~ weld metal itself. That expansion will be sufficient to
" body's business. A tremendous force is brought to bear cause a very slight vertical deflection of the beam, at the
there, That is in the case where you weld on a single center, but when the heat from that weld is completely
flange of a column. dissipated, there will be a shrinkage in the parent metal
This difficulty can be very easily overcome by utilizing of the bottom flange of the beam, and of the column sec~
your welding operators 'in groups of two, and welding on tion, and in the weld 1netal itself, That shrinkage will
both flanges of a coluinn at the same time. In that case, produce a zone of tension in the bottom flange of the
due to the expansion froin the heat, you will get a very beam framing into the column. That ",rill be the case
slight 1novement of the (OIUlnn qp,vard at that panle! whether or not opposite ends of the bea1TI have been
. point. But it will eliluinate any possibility of a horizontal \velded at identically the same time or not.
force being exerted at the floor above the point of weld- Thus, we have set ail arrangement here such that any
iug which tends to throw the frame out of plumb. weld that is made in the bottom flange of any beam
If you will have the welding operators weld on oppo~ framing into' the column will develop a tensile stress. I
site wall coluinns at the same time, you will experience have made quite extensive measurements of the deflection
those same forces but they will be approximately equal of the beam caused by these welding stresses. In all
and opposite forces. When the weld is made, the forces cases, we find a slight vertical deflection from the heat
will be outward in both cases. When the heat is com- when the metal is hot. In all cases we find a deflection
pletely dissipated, that force will turn in the other direc- of considerable amount when the heat is dissipated.
tion and will be inward, but both in an inward direction. It is a very simple matter then to calculate the stresses
As a result, there will be no particular force developed which would cause that deflection in the beam. Thus,
that will tend to throw your frame out of plumb. we have accomplished and developed a stress from the
The distortion of a building frame is entirely due to welding which is exactly opposite to the stress produced
the effects of heat developed in the welding operation. by the floor load. We have a zone of the tension in the
The nlagnitude of the distortion is roughly proportional bottom flange of the beam framing into the column. All
to the amount of heat that is applied ata given panel floor loads will give us compression in the bottom flange
point in a given period of time. If a large amount of and tension in the top. Consequently, we have utilized
heat is applied at a panel point in a short period of time, the stresses from' the welding to help us carry those floor
it will cause much greater distortion than if the same loads. .
total amount of heat is applied at three different interv~ls !he investigations that I have made,. personally, indi~
for instance, or over a long period of time, allowing the cate that a stress of from 3,000 to 4,000 pounds per
heat to dissipate itself. square inch will be developed in the bottom flange and
Therefore, in order ,to limit the distortion of a build- in the top flange of the beams at the colu1nn from these
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"relding stresses. The amount of floor load that V\rill be
carried by these field ,velding stresses will vary somewhat,
because of the fact that in the lower floors a larger pro-
portion of the design is for carrying wind stresses. The
amount of the floor load that is carried will vary from
the lower floor to the top. In the upper floors it will be
as lnuch as 30 to 40 per cent. I hope that this discussion
V\rill inspire sonle of yOll younger fellows to make a
research study of the stresses produced fronl this welding
and report, later of course, to this group of gentlemen
here who are interested in those things.
So, the careful measurements that I have lnade verify
the logical development of the stresses in the bottom
flanges of those beams.
The 1110dern office building requires very extensive
electrical service of three kinds, namely, light, telephone
and business machine connections. Even today practically
all typewriters are electrically operated. The shifting of
equiplnent for long-term tenants, and the shifting and
moving in of new tenants makes .this service a very diffi-
cult problem in most office buildings. Such service cannot
be rendered adequately by any type of concrete floor con-
struction, where the electrical conduts 'are placed either
in the structural slab or in the floor fill, for the silnple
reason that you are limited to electrical outlets that you
provide when the building is constructed. It is 'impos-
sible to anticipate the needs for future tenants.
The best answer and the finest answer for this problenl
is the employment of cellular steel floors. This cellurar
floor is made near your city here, at Pittsburgh, Penna.
As it is installed, a floor fill is placed over the top, two
and one-half inches thick. This metal floor construction
consists of hexagonal shaped continuous cells. Each of
the cells is a wire race-way for electrical service. So, it
is possible to get an. electrical outlet any place on the
floor using this type of floor construction. It lnay be
either telephone, light, or business Inachines. Then, if
you have a new tenant moving in and he says he wants
an outlet here by his qesk, he can have it. There IS no
other lneans, to my knowledge, that will provide that
marvelous electrical flexibility for future tenants.
The floor, in a 16 gauge, weighs seven and four-tenths
pounds per square foot. There are other types that are
lighter and other types with thicker gauge Inetal that are
heavier. The total dead load with this type of floor
construction, exclusive of the weight of the structural
steel itself, is always 1ess than 40 pounds. Thus, there
is a saving in dead load of 25 to 35 pounds per square
foot of floor in the building.
Due to the reduction in the size of floor melnbers, the
columns and the foundations from this lighter floor load,
and due to the much shorter period of construction, from
three to five months depending on size and ·height of
the building, this floor may be had by the owner without
a penny of extra cost over what he would put into a
building \vith concrete floors. Therefore, the architect
or the designing engineer who ignores or refuses to con-
sider this type of construction for office buildings on its
merit is not giving his client the best service for his
money. That is how strongly I believe in the cellular
floor.
It might be important to observe here that the fill
placed. in this floor considerably increases its carrying
capacity. This plain cellular steel sample floor section
(sample shown) will ,carry 102 pounds per square foot
on a lo-foot span with a deflection of one-third of an
inch or ~~Goth of the span. The same section on a 10-
foot siluple span with a floor fill will carry 415 pounds
per square foot or approximately four times the carrying
capacity of the plain section. This floor is furnished to
the job usually in 25~ 27, and 28 foot lengths. So, with
continuity in the construction you can carry more load
for a given deflection. It is safe to say that in ordinary
use the floor will carry twice the tabulated loads.
The 16 gauge section I have shown you is listed for a
'7 -foot span at 3.80 pounds per square foot, for an 8-foot
span 290, for a 9-foot span 230, for a la-foot span 185.
These loads are all based on simple span construction
and on a stress of 16,000 pounds per square inch on
the metal.
There are certain elements that are necessary to secure
a satisfactory and desirable welded job:
The first is careful and accurate shop fabrication by a
fabricator who has had experience in that class of
construction.
The second is an erection contrae·tor who has the
proper equipment and the experience in erection of
this type of construction.
The third is a field welding procedure which has been
tried out and found satisfactory for the type 0'£ work
involved.
The fourth is a reliable field inspection.
The fifth is carefully qualified welding operators.
The last two elements are probably as important as
any of the others.
Field inspection should be placed in the hands of a
recognized laboratory employing competent help. The
qualification of welders should be in harlTIOny· with the
standard qualificatio·n procedure recommended by the
Alnerican Welding Society and should be carried out by
an engineer representing the testing laboratory who shall
be in personal, continuous, daily contact with the field
welding operation. It is very important that the man
who qualifies a welder is the man who is on the job to
inspect the welding.
The effectiveness of the field welding procedure as
recommended here is indicated by the following facts:
On a building 252 feet long, 24 stories high, erected in
Houston, Texas, the movelnent of the exterior columns
due to the shrinkage of the welding was about -one and
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one-half inches. That is considerable' movement. That
,vas one of the first buildings erected and the erector had
to feel his V\lay. He didn't know just V\rhat the situation
meant.
On a siluHar building of exactly the same length,
using the san1e erecting contractor, after having consider-
able experience, ,,'Ie ended up with a lTIOVement in the
exterior columns of one-quarter of an inch. That shows
very definitely what was accomplished by the experience
of the erection contractors, plus the welding procedure
illustrated here this lTIorning.
On the first building approxilnately 14 pounds of
welding rod was required per ton of steel for the field
v/elding. The first building was obsolete even before its
erection was started. That's rather startling, isn't it? It
is true because of the fact that there vvas a change in the
welding specification just at that time, changing the butt
weld value froln. 16,000 pounds per square inch to
20,000 pounds per square inch. On that first building, it
was necessary to use all fillet weld .connections, as butt
welds were not effective under the earlier specifications.
The second building was a more modern building,
with a modern specification using 20,000 pounds per
square inch on butt welds, and \ve used the details illus-
trated here. Therefore, on the second building, Figure 3,
a 16-story building, we have more efficient details, and
yet field welding was acomplished with 4 pounds of
welding rod per ton of steel on the job-quite a startling
difference. That difference COlnes about not only by the
more efficient details, but by the change in the V\Telding
specifications.
Now, it is custolnary to wish to know what savings can
be obtained by structural welding. 'If you can use a butt
weld to replace the heavy connections on a riveted job,
like those illustrated in Figure 4, the saving in detail
weight will vary from 7 to 1° per cent. If you use a
cellular floor job the. saving would be about 15 per cent,
because the heavy split beatn riveted connections, extend-
ing about one and five-eighths inches above the support-
ing beams, require the cellular floor to' be specially
trimmed and supported at every column. Notice that in
the welded design there is no support adj acent to tlle
column for the Q-floor. ' ~
Also, in the case of the Q-floor with the riveted type
framing, the cells adjacent to the colulnn line for a'
distance of about 4 feet would be cOlnpletely blocked
~nd eliminated from use unless the electrical contractors,
at an additional cost, place in a {]ack Header," so-called,
coming from other cells around the column to make the
cells usable for electrical service. So, the total excess
cost of a riveted job, cOll1pared with a vvelded job offer-
ing no interference whatever to the Q-floor installation,
would be approxituately 12 to 15 per cent.
Now, gentlemen, this paper has been presented for
your consideration in the hope that it will stilnulate
further research study of this welding 111atter, particu-
larly by you young~r engineers who have a lot of future
out ahead of you, and that "it will lead into an extension
of the use of good structural welding in general structural
fabrication.
I thank you very much for your attention.
* n u
CHAIRl\1AN WOOD: Thank you very much, Mr. Myel'S,
for the recount of your experiences. It was quite inter-
esting. .
Our next speaker on the panel discussion this lTIorning
is Mr. W. L. Perry. Mr. Perry received his degree in
civil engineering at Texas A & M College. Since gradua-
tion, he has been with Mosher Steel Company at their
several plants in Texas and Louisiana. In these years he
has had considerable experience in construction of many
different types of steel structures, including power plants,
Inill buildings, and tier buildings, and he is now chief
engineer of Mosher's Houston, Texas, plant.
In the past few years, Mr. Perry has worked very
closely with Mr. Myers on many all-welded projects, and
he has had a world of practical experience in this type
of fabrication and erection.
It is a pleasure to call on Mr: W. L. Perry.
Problems of Welded Fabrication - Part II
MR. W. L. PERRY
Mr. Wood, Gentlemen: Mr. Myers has very adequately
discussed the welded building frame from the viewpoint
of the designing engineer.
In order to trace the development of this type of con-
struction and point out the problems that the fabricator
and erector have been faced with, I will briefly outline
the history of the welded... steel frame 'building in the
Texas .Gulf Coast area.
In 1930 Mosher Steel COlupany fabricated and erected
the Dallas Power & Light Company building in Dallas,
Texas. This IS-story building, one of the largest welded
buildings of its time, was essentially a building of riveted
design with the rivets replaced by welds both in the
shop and in the field.
Dr. Frank McI(ibben was largely instrulnental in the
design of the welded connections used for this building,
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for the building ~Tere started. This budding was built
before the present day coated electrodes were in existence.
All welds "vere fillet, welds. There were quite large
fillet welds used both i1J.. the field and in the shop.
Many of the connections that were used on this struc-
ture are still being used by present day designers. In
fact, I think Shedd in his book '(Structural Design in
Steel" devotes two or three pages to this building and
the connections in it.
Figure 2 shows connection details used on the Texas
C0111pany's office building addition. The field connec-
tions were made by fillet welds that attached the beallls
either to seats or brackets which were shop riveted to
the supporting colulnn. Where seat connections vvere
used, the top flange of the beam was not stayed laterally
until the top flange was field welded. The connections
with shop riveted seats in lnost of the cases had a loose
angle field welded both to the bealn and to the coluDln
after the job was erected.
Figure 3 indicates a type of wind bracket connection
used on the Houston Chamber of Commerce building
addition. The wind brackets were shop riveted to the
column and were tnade froln a split beam section. The
spandrel girders were shop riveted, made of four angles
and a plate, and were attached to the brackets in the
field by fillet vvelds and an incolnplete butt weld across
the girder web.
These spandrel girders V\Tere encased in concrete and
had spandrel angles attached to the concrete encasement
by bent anchor bolts. The spandrel angles were set by
the general contractor, and that got us away from
troubles that we had on the City National Bank, at a
later date, wher~ this construction was not used.
Figure 4 shows how for certain bents the wind was
carried across the building by field welded end connec-
tions on the beams. This is the first use of butt welds for
this purpose in the Houston area that I am familiar
with. The plates were widened at the butt weld in order
to reduce the unit stress in the welds.
The top and bott01TI flange plates were shop welded to
the bealll and field welded to the column. Even if at the
time this building was constructed, it was supposed that
these plates should be left loose to allow adjustment in
the field, we welded them on in the shop. The seats were
shop riveted for shear. Both the top and bottom plates
were attached to beams in the shop with fillet welds.
Figure 5 illustrates a typical detail connection used on
the City National Bank Building. Note the column splice
that Mr. Meyers referred to aV\Thile ago. We did have
trouble, lots of it. The floor got out as much as an inch
and one-half in elevation between the different columns.
The beams did not frame with flush tops. You will
notice, at Section A-A, that they are dropped an inch
and one-half below the top of the girders.
The floor stringers, or intermediate floor beams, were
and you V\Till find reference to the structure in his article
in The Journal of the American Welding Society in the
May and June, 1933, issues.
In Houston our first major structures of V\Telded design
V\Tere the Texas Company office building addition and the
addition to the Houston Chamber of Commerce building.
Both of these buildings were constructed in 1938, and
each featured a different type of design.
From 1938 until 1946, there were no lnajor welded
tier structures constructed in the area. However, in this
interval the \-velded mill-type building lnade quite a bit of
progress. Dow Chemical Company, faced with corrosion
probletDs due both to location and processes, built their
Freeport plant of welded construction, featuring a design
that eliminated inaccessible parts and allowed all butting
surfaces to be sealed with a "veld bead.
In 1946, the City National Bank Building was con-
structed in Houston. This <22-story building was built as
a completely shop and field welded building. I. mean
completely literally. Built-up sections were used for both
columns, and girders. It was all welded. The difficulties
encouf,ltered in the construction of this building. resulted
in a search for a more econolnical type of construction.
Mr. Myers, V\Torking closely with the fabricator, erec-
tor, and inspector and aided by the change in allowable
stress through butt welds, has evolved a type of structure'
that is economical to fabricate, erect, and one that will
cOlnpare favorably in cost of the erected structure with
similar structures designed, fabricated, and erected on a
riveted basis.
The 1951 addition to the Gulf building in Houston
illustrates Mr. Myers' latest design.
The HOl,lston office building of the Prudential Insur-
ance Company also built in 1951, and on which Mr.
Ward Butterwick was structural engineer, used a type
of connection for beam to column that is essentially the
salne as the connection developed by Mr. Myers. How-
ever, in many cases these connection details were modified
to allow the use of negative moment reinforcement for
the beams.
Before proceeding with a discussion of these buildings,
I ",Tould like to point out that on the latest of them we
have not omitted shop paint from surfaces that are to be
field welded. We have found that where an iron oxide
paint or a chromate paint is used for the shop coat, good
welds can be made through this primer coat, and the
welder is not harmed by the paint fumes.
I have had slides made from typical connection detail
sheets for each of the five structures that I have men-
tioned. These slides are not as clear as they should be
as they are made direct from detail drawings.
Figure 1 is a slide made from design details of the
Dallas Power & Light ,Company building. It indicates
the tnass of detailed information shown on more than
40 similar sheets that were prepared before the details
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framed for continuity across the girders as shoV\rn. This
proved to be an extremely expensive connection to Inake
in the field. Actually, the beams over ran in depth and
their flanges V\rere cocked..We had SOlne sliding allow-
ances in the distance between top and bottom plates of
these connections, but in the field the bealns had to be
driven into place. Entering the beams in the space
allowed above the seat on the girder proved to be ex-
tremely difficult.
The allowable'stress on a butt weld, at the tilne this
structure was designed, was such that the full moment
value of the beam could not be developed by butt welding
the flanges directly to the column.
Plates of such widths and thickness as were required
to develop the bealll flange through a butt weld were
shop welded to the beam top flanges where they framed
to the column flange.
The cap plates of the seats upon which the bealll
rested were of cross~sectionalarea equal to the beam top
flange reinforcing plates. These cap plates were shqp butt
welded to the column and attached to the beam flange by
fillet welds in the field.
Connection of a beam web to a column flange de-
pended on shear plates field welded to carry the end,
reaction.
The connection of a beam to a column web had no
shear plate, and a stiffener' under the seat carried the
beam reaction. The top flange moment plate for beams
framing to column webs were Inade in·' tv-va .pieces and
field welded to both the bealn and the cohunn.
Figure 6 shows typical shop details of the spandrel
bealns on this structure. When the stonework was
brought up to the first spandrel, we found what a mis-
take had been made when we fabricated these like this.
The spandrel angles had to be cut loose in the field and
re-Iocated.
The spandrel angles were shop welded with a good
bit of "veld on each connection, and sent out as a unit
with the beam, which was erected complete. As Mr.
Myers told you, those spandrel angles looked like snake
tracks across the face of the building.
All of the buildrngs that have been discussed are good
buildings and are adequately performing the servi~es
for which they were designed. However, the City Na-
tional Bank Building was an education to all concerned.
The education covered the field all the way from grammar
,school, ·through postgraduate study on what not to do on
a welded building if economy is any obj ect.
Figure 7 illustrates Mr. Myers' later design. This slide
shows all of the typical details required for detailing the
Gulf Building Addition, Number 2. In addifion, it
shows the field welding. All beams, framing to columns
are welded for continuity. All beams are framed flush
top. All bealns not attaching to columns have standard
shop riveted angle connections which are field bolted
V\rith ordinary machine bolts drawn tight "with impaft
wrenches.
Spandr.el beams are encased in concrete and the
spandrel angles are attached to this concrete encasement
by the general contractor' through the use of concrete
inserts. That, where it is possible, relieves us or any
fabricator of quite a headache.
In Houston it is a pretty general custOlll to encase
all of the spandrel beams and all of the exterior colulnns.
in concrete, even though the building may be built V\rith
a Q-floor and the interior floor and bealDs thelDselves
fire-proofed with vermiculite plaster.
Columns are spliced through milled ends and have
both web a1)d flange splice plates. The flange splice
plates are attached in the shop to the upper colUlun sec-
tion. Web splice plates are shipped bolted to the upper
colulnn section. The splice is located five tQ five feet six
inches above the tops of beams as a maximum because
of the erection probleln when it is located higher. We
put the column splice plates on the upper section of the
column in order that the heavy weld necessary to take
care of the fills can be made in the shop. '
Beams framing to column flange are beveled for down
hand butt welding to the column flange. The webs of
these beams 'are cut back approximately one inch from
the face of the column flange. The end reactions of these
beams are carried to the colllll1n through a shear plate
shop \velded to the colulnns and fillet \velded in the field
to the bealn. Each shear plate and corresponding bean1
web is provided with a Ininilnum of three erection bolt
holes. A 4 x 4 angle erection seat is shop welded to the
column, one~quarter of an inch below the theoretical
bottom of the beam.
The flanges of beams framing to a column web are
beveled for down hand butt welding to the flanges of a
synthetic beam section. This synthetic bealn section is
shop welded to the column and is made up of column
web stiffeners located opposite the top and bottolTI flanges
of the attaching beam and a vertical shear plate that
laps the beam web. The bealTI web and vertical shear
plate of the synthetic beam are joined in the' field by a
fillet weld. Erection bolt holes are provided just as for
beams framing to column flange. An erection seat is also
provided and it is located one-quarter inch below the
theoretical bottom of the beam.
The plate marked W is the web plate of the synthetic
beam. It is nothiQ.g lnore than a plate of the same thick-
ness or approximate thicknesses as the web of the bealn
that frames to it. The column stiffener plates PI are
welded into the columns either by full.penetration butt
weld, or sometimes by fillets across the v,reb. If they are
.attached by fillets, they are always attached to the flanges
by butt welds. The seat plate, that we provide on 'the
bottoln of the synthetic beam, is bolted on through a
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fill to drop it a quarter ot an inch. We put two bolts ot the expected shrinkage and "velding the beams to these
through it and it does the job. columns, and then proceeding to the next columns after
The only difference between the end of a bea1n fra1n- checking his actual shrinkage on the first bay welded,
ing to a column flange and one framing to a column web that he can hold his building to size and plumbness as
is the manner in which the beam web is cut. close as any riveted building can be held.
The width, of the column web stiffeners that for1n The feather edge cut on the beam flanges will ordinar-
the top and bottom flange of the synthetic beam section ily have a gap between the end of the bea1ll and the
are held to a constant figure from the face of the column column due to spreading of the columns to allow for
\\Teb, not from the center line of the column. This causes expected shrinkage. Since back up plates are used for
the length of the bea1ns to vary each time the column all field butt welds, this will form a satisfactory joint.
Voleight is changed. This distance is set in round figures as Where due to over run of column the feather edge is
an inch and one-half to two inches beyond the toe of the hard up against the column, the welder will have no
flange. This figure is sometimes changed when the difficulty in obtaining full penetration. Where as occa-
nominal flange width of column changes but by prefer- sionally happens the beam must be shortened slightly to
ence should be constant for an entire structure.' adjust the bay width, the feather edge is burned off as
The bevels for the flanges of the beams are cut on a required~ but bevel is still maintained.
45-degree angle, and are brought down to a feather edge. This adjusting of bay widths to allow for shrinkage
The beams are .detailed and fabricated to a length of plus does not affect the beam web connection since the web is
O-minus 7'1 {j of an inch of the theoretical clear dis- connected by fillet welds to a lapped plate.
tance between column flanges or edges of synthetic beam The erection seats provided on the column allow these
sections. No allowance is made for overrun of columns. adjustments to be made. Since all beams have erection
All stiffener plates, synthetic beam web plates, and bolts spaced throughout their webs, there is no tendency
so forth, are cut to size on a burning table by the use for the beams to rock under erection loads and the erector
of a mechanical torch. Where column web plates require has a stable floor system from which he can work.
beveling for butt welds, these bevels are cut by a tractor Figure 8 'shows typical details for the Prudential
type torch travelling on a track. Insurance Co. building. Note the similarity to the beam
Plates after edge preparation are tack welded in place and column detail, just discussed. However, where
in the column, their location checked and passed by the negative m01nent plates are used on the beams, the cor-
shop. inspector, and then while on the skids, all fillet responding column web stiffener plates were divide~ into
welds are made. Next, the columns are hoisted into a two plates. This division of the plates saved quite a bit
vertical position and the butt welds connecting the over one plate of the same combined thickness. Section
column stiffener plates to the column are Inade. A-A of Interior Colum,ns shows the negative moment
The lengths of these columns will n'ot be the same plate extending various distances out along the beam.
after welding is completed as they were before welding While the typical detail shows a 45 degree bevel on
began. Once recognized, this will" not seriously disturb the beam flange extending on through the flange cover
the shop, for the shop is forced to juggle splice lines on plate, it was found that a modified V-groove weld could
riveted columns to take care of under run, in length, of be obtained by squaring up the edge of the cover plate
columns ordered from the mill, and so will already have and placing this square edge at the edge, of the bevel on
a procedure worked out that will cover this contingency. the beam flange. A similar U-groove' was used at the
It probably will be a procedure that will eliminate milling bottom flange. Here the flange was square and the
these columns after welding is completed. cover beveled.
Bea1ns, fra1ning to colu1nns, have their flanges beveled This was the first structure that we fabricated where
by tractor type torches running on tracks that rest on the beams were framed for' continuity to columns having
beam flange which is to be beveled. Their webs do not cover plates, the beams framing into the covers them-
have to be accurately cut to line and are, therefore, cut selves.
by hand torches. We were given an opportunity to try several methods
Holes for these beams are in the web so that they of transferring the stress from the beam flange through
can be punched and do not require drilling, as might be the column cover plate to the column,itself, and found,
the case if fit up holes were through their flanges. by experiments, backed up by tension tests, that we
As for erection, a butt weld will shrink-V\Te all know could accomplish this through the use of plug welds
that-and for this reason, a structure of this type cannot 1nade through one and a quarter inch diameter holes
be plumbed throughout a tier before welding is started. spaced as shown on the following slide.
Our erector has found that by plumbing his elevator Figure 9 is a schedule for these plug welds. The holes
shaft columns and welding the beams to these columns, are placed with very little distance between their edges
then by spreading the adjoining columns out the amount and are spaced in such a manner that we" can develop a
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beam flange through the column cover plates on the con-
sideration that the holes are rods, stressed at 20,000
pounds per square inch. Actually, this was very, very
conservative because the weld penetration "vas such that
it was almost equivalent to a solid weld across the face-
not quite but al1nost.
This plug ,velding was limited to plates of one and
three-quarter inch maxitnum thickness, and were made
by an autolnatic sublnerged welding machine using five-
sixteenths electrodes with 1800 amps. and approximately
35 volts. The welds were made by time~a stop watch
being used to start and stop the welding-with time per
hole approximately one-half minute. Mr. D. C. Ran-
some and Mr. N. G. Schreiner of Linde Air Products Co.
assisted in the experitnents leading to the adoption of
these plug welds.
We also experimented with slot welds two inches wide
and about twelve inches long, made by this same auto-
D1atic welding machine using a backward and forward
motion without interruption of current, but the slot
,velds entrapped slag and were not considered satisfac-
tory. We did, however, use two inch wide slot welds
through two and a half inch thick plate where the welds
were lnade by hand welding with A.C. Machines. These
welds proved acceptable.
The building, faced with marble, had spandrel angles
that hung from the bottoln of the spandrel bealns. This
standard detail sheet, Figure 10, shows how these angles
, were bolted through slotted holes to allow' for field
adjustment. The spandrel angles were asselnbled to the
spandrel beams in the shop and were erected as a unit
,vith the beams. No attempt was made to line up the
spandrel angles until the marble was almost up to them.
In fact, I think the erector worked from the same scaffold
as the masons did. This proved very satisfactory from
the general contractor's viewpoint, but involved the erec-
tor's keeping a crew of tnen on the job long after the
rest of the steel ,vas erected. Needless to say, this w,as
very expensive.
These latest welded buildings, as typified by the Gulf
Building Addition and the Prudential Building, Inake
use of welding, riveting and bolting, each used in its
appropriate pla<;e, and you, as fabricators, can see why
we like this construction.
That concludes my remarks. Thank you.
(Editorial Note: 11;[1'. Perry also sho1ued a series of 25.
color slides to illt/strate the appearance of the strllctttres)
and tbeir details} as discussed in his paper.)
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CHAIRMAN WOOD: Thank you very lnnch, Mr. Perry.
We surely enjoyed that. I am sure that you will have a
lot of questions asked of you.
Our next speaker is Mr. J. R. Stitt. Mr. Stitt grad-
uated from Penn State. After studying in this field, he
worked with welding first both as welder and sales
engineer. Later, in 1938, he was instrumental in estab-
lishing at Ohio University what I understand was the
first and perhaps even today the only Department of
Welding Engineering at a University. He taught various
courses for a few years thereafter in that department.
Mr. Stitt is now the research and welding engineer
for R. C. Mahon COlnpany in Detroit. He has had can-
siderable shop and field experience in structural welding,
and has been for several years active and prominent in
the Alnerican Welding Society. He is' an authority on
sequence of welding to control distortion, and on straight-
ening by the application of heat.
We will be happy to hear from Mr. Stitt.
Problems of Welded Fabrication - Part III
MR. J. R. STITT
Mr. Chairman, Gentlen1en: Mr. Myers has talked to
you about design. Mr. Perry has talked to you about
fabrication. I am here to straighten out a few things, I
lnean a few bean1s, and so forth. We will move right
along so that there will be plenty of time for discussion
of all three papers.
Apparently I haven't had my post graduate degree in
working on tall buildings, 16, 18, 24 stories high, ,but I
think I can fill in some gaps by showing how we have
overcome a number of difficulties which occur from
shrinkage. Shrinkage often causes distortion. Both Mr.
Myers and Mr. Perry have mentioned the spandrel
beams that looked like snake tracks, and the difficulty
that occurred on the column splices ,which were not
milled after w:elding.
There are certain things that can be done to greatly
help these two situations and I will point those out to
you from a number of slides that I have.
If you will learn to control shrinkage, your "relding
problelns in fabrication and erection of structural steel
will shrink. They will shrink to a minimum. If you
will learn to control shrinkage, your welded structural
members as well as the completed structure will have the
correct dimensions.
Mr. Perry mentioned how the colulnns had to be
shoved out in order that the building would shrink back
to the proper size. That is often done and it is a very
effective way of doing it. Shrinkage occurs wherever
welding occurs. A piece is always shorter, both in length
and width, wherever there is any heat applied to the
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beam, and there has to be heat applied to it in electric
arc welding, in resistance welding, and in most types of
welding except the so-called cold welding. One way to
have the piece end up the right length, is to mill a column
after welding, with due allowance being made for shrink-
age and milling. Beam lengths can be controlled by
trilnming the beam afterwards, if it is a beam or box
section of some kind.
In ship construction they have the same difficulty,
because they have a great deal of welding on the length
and a ship 5 or 6 hundred feet in length could end not
jllst inches short, but feet short of the original planned
length. That is overcome by allowing for the shrinkage,
and after the shrinkage has occurred, making final joints
which are trimn1ed to suit. I don't believe that on a tall
building anyone is going to lTIeaSUre and find that their
building is a few inches short of the planned 24 stories
high, but on a ship, if the customer receives his ship arid
it is, let us say, 18 inches short of the planned 500 feet,
he will claim that he is short-<;:hanged a number of cubic
feet, and, therefore, a great deal of tonnage, of cargo,
because that 18 inches will be right out of the middle of
the ship where you have the greatest cross-section. The
width and height also is changed and it is often neces-
sary to build in some allowance for shrinkage in the
original piece to overcome these.
Your welded structural lTIembers will also distort.
That is because more shrinkage occurs on one side than
on the other from the welding.
The other advantage of understanding shrinkage is that
you will be able to straighten distorted members, such
as the spandrel beams that were mentioned on tne
tllultiple story buildings.
I plan to discuss these three items in just the reverse
order, because I believe that if you understand how to
straighten a distorted member, you .will know how to
weld a member and keep it straight.
I have been experimenting with straightening and
have taken a flat bar, Figure 1. The bar was 192 inches
--long. It ,,'as two inches wide, and a quarter of an inch
thick, and by applying a series of heats, as shown by
Heat Series No.1, all the way along the bar spaced
approximately 8 inches apart, that bar was bent the
stiff way to the shape shown. At' Series 1, it had a
4 1%G inches offset -at the center. Next, applying the
heat at Series 2, in between the original heats, we ob-
tained the position shown at Series No.2. We had an
offset of 9Ys inches, or just about double the original
amount. The third series of heats were applied between
1 and 2, and the bar curved some more up to 141 %G
inches. After 6 series of heats had been applied, there
was an offset of 260/s inches.
Carrying it further, Figure 2, 12 series of heats had
fanned 'it around to a shape with an offset of 48 1 )i 6
inches, and at the end of 18 series of heats, it had a
central angle of 178 degrees, almost a half circle, at which
time its length of 192'ii6 inches had changed because,
on the inside of the curve, ,,'e had 188 inches. What
.happened to the other 47i 6 inches? The metal on the
inside was thicker than it was originally. We didn't
throw any metal away. We merely changed its position
or shape. The outside had elongated 2~ inches. In
other words, it was thinner and had stretched.
Now, from this position, that bar could be straightened
back to its original straightness as shown at the top, at
which time the piece would be approximately one inch
shorter than it was originally. There is no such thing as
saturating that bar with stress so that it cannot be" bent
or straightened by applying additional heat to it.
Figure 3 shows a 24-inch WF beam. If you will follow
the left hand edge of the top flange up to a point where
it starts to bend, and continue, you will be on tfie
opposite side of the beam.
Figure 4 shows that beam straightened, ,straight as a
string, and the top flange is about an inch thick. So,
you see that heavy mernbers can be straightened. Much
heavier members can be straightened if you can apply
the heat quickly enough.
Since we find that the heat will deform inetnbers, we
Inust control it while we are welding so that we keep our
members straight. I have pictured in Figure 5 a large
I-beam, being made out of three plates, just for some-
thing to talk about, so that I can show you how I would
apply the weld to that member to hold it straight regard-
less of its length. It can be held straight by sequence
welding. First the beam is placed in Position 1, welding
fillet welds at Flange B. My system uses one-half of the
total weld that is to be applied at this point. If it is a
lTIultiple-pass weld, the first layer can be applied and
then the beam rolled over 180 degrees to Position 2,
putting the first layer of welds at Flange, A. If it is a
single-pass weld, single-pass fillet on' each side, welds
can be made of a length that can be deposited to that
size by one electrode, and then a space left unwelded and
another weld applied, and so on, leaving half the amount
of welding required at the time that it is rolled over to
Position 2, Then the same amount of weld can be
applied to Flange A. Without changing its position, the
V\'eld should be completed against that flange Position 3.
Then it is rolled another 180 degrees, putting Flange A
again at the top, Position 4, and the original weld
against Flange B can be completed.
Now, what shall be do about the welds being on two
sides of the web plate? If you have two operators avail-
able or want to weld it automatically and have automatic
equipment available, that's fine. If you don't, one welder
can weld on one side and then on the other side, back
and forth, and it isn't particular whether he welds from
one end to the other or starts in the middle and welds
towards the ends, or starts at the ends and welds toward
the middle. It makes little difference, as long as you balancing it with some welding on the other side,-we
keep' the weld relatively balanced on the two sides. were able to keep that piece very straight. .
It works out this way, that vvhen the weld is made at We have also had sections such as the stiff-leg on a
Flange B, Position 1, there is a shrinkage occurring not large power shovel. One happened to be about 55 feet
only in the weld but in the metal adjacent to the weld, long and only 21 inches wide, and we held those mem-
and there is several· times the volume of base metal that bers to within an eighth of an inch by controlling the
you have in volume of weld metal that is shrinking sequence.
along with the weld metal causing the distortion. That There are other things that you can do on structures
\\'ill shorten Flange B, which will give you a camber of this type to help yourself. One is to make sub-
in the beam. If you were to complete the weld on Flange assemblies, and then fit those together, and again control
B, and then turn it over and complete the weld again on the sequence as the sub-assemblies are 'fitted together and
Flange A, Position2, your beam would not be straight. welded.
Why? Because, as the shrinkage occurs at Flange B, the ·Mr. Jackson yesterday in his talk, mentioned that
beam is cambered and it will resist the shrinkage of stretching a piece of steel up to the yield point changes
Flange A from pulling it back straight. its length one-thousandth of an inch per inch. One of
All we have done at Position 1 is to do a portion of the speakers this morning mentioned that 170 degrees
the weld, roughly 50 per cent, turn it over, Position 2, F,ahrenheit change in temperature is all that is necessary
and shrink the opposite side, try to shrink it the same to produce this same change of length, one-thousandth
amount. It won't shrink quite as much, therefore, the of an inch per inch. I worked it out mathematically and
beam at this point "is not straight, but by applying more have also experi1nentally worked it out to prove this
heat to Flange A, Position 3, you can pull it back a point.
little past straight, and then we complete it by doing Figure 7 shows you my reasoning. I have cut two
the last \velding, Position 4. We will pull it back openings in there, leaving the cross-hatched areas that
straight. represent one square inch of cross-section at the middle
The same system can be used whether it is a box B, a half of a square inch of cross-section at A (left),
section ~vith four welds at the corners, or whether it has and another half of a square inch atA (right). Now, if
a butt weld, or double V-butt weld welded from the two I could apply heat to the mass of steel A+A leaving the
sides. The same system works. Now in Figure 6, Weld remaining mass of the specimen cold~room tempera-
1, Position 1, will fuse and give a heat affected z9ne ture-the metal Mass A+A \vants to expand, arid
plus the additional fused base metal and will tend to beco1ne longer. If I cut that 111etal Mass B out, and raise
shrink at righ,t angles to the axis of the weld, as well as Mass A+A to 170 degrees above room temperature, the
lengthwise. By turning it over to Position 2, and apply- specimen will elongate one-thousandth of an inch. But
ing Weld 2 of the same size as we have laid down before, if I leave it in the structure and apply the heat to those
it will t~nd to pull across the axis of the butt weld as t\\,O sections, the specimen cannot expand freely that
well as lengthwise and it will slightly distort the plate. one-thousandth of an inch because Mass B forms a tie
Placing Weld 3, Position 3, will pull that plate past across, which also has one square inch of cross-section,
straight, and when you turn it over and weld the last and which. is going to try to maintain one-inch distance
weld, Position 4, you will have the piece end up flat. between the two end beams. So, when heating A+A
I have seen beautiful colored slides and also movies to 170 degr~es above room temperature, the specimen
of welding sequences, where one manufacturer of weld- trie~" to expand one-thousandth of an inch, but it will
ing equipment and electrodes,. shows the first weld only expand five ten-thousandths of an inch, a half of
deposited, turning it over and making the second weld the amount, because it has to stretch Mass B along vvith
opposite, turning it over again to put a weld above the it, .assuming that the beams at the ends are rigid enough
original weld, and then turning if another time to COffi- .' so that we c~n neglect deflection. A and A expand due
plete the welding. I claim that this will not end up with to the ..thertnal change, going into the compression, and
a straight piece. It is an extra turning operation and it B is strained and goes into tension and elongates the
won't come out as straight as with the sequence shown. same amount. At 170 degrees Vi'e will have one-half of
We have built a number of structures where we have yield point compression in A and A, and one-half of
applied this. One that was very complicated, because of yield point tension in the center tie B. So, I apply
diaphragms placed at intervals along its length was a another 170 degrees to it, a total of 340 degrees, and at
Taintor Gate dam, 90-feet long. It had to be good and that time I have yield point compression and yield point
straight, because there is a hinge along the top of the tension.
90-foot length of the dam, and it had to rotate. You Now, as I apply another degree of temperature, some-
.need a good, straight section to rotate. By balancing the thing has to yield. So, why did we say 170 degrees is all
weld,-not putting all the welding on one side before that is' necessary? Here, I now say we have to use 340
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degrees. Well, 340 degrees is necessary in this specimen
because our area that is being heated is held back by an
equal area that is cool.
Let's look at the next slide, Figure 8. Now I have
one-tenth of a square inch cross-section at C. Now, when
I apply 170 degrees to A and A, if the tie C were cut, it
would go out the full one-thousandth of an inch, but it
is held back by tie C. In this specimen the tie area is
a tenth of a square inch, and so, it is only necessary for
me to heat the outside masses A and A to eleven-tenths
of 170 degrees, or 187 degrees, to stress the metal at C
right up to yield point.
Since we must have equal and opposite reactions, the
compression is going to be quite low. because we have one
square inch carrying the compression, and we have one-
tenth of a square inch carrying the tension.
Let's just assume that we can machine the center tie
on down so \ve have just a very thin ribbon of steel in
between the end beams, one-hundredth of an inch
wide. By applying just slightly over 187 degrees at A
and A, we will, put C right up to the yield point. Now,
if we apply any more heat, we will stretch that metal.
Let's put 250 degrees on it, for instance. Then C will
have to stretch along with it because we have a small
area. All right then, we let it cool. We just walk away
from it. The Mass C metal will go into compression as
the outside cools down because it all'eady has taken a
permanent set. It has practically defol'med, and it will
go into a compression upon the cooling of the outside
ll1eInbers A and A.
I know I have taken quite a little tiine o'n these two
slides, but it is very important that we realize how little
temperature change is necessary to produce these distor-
tions. .
The next two slides will show an experiment that was
run to prove this point, and how stresses can be built up
in members by thermal change. In Figure 9, the section
at left is a solid piece about 2Vz inches in ldiamete,r to
which two collars have been welded, a solid shaft with
two collars on it. At right is a piece of. pipe which was
slipped over the top so that it over-lapped one-half of
an inch on each collar.
Figure 10 shows the piece as it was welded to the
collar. For the time being~ just forget that the picture
shows the sleeve cut in two at the bottom because that is
the next operation. So, it was welded to the collars
which, from the shrinkage of the weld metal alone,
would tend to shorten the tube putting tension in the
tube and compression in the original round shaft. I
wasn't concerned about how much stress was set up
from that welding, because I put the specimen in a
stress-relieving furnace and heated.it to 1200 degrees
Fahrenheit, a good red heat, and that wiped out 90 r
per cent of all the stress that had been set up by the
welding. But rather than leave it to cool slowly in the
furnace, the piece was set out in still air to cool. Thermo-
couples were placed in four different positions in this
specimen. One was on the surface of the tube. One was
near the end of the tube. One was imbedded in the shaft
at the center, and another one was inside of a drill
hole at a point right about under one of the collars. The
thermo-couple readings were made as the piece cooled in
still air. The spot that cooled fastest was on the outside
of the tube. The next was at the end of the tube. The
next was in the drill hole down inside the shaft under
the collar, and the last one to cool was in the middle of
the shaft. Naturally, it was shielded from any CU1·rent
of air by the outside tube. When the piece was cooled
down, we found considerable stress set up by the thermal
differences as it cooled.
Very accurate strain gage readings were taken on the
outside tube and from collar to collar. Then ire cut
through the tube and relieved the stress that had been
set up in both. the tube and in the shaft, measuring the
change of length that occurred. The tube elongated. It
was in compression from the thermal cycle that it had
been through. The shaft cooled enough slower than the
outside tube, so that the tube, in cooling down, had taken
a permanent set, had stretched. Then, when the center
shaft finally cooled down, the tube was too long, so it
was stressed in compression. Being in compression, as
soon as we cut through it the tube elongated. The
Ineasurement of change of length .in the 8-inch gauge
length indicated 22,600 pounds per square inch were in
that tube at the time that it had cooled to room tempera-
ture, more than you allow on usual design stresses.
The shaft had five times the cross-sectional area of the
tube. We set the stage that way by selecting a tube of a
thickness which would give us one-fifth of the cross-
section area. A Ineasurement from collar to collar on
10-inch gauge lengths indicated thatthe shaft had 4,600
pounds per square inch tension stress. In other words,
it is a reverse-the smaller area has five times. the stress.
I am novv going on with problems that arise' froin
welding. We have recently completed a viaduct in Cin-
cinnati about three-quarters of a mile long. There were
some 187 columns under the structure. There were a
variety of columns under the different ramps and
approaches to the main viaduct.
Some of this was designed as a rigiq fraIne, and there-
fore the columns ,\\rere supported on a ball and socket
joint made up of a lower shoe plate with a heavy dome
contoured· top piece \velded to it, and an upper shoe
plate with a heavy cup piece welded to it.
Figure 11 shows the arrangement. The socket piece
was welded to the upper shoe with a heavy fillet weld,
and the dome section was similarly welded to the lower
shoe. The shoe base plates varied in thickness from 1
inch to 4V2 inches, depending upon the particular load
that was on the column. Now, in welding the thinner
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that point. But, in general, our erecting contractors raise of the piece or vlould you put one adjacent or close to
no objection. From the standpoint of cost, I don't believe each :fillet ,veld?
it is of material consequence and that, in the final MR. STITT: On a heavy piece, you can lay it rigflt
analysis, is the answer~the cost. along each of the :fillet 'Vvelds.
MR. CORBIT: I would like to ask Mr. Stitt a question. Another study 1 made was in making just mere tack
Frequently, base plates welded to columns cup~prac- welds. I have put 14,000 pounds per square inch into
tically all the time, I 'should say. I was wondering if the certain assemblies, measured with strain gauges, just by
use of the copper wire at the bottoln of the colulnn tacking it in certain asselnbly sequences. If you put the
might relieve this. Do you suppose that could be prac- compressible spacers in there, you can practically wipe
that out.tically used?
MR. STITT: On the large power shovel, we had a box CHAIR~1AN WOOD: In answering Mr. Corbit's ques-
of high tensile steel along both sides, of the stiff-leg, tion, would this be a good method of keeping base
plates on colulnns ? Would the spacers be used on21 inches square, with diaphragms up and down through flanges, and \veb both?
the box every three feet or so. We applied the compres- MR. STITT: I would de:finitely put the spacers in there
sible space~s, as I like to call them, as we :fit the four
to hold the plate flat.plates around the diaphragm. 'MR. CORBIT: The H-section is placed on skids on one
The same thing applies; we have a diaphragm and put flange, and the plate normally is tacked in a vertical posi~
a' compressible spacer in there before the fillet welds tion, so there would be a little Inechanical problem of
are applied. This will shrink and will have a 1nihilnunl holding the vvire.
of distortion. MR. STITT: Yes, it is a little problem to hold the
By putting the copper wire in there, the tvvo :fillet wire, but the \vire can' be brought over the top and down
welds can shrink without having a point to pivot around over the member, letting it dangle out below.
to dish or pull the diaphragm and side plates. Your MR. CORBIT: I have another question. Do you have
plates on the sides, top and bottom, on such a box sec- any methods that you have arrived at for computing
tion will be very flat. If you don't do that, you will have how much of a space to leave between certain size beams
a scale opening effect, where you can pick out every for certain effects, or is it all cut and try?
diaphragm from the outside just by looking at the MR. STITT: It is pretty much cut and try, because un~
shadows down along the piece. It is very helpful, and less you have had that same section and the same
it doesn't take very long to put these copper V\1ires in. amount of welding to contend with before, there is no
The fitters don't like it, but it helps a lot. way of calculating the effect that I know of. It is not a
MR. CORBIT: What about the column? science at the present time. The same is true \vith
MR. STITT: On the column base plate, the same would straightening. It is a matter of knowing where to apply
apply. The shrinkage would be in one direction. You the heat, how much heat to apply, and if you apply the
do have· the additional effect of relieving stresses from heat the salne way every time, you get the same results.
the plates, that were rolled in at the Inill. Such a plate MR. FOEHL: In the Inatter of this copper wire again,
has a tension in its mid-thickness from the cooling and about how far back from the weld do you have to keep it
compression on each surface. The fillet ",velds applied to keep the copper wire from melting? Isn't it a rather
on one surface are going to relieve that compression low heat that will melt copper wire?
because you melt the surface which is going to tend to MR. STITT: Well, your copper wire V\1i11 melt, but the
pull up some from that. only thing is to separate the pieces. Now, in the base
Now, the question hasn't been asked, does that copper plates, where \ve had the dome, say the piece is 9 inches
squeeze down, and it definitely does. Just a copper foil in diameter, just nlake, a ring of ·coppel" wire 6 inches in
is left in there as the thing squeezes down. You don't diameter.
have to worry about not having bearing because of tne MR. FOEHL: In the matter of the H-beam, where you
tiny copper wire there. might have a flange only 0/8 thick, you are not going to be
General Electric Company found that by machining a able to get the copper wire far from the weld.
surface to put very fine points on its face-giving it -a MR. STITT: All right, your copper wire is going to
rough machine, so to speak-that this separated the parts be heated, and it is going to soften...
a little bit, so the weld shrinkage squeezes those points MR. FOEHL: It wouldn't 1nelt first?
down. They actually have a symbol that they put on their MR. STITT: No, and you can put a lot of copper wire
own company drawings that tells the machine shop not to in and it won't affect your weld. That percentage of
machine a surface flat, but to leave the tiny points up. copper isn't going to bother any welding. A lot of gas
MR. HALL: On comparatively heavy sections, would; welding rods are coated with thin films of copper to keep
you recommend just running copper wire in the center froll1 rusting and a certain amount is good for the weld.
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MR. BLACK (Robberson Steel Co.): Mr. Perry, you
mentioned about paints, that you use iron oxide or zinc
chromate, where the field connections occur. I wonder if
you have had any experiments with red lead or any other
paints?
MR. PERRY: No, sir. I understand that there have
been some experilnents made with red lead, but we "have
not seen theln and, frankly, I don't think we can get
welders in our country to weld over red lead, whether
it is dry or not. I understand if it is dry and in a thin
film, it will work all right, but I would be afraid, and I
don't think you will get many welders to do it.
MR. BALL (Bethlehem Steel Co.) : Mr. Myers, in con~
nection with the synthetic beam welded to the web of
the column, that welding was done in the shop, I under-
stand. Now, do you make the flange plates thicker to
take care of the overrun or underrun?
MR. MYERS: It is usually specified to the nearest
eighth of an inch, of flange thickness. In no case will it
~e slightly thicker than beam flange. We specify that
nothing thinner should be used, than to the nearest
eighth of an inch.
MR. STORER (Steel, Inc.): Mr. Stitt, in your first
slide, you had a beam, if I remetnber, that had a pretty -",
healthy bend. Your next slide showed it completely
straightened. My question is this: When you straighten
out a beaql with that much bend, you are obliged to set
up internal stresses of considerable magnitude. How
far can you go in all this straightening process by the
application of heat before you have to worry about what
happens inside the beam rather than just the appearance?
MR. STITT: That beam can be rolled around into a
circle, if you want, the same as the bar was. There is
absolutely no more locked-up stress when I finish
straightening or deforming a beam than there was in the
original rolled section. I can take a beam or a bar, any
regular rolled section, or I can take built-up sections,
and change the shape of those by applying the heat with-
out introducing additional stresses.
It 'may be hard to believe, but let's take a rolled beam·
as received. I can apply heat and deform that. I can turn
around af~er it has cooled down, and apply heat in the
opposite direction and bring it back straight. The same
amount of heat will bring it back straight.
Now, if we have put new stresses in there, the second
application of heat would not have brought it back
,straight. I have done that many times. In fa"ct, last
Friday, I gave a demonstration in Grand Rapids, Mich-
igan, for the American Welding Society, where I de~
formed beams, and brought them right back straight with
the second application of heat.
MR. PUTSCHE (Braden Steel Corpn.): Mr. Stitt,
when you roll a 6-inch Tee with its stem extending
beyond the rolls, you get buckling effects. Can that be
straightened?
MR. STITT: You can do your rolling with heat if you
want to. The buckles can be taken out. The thing is you
have excess metal there. And \\Then you cOlnpress it by
force buckles occur, just as in trying to straighten a
deformed member. If yOll try to straighten a badly bent
member with a bulldozer, you will get a lot of buckling.
You can straighten it with heat, or if you already have
buckles you can straighten those out with heat by know-
ing where and how to apply the heat.
I ~ave afew slides that I would Eke Henry to show
on this. Fig. 15 pictures two badly kinked members.
They have an 8-inch width flange.
In Fig. 16 the section with buckled flanges is one that
they tried to straighten with force. The other section
unstraightened lies to the right.
Figure 17 shows the same two pieces, straight. The
one at left has a 20-foot section, welded in to repair
the damage done by force. There again, if the welder
welded from one side right straight across to the other
side, the chances are you would have shrinkage and dis-
tortion at that point. That, of course, can be straightened
out, too.
Figure 18. Here are some Illore pretty nice bends
,with local buckling in members 80 feet -long. These
sections have 8 inch flanges also.
Figure 19. Those same members are in this group
of four, straight and ready for driving. The contractors
driving the piles thought they would wiggle all around,
and that brings up another point. In mechanically
straightening a piece, you set up a phenomena known
as the Bauschinger effect. Mr. Jackson mentioned it
yesterday. What is the Bauschinger effect? Well, if
you deform metal cold, and it takes a permanent set, it
will be easier to straighten back than it will be to deform
it further in the same direction.
I explained this to an engineer a few years ago, and
he said that that explanation is something he neve~ under-
stood before. He said that all of us have driven a nail
or a spike and had the whole thing bend, and when we
pull it out we can straighten it nice and straight, but that
when we try to drive it in again it frequently bends.
That is because of the Bauschinger effect. The piece is
unstable. It is a proven fact that 100 degrees Centigrade,
the temperature oJ boiling water, for 24 hours, will wipe
a goo d deal of that out. It restores the metal.
Five or six hundred degrees wipes it out entirely, and
puts it back into the original condition. When we BaIne
straighten -these members, they are stronger than they
were originally. The metal has been heat-treated. They
are stronger than they were originally at;ld no harm has
been done to regular structural steel by applying the heat.
Now, if you get into Carriloy T-1 that ·was mentioned
the other day, we will have to study that one' further.
i:f * i:f
CHAIRMAN WOOD; Gentlemen, I hate to call an ad~
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journment, but we are running over our time. This after-
noon at two-thirty, we will meet in the same place to have
an open discussion. I know there are quite a number of
questions that haven't been asked yet. J don't see why
we can't start out the afternoon at two~thirty by coo-
tining and finishing discussion on this part of the
program.
(The 1Jzeeting recessed at tlvelve-thirty o'clock.)
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THURSDAY AFTERNOON SESSION
April 24, 1952
Informal Discussion on Current Engineering Topics
The meeting reconvened at two-forty-five o'clock,
Mr. T. R. Higgins, Director of Engineering, A.I.S.C.,
presiding.
CHAIRMAN HIGGINS: There was such an interest in
this morning's panel discussion that I know there are
questions left to be answered. I am going to suggest
that we start with questions that would be directed to
this morning's speakers before we introduce any other
topics that might come up on the floor.
Has anyone a question they would like to direct toward
this morning's speakers?
As you rise to ask your questions', please speak loudly
so they can hear you in the back of the room.
MR. TOOF (Providence Steel & Iron Co.) : My ques-
tion is in regard to splitting beams. When you split
them, so far as I can find out, you don't know which way
they are going. Is there any way to avoid or minimize
the work of straightening usually required?
MR. STITT: It will help a little bit to cut three or four
feet, leave a tie of an inch or so, cut some more and leave
a tie, repeating this for the full length of the beam. The
short tie sections are then cut later. This doesn't help a
great deal, ~ut 'it will help some, because as each half
cools from the flame-cutting, it is held by the other half
of the, beam. We sometimes do that on cutting plates
to help hold them, but in ge'neral, I think cutting the
beam and then performing the necessary straightening
is required.
Beams with different geometries, made at the same
mill, will react differently, and I am told that the same
beam section from different mills will act differently.
In other words, if you cut down through the middle
of a beam web, sometimes the T-sections thus obtained
will bow out away from the cut, and others will go just
the opposite. Now, if the parts are going to bow out,
some additional shrinkage along, the edge of the cuts will
pull the material back. This can be done, by putting two
torches with pre-heat flames on the same carriage that is
carrying the cutting torch. The pre~heat flames on the
two torches serve to shrink the metal along the stems of
the resulting T-sections. If the split beam tends to bow
the other way it will 'be necessary to apply the heat out
at the surface of the flanges opposite their junction with
the web.
Now, that is the only solution I know that can be
used. You will ·have to experiment to find out the direc-
tion the cut pieces are going to go, and then plart your
operation to overcome the bow caused by locked up
stress. These are locked in at mill apd will bow the parts
the same way. With a few trials you can find a place that
you can apply additional heat as the flame-cutting is done
to straighten them.
MR. GODDARD (Apex Steel Corpn. Ltd.) : We had a
problem like that, Mr. Stitt, which' we have settled pretty
well by. having to split quite a lot of beams. By support-
ing three torches on our carriage, a cutting'torch at the
center, and two right angle torches on the center line of
the outside face of each flange we have no problem at
all in keeping them straight.
MR. STITT: The main cut is in the web, and y.ou use
two torches with the flame, applied at the outside face
,of the flanges opposite their junction with the web?
MR. GODDARD: That's right.
MR. STITT: Heating those, adjusting the size of the
flames, and carrying it along at the same speed of 18
inches a minute or whatever the carriage is moving would
straighten the cut pieces that tend to bow toward the cut
in the web. The additional heat on the outside holds
them straight.
CHAIR11AN HIGGINS: I wonder, Ray, if you can draw
any conclusions as to the Inagnitude of rolling stresses,
residual rolling stresses, from your last statement? I
v/ould, off-hand, ju~p at a conclusion that since YOllput
about the same amount of heat on the flange as you have
along the cut, that there must have originally been very
little rolling residual stress, s,ince it takes about the same
amount of heat application at the center and at the flanges
to keep it straight.
MR. STITT: The last metal to cool-and that would be
at the juncture of the web and the flange-will go into
tension. Remember the slide I had this morning, with
the heavy shaft, and a cylinder slipped over it, welded
around each collar. , The last metal to cool was the shaft,
and the last metal to cool goes into tension whether in-
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ternally in a beam or in the shaft. I have no measure-
ments of the amount of stress that occuts in ,a rolled
section. It would depend upon the cooling. I have seen
references in literature that show there are very high
stresses in rolled sections. I don't lay awake nights
worrying about them, nor do I think any of the rest of
you do. If there are high stresses, they haven't given us
any amount of trouble and -we don't need to wotry about
them.
The actual edge of the cut, of course, is heated from
the oxidation of the lTIetal and there is a band on each
side that ptobably extends half an inch or even an inch in
width. It is heated up to 300 degrees along the cut be~
cause of the pre~heat flames and because of the actual
cutting. It will be heated sufficiently to go into tension.
CHAIR11AN HIGGINS: Not to labor the point, but be-
cause it is a subject that has been receiving some discus-
sion in the Lehigh Project Committee-as a result of
splitting down the middle, without any flalTIe on the
flange, when the halves come apart, the edge is convexed.
Is it not reasonable to assume that that is an indication
of considerable locked up rolling sttess in the flanges?
MR. STITT: It .would be better to tak~ a splitting saw
and mill down through the web without any application
of heat and see which way it goes. If it goes the same
way, it would be because of the locked up stresses.
CHAIRMAN _HIGGINS: But we would expect that the
heat from the splitting would tend to shorten that cut
edge rather than lengthen it.
MR.' STITT: Yes, and it could well· be the pulling
medium.
CHAIRlvIAN HIGGINS: Another question?
MR. FOEHL: Mr. Stitt, on straightening material, you
mentioned that you didn't think heating to straighten it,
or even working it back and forth with heat was going to
be harmful due to locked up stresses., which I would go
along with, but a lot of fabricators frequently use an air-
water vapor gun in combination with heat to straighten
m~terial. In fact, in ship building the Navy has used
it a lot in plate' work, vlhere they have a stiffener on four
sides· and the center part of the plate buckles. They heat
it up and then use an air-water vapor gun to circle around
that metal. I was wondering, what is your opinion of
that? I would think that the quenching effect of the
water would be detrimental and would perhaps leave tne
steel in a martensitic structure instead· of pearlitic, making
it brittle.
MR. STITT: The answer to that question is that I defi-
nitely/ feel it is better not to apply a water quench to the
heated metal. After it has cooled down past 600 or 700
degrees, that will do no harm to cool it. It might get the
action a little bit faster but not enough faster to require
the application of water and, as A-7 steel does not have a
definite carbon, we don't know Just what the condition
"7ill be ",hen Vi'e apply \vater to a heated section of A-7
stee1.
The ship plate that was used in the latter part of the
vvar had lnore controlled chelTIistry, and they found no
harm in applying a spray of air and water to the plates.
On A-7 steel, I prefer not to use any additional cooling
medium. If you apply the _heat properly, it isn't needed.
It wasn't used on any of the work that was shown in the
slides this morning.
MR. WOOD: I have a couple of questions to ask Mr.
Myers and Mr. Perry. I don't know to whOln to address
these questions, so I will address thelll to both.
The first question is: What is the reason for using
web splice plates on column splices?
MR. MYERS: The web splice plates are used for the
double purpose of lining up the column and holding the
web perfectly in line, one section above the other. They
also serve as a part of the column splice to carry a portion
of the shearing stress that comes froln the wind loads on
a column.
Anything that you want to add, Mr. Perry?
MR. PERRY: I think I know what Mr. Wood is driv-
ing at. Once you get your load on, there is little need
for web splice plates. They are all right as Mr. Myers
said fot the erection process. I think we have got to have
them. As a matter of fact, we only bolt them. We don't
,,'eld around the'm in the field. I don't think there is any
disagreement there, is there, Mr. Myers?
MR. MYERS: I don't disagree. .
MR. WOOD: Well, it would appear to me-not trying
to cause an argument here-that holes in the flange splice
plates should align the column without any assistance
from web splice plates.
My other question has to do with the city of Houston.
I understand that the reason there is so much welding
there-one of the major reasons-is because of the ob-
jection by the citizens of that city to noise. What I want
, to ask is, if they object to noise, how can they get by with
using ilnpact wrenches on the bolts? I think they are
just about as noisy as rivet guns.
MR. MYERS: It happeils that the noise froll1 the ilupact
\vrenches in tightening up bolts is about one-half the
noise of driving up rivets. They do stand for the use of
impact wrenches.
I would like to observe also, in answer to the other
question, that Mr. Wood forgets that the vveb of a col-
umn is not always in the center of a column. As a result,
the flange splice plates will not necessarily line up the
web.
MR. GILBERT (Ohio Structural Steel Co.): I have a
question for either of the gentlemen who would care to
answer. It refers to two common types of welded roof
trusses. One type of design uses T -sections top and
bottolTI, with verticals ·and diagonals of angles lapped on
the stem of the Tee without gusset plates; the other
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design uses tolled bean1 sections top and botton1, \vith the
V\Teb lnelnbers, also of beam sections butted against the
flange of the top and bottom chords. In one case, you
pull length-wise along the weld. In the other case, you
pull at right angles to the weld. Which type is lnore
preferable?
MR. STITT: I will make a COlnlnent. I won't answer
the question. As far as shrinkage, you will have. about
the same type of shrinkage with both of theln. I have
found that a general rule is that you will have shrinkage
of approxilnately one inch per hundred feet. You will
have to allow for this shrinkage in order that your truss
V\Till end up the right length. It doesn't matter, whether
the truss is 75 feet long or 25 feet long. Where you run
\velds across the chord members, there is an overall
shrinkage. You must allow for that, or your truss is
going to be short.
I will pass on the lnain question to one of the de-
signers over here.
MR. GILBERT: I have another question: What is the
best arrangement of welds for a joint, placing the welds
longitudinally, or does it make any difference?
CHAIRMAN HIGGINS: From a strength or appearance
standpoint? We are talking about fillet welds. I aln
going to take the liberty of passing that along to Mr.
La Motte Grover since he is Chairman of the Welding
Research Council.
MR. GROVER: I think the answer to that question is
to say that in the lighter truss, the first type of design
Inentioned, with T chords and lapped angles, is probably
the most practical design. In the heavier truss-the type
of truss with chords and web members all made up of
rolled shapes-the second type of connection is lTIOre
practical. Carl I<reidler is here from Lehigh Structural
SteeL I know that they tested Inediuln size trusses Inade
up with rolled section chords in vveb members, and I
know Austin Company has tested them. They certainly
have withstood the tests that have been made on theln.
So, I think it is just a matter of econolny and practicality,
depending on the size of ttuSS and the loads to be carried,
that determines which is the best design.
MR. ARNTZEN (Mississippi Valley Structural Steel
Co.) : Mr. Perry's and Mr. Myers' talks this lTIorning in-
dicate a good deal of expensive research for the benefit
of all of us. However, a good many of us don't operate
in as favorable weather conditions as Houston. I don't
know if these gentlemen can answer, but I would like to
ask Mr. Dill of American Bridge, who has had a lot of
experience in cold weather welding. Up our way and
further north, we have to erect steel in all telTIperatures.
If for any reason the rolling mills, or the architects, or
someone should miss the schedule by a month and we are
forced to erect, by welding, a building in the middle of
winter, it might have to stand idle for weeks. We have
had experience on coal bunkers where a good deal of
,,,elding \vas required. HoV\' do 'Are erect when it gets
down below zero?
MR. DILL: There are two answers to that question.
One concerns the framed structure, COIUlTInS and beams,
where the welding is concentrated at the joints. The
other concerns the plate-type structures such as the coal
bunkers that Mr. Arntzen mentioned.
In our work, we have been guided by the requireinents
of the Institute's Specification and the Welding Society
Building Code on welding 9-.t low telTIperatures. These
require that, when the temperature drops below freezing,
the steel in the vicinity of the start of the weld be brought
to a telnperature warm to the hand, and that all welding
should cease if the temperature drops below zero. The
first requirelnent is in recognition of metallurgical (ondi-
tions. The second one is in recognition of the fact that
a man can't perfOrlTI welding skillfully when he is
bundled against extren1ely cold weather. The matter of
pre~heating is often taken care of by ordinary gas torches.
On one job a carbon arc torch has been used to good
advantage to avoid the necessity of bringing in an extra
line of hose, torches, and gas cylinders to perform the
pre-heating with oxy-gas torches. That scheme worked
out V\Tell on building construction where the pre-heating
was across a beam flange to column joint, or at the start
of a beam web to column weld.
In plate work, such as coal bunkers, the problelll is
exaggerated by one other consideration, and that is that
the temperature differentials and the corresponding
changes in dilnensions are exaggerated by the extrelne
cold, and we are faced vvith the problelTI of an extra
,40 or so degrees of thermal expansion or contraction
in the structure. We Jasten the lTIaterial together at a
low temperature, and when it warms up, SaIne parts may
Vlant to. take a different shape than they have at a low
temperature. The plate work is also more susceptible to
the tearing type of fracture that we have seen in ship
failures because of the size and shape of the parts.
The use of pre-heating on such work would have to be
handled very carefully to avoid building up a large
alTIOunt of expansion along the \veld line which \vould
not be Inatched by corresponding expansion but through
the rest of the structure.
CHAIRMAN HIGGINS: Mr Kreidler is in the audience.
He also has to weld in cold temperatures.
MR. KREIDLER: We find that the outline as given by
Mr. Dill is about the vvay we perform. In answer to the
gentleman's question, you usually have a job in Boston
in the V\Tinter time and in Florida in the summer time,
and you are simply faced with doing the best you can
with the V\Teather. You have to tie up the job if you
have too cold weather. 'But you usually have enough
good days to follovv your erection crew, and usually your
V\Telding does not tie the total job up.
CHAIR~1AN HIGGINS: I wonder if I could ask Mr. Dill
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Jnd Mr. Kreidler if as a result of your experience you ~'~'
,,'auld be willing to weld, say, bealns and rolled shapes,
at temperatures lower than you would plate work?
MR. DILL : Yes, I would say that "ve would be willing
to. In SOlne of our shops, we have had plate work done
outdoors and our rule based on experience there was to
stop the _welding at 20 degrees. In the field work, on a
building fralne, we are quite willing to go dOVt'n to zero
under the requirelnents of the specifications in the Code.
One other thing that could be added to our answers
to Mr. Arntzen is the fact that usually when the tem-
perature gets, dOVt'n beloVt' 32, and particularly as it gets
dOVtTn around zero, the Vt'eather is so stormy that it isn't
possible to do lTIuch lTIOre anyway. There are more days
lost froln that account than there are froln inability to
weld.
MR. KREIDLER: Just from the economics of the situa~
tion, we would stop welding anywhere froln zero to 32.
Our welding is all done on the incentive system, and it
just doesn't pay to operate in those conditions.
CHAIRl\1AN HIGGINS: Any other questions?
MR. STETINA (A.I.S.C., Washington, D. C.): My
question has to do with butt welds. According to the
specifications, if the material is more than three-quarters
of an inch in thickness, it is necessary that the weld be
continued past the edges of the joints by the addition of
small bars. They are called in the specifications nexten-
sian bars." I have good reason to believe that thi's
provision of the specifications is not being entirely fol-
lowed, and since there is a group within the Welding
Society that is endeavoring to revise this specification, I
would like to know, first, what is the practice on the
Texas buildings in this connection, and, secondly, what
does the panel tnink about the merits of extension bars
on material that is three-quarters of an inch or greater in
thickness? The end result is, of course, that if this is an
expensive iteln and it is unnecessary, it is to our interest
to do aVtTay with the bars.
CHAIRl\1AN HIGGINS: That is a question in two parts.
Does anyone want to make a confession that they are
not u~ing extension bars before we answer?
MR. PERRY: We are not using them in the shop. We
have to lnake a groove weld from the inside face of the
colulnn flange to hold the stiffening plate of the synthetic
beams. What we think your specification is after is a full
weld at the flange edge. We get it without using an
extension bar by taking a five sixteenths inch coated elec-
trode and laying it along the flange to act as a dam and
welding up to it. You don't need the ,extension bar.
Now that violates a specification by not having a plate up
there. I don't see that it makes any difference. We get
a 100 per cent weld at that point. We are open for
argument.
MR; STETINA: That is the anSVtTer to the first part of
the question. The second part \vas, what does the panel
think of the merits of the bar?
CHAIRlvIAN HIGGINS: One man on the panel has ex~
pressed himself. How about the rest?
MR. STITT: I would like to ask Mr. Perry if he starts
his weld at that point or)f that is where he finishes his
VtTeld?
MR. PERRY: Well, that is a hard one to answer. We,
first, of course, put a small weld in. Then we build the
weld up, and I do not know whether we start at the
outer edge of the column flange or not, but we don't
make it all in one pass. So, I say even though we lnight
not start there, we ,,'eld to it at one time during the
operation.
MR. STITT: It brings up another point, the welding
sequence or welding direction. Suppose we have a plate
with a double V-weld, as I showed in one of illy slides
this morning. I feel that the weld should be started at
the edge and carried over to some point in the middle of
the joint. Then, the welder can jump his arc to the other
edge and weld back towards the middle. By doing that,
you can get good fusion at the start, over at the edges
of the plate. If ypu start at the middle and weld toward
the edges you are going to probably burn out a section
and make it difficult to have full cross-section. If you
start at one edge and continue welding right across in
one direction on a, thick plate, chances are that the weld
\\'ill be filled up at one edge and only three~fourths filled
at the other. In other words, as you weld across the
puddle is harder to control. It will flatten down more
and you won't have an even weld all the way across.
My other point is this: By going from one edge to the
lniddle and then coming back in from the other edge,
one crater can be welded over the top of the other crater.
You can have a full cross-section of weld all the way
across and the straightness of the member will be
maintained.
If you are going to weld f rOln one edge to the other,
or from the middle outward, yes, you should have some
kind of a bar to run your weld out on. But if you train
your welders to work froln the outside in, the structure is
a lot better. If you follow this sequence, you will have,
compression at the edges, and tension in the middle
where the tension will do no harlTI. So, I feel that ex~
tension bars aren't necessary.
MR. DILL: There is one thing that I would like to add
to Mr. Stetina's question. That is that these extension
blocks are not the only requirement of the specifications.
The specification states that on material three-quarters
of an inch or under, the edges of the weld or edges of
the plate at the end of the weld shall be chipped out and
carefully rewelded to eliminate the lack of fusion that is
likely to exist at the start and finish of the weld, so that
it is not a clear-cut case of using the extension blocks
or not.
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The picture Mr. Perry showed does not cotne strictly
under the control of the specification requirements that
Mr. Stetina asked about. The specifications intended to
take care of a situation that exists at the start and end of
the weld. If we were to take a cross-section through the
doublewV weld discussed by Mr. Stitt, it is likely that each
pass will tend to run out at the edge of the plate and
as we lay additional passes each cascades out in the saine
Vt'ay whether we start or whether we finish at the edg'e.
Mr. Stitt's suggestion of starting at the edge and finishing
at the center is sound. His suggestion of reversing passes
is very sound, but there is in the finished weld, even
Vt,hen the starts are made at the edge, a lack of soundness
in the zone at the edge. The extension 'blocks, which
amount to two blocks at each end of the weld, just tacked
on allow this condition to be dissipated out beyond the
edges, and then cut off and thrown away.
They are an expensive device. On a la-inch wide
plate, running a weld an inch into this block or that block
adds 20 per cent of the weld metal that goes into the
joint. Chipping this out and rewelding is also expensive,
particularly when it is considered that the best job of
rewelding would be accomplished by turning the piece
up on edge. The requirement is in the specifications to
provide welds that have 100 per cent soundness within
the width and thickness of a buJt welded member.
CHAIRMAN HIGGINS: Is it your feeling, Mr. Dill, then
that that provision ought to be retained in the specifi-
cations?
MR. DILL : Yes, as long as we are going to allow the
weld to carry the same stress that we permit in the base
metal.
MR. STETINA: I would like to ask Mr. Dill why is
there a line of distinction at three-quarters of an inch?
If the practice below three-quarters of an inch is to chip
out and weld and that.is considered good workmanship,
VtThy not continue that practice above three-quarters?
MR. DILL: ,The three-quarter inch limit is an arbitrary
point of division. It could be five-eighths, or it could be
at one inch. As the thickness of the plate increases up to
'two, three, and even four inches, this cascading back be-
comes large and the amount of cutting out and rewelding
would be major. It would actually be a job for cutting
torches to trim out all of the potentially unsound metal.
So the distinction in methods is largely one of economics.
This method under proper control could, be used on the
thicker plates, but it requires very careful control of the
cutting out or chipping operation to make sure that all
potentially unsound metal is removed. The extension
blocks make certain that it is removed.
MR. STETINA: From what you said, Mr. Dill, I would
say that our problem of quality is related to the depth
of the groove which, of course, determines the number of
layers rather than the thickness of material.
CHAIRMAN HIGGINS: By that you mean that three~
quarters of an inch would be too thick if -it V\'ere going
to be a single-V instead of a d6uble~V. Is that what you
tnean?
MR. STETINA: In other words, a one-inch material
wi~h a double-V would not be comparable to a three-
quarter inch with a single-V.
MR. DILL: That's quite true, but if we are going to try
to split the specification that fine, we ,viII have an in-
volved document.
CHAIRMAN HIGGINS: You have something to add
there, Mr. Stitt?
MR. STITT: I am opposed to trimming out the metal,
VtThich can be deposited soundly by a welder, and putting
tnore metal in there which is going to produce tension
at the, edge of the piece, where we don't want it. I defiw
nitely feel that it is a lot easier to train a welding opera-
tor to put sound metal in at the start. Any cutting that
is going to be done removes metal and you turn around
and put metal back in. The last metal to cool is in
tension. If you have mo'st of your joint cool, your quarter
or half inch, of metal placed at the edges shrinks and
puts tension there, which is exactly what we don't want.
Now, there is a simpler way than putting the extension
bars at the edges. The bars have to be beveled or pre-
pared similar to the joints. Instead"on real thick pieces,
you can take a small piece of quarter inch plate and bend
it across the center, making a little angle shaped sloping
trough, which can be put at the end. You can start your
,veld up in that sloping trough and weld down and
then across to the middle of the butt weld and do the
same on the other end and then trim them off, and you
won't have one inch of solid weld metal to be deposited
out there just to get the weld started. You can flame cut
and trim that off, and on an inch and one-half and
heavier pieces, that is a desirable way to do it.
MR. KREIDLER: When you flame cut your extension
bars, is there a possibility that your flame will notch the
edge anyway and you will have to put a small butt weld
on the edge of the piece to get a full section?
MR. STITT: That depends on the skill of the operator.
He can get practically as smooth a cut as with a machine.
The average operator will not give you a real smooth cut
on the side. You will have a notch effect.
CHAIRMAN HIGGINS: Any further comments 011 this
particular point before we take another question?
DR. WEBB: I take it from Mr. Stitt's remarks, then,
that he favors the extension?
MR. STITT: The extension with a good flame cut edge
along there is a fine way to do it. It can be deposited
soundly without needing the extension bars.
1;{ ~ 1;{
CHAIRMAN HIGGINS: Are there any further questions
on this subject of welding? If there are none, I will
entertain -questions on any other subject that is of interest
to anyone in the audier:ce. This is just an entirely in-
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A REVIEW AND ADDITIONAL FACTS IN REGARD
TO THE FAILURE OF THE DUPLESSIS ,BRIDGE
AT THREE RIVERS, CANADA
GEORGE W. LAMB
formal discussion period for whatever problems interest
you on which you would like to hear from others in the
audience who Inay have had similar experiences.
MR. HALL: I would like to know whether we have any
further information on the probable cause of the failure
of the welded bridge up in Canada?
CHAIRMAN HIGGINS: The Duplessis Bridge? That
catne in for a lot of discussion last year. Is George Lamb
here? I think George it might be well, in case there are
different people in the audience this year than last, that
you review jusfwhat you know occurred.
beyond most of our personal experiences: 1. The stress
creep in the girders under very slow application of tensile
loads. 2. The probable notch effect caused by sharp peaked
dead load stresses over the piers. 3. The retardation of
increase in length of expansive concrete caused by some
tneans of restraint. 4. The effect of the anti~creep lugs
on the top of the girders. 5. The actual moment and
diagonal tension stresses in the girder near the piers.
6. The probable redistribution of dead load stresses when
parts of the girder are stressed beyond the elastic limit
by large tensile stresses. 7. Th-e effect on the ductility of
the steel in the webs caused by siffeners. 8. Determina-
tion of the past tlexpansive" history of a material as in-
consistent as concrete from laboratory tests on satnples
four years old. 9. The effect of different elastic limits in
the flange and web steel on the web stresses. 10. Last but
not least and most difficult of all-very few people be-
lieve that concrete can expand non~thermally or that this
expansi0n has a great destructive potential.
Last year at the meeting in Pittsburgh I discussed the N on~thermal expansion of concrete is not spectacular.
probable cause of the failure' of the Three Rivers Bridge It is slow and rather steady, and its effects are very diffi-
in Canada. This was reported in the AISC National cult to recognize. When a steel bridge has an expansive
Engineering Conference Proceedings of 1951~ It was type concrete floor, the results are usually observed in
suggested at that meeting that the failure may have been .movement of t1:J-e slab on t~e beams, expansion joint
caused by an expanding concrete floor that pulled the failures, torn diaphragms, torn webs of end floor beams,
girders in two, and that the concrete in the floor should and displacement of bearings. Some floors ride over the
be tested for non-thermal expansion. 'splice plates and rivet heads, leaving a gap between the
The engineers working on the cause of this failure, floor and the beam. Concrete spans show the effect, by
and the Institute engineers, had enough confidence in split pier caps, spalled joints, loose or squeezed expansion
this possibility to obtain a specimen of the concrete frotn joints, increases in camber, displacement oil piet caps,
the Three Rivers Bridge floor for tests. Tests on the diagonal tension cracks, and disintegration of the
expansive properties of this concrete are also being con- concrete.
ducted in some of the Universities of Canada and in other In large ,concrete dams, non-therlnal expansion results
places. However, the results of these' latter tests are un- in the destruction of generator and machinery founda-
known to me. The tests that I have knowledge of, show, tions, failure of overflow gates, and upstream movement
that this concrete had very serious non-thermal expansive of the crown of arch dams. This ,is perhaps the cause of
characteristics and verifies the postulate made at the Pitts- much of the foundation grouting that has to be done as
burgh meeting. maintenance.
There were two bridges at this location and both are On the other hand, freezing expansion is reported to
described in the 1951 Proceedings. Twenty-seven months be sudden, violent and rather spectacular. Freezing is
after construction of these bridges, the girders in both perhaps responsible for much of the scaling of concrete
bridges cracked at temperatures considerably below zero, slabs, and the very rapid disintegration of some concrete
but complete failure "did not occur. Approximately twelve" in cold climates.
months later when the temperature was again well below The natural inclination of a person when faced with
zero, the West bridge failed and four spans of the struc- the above defects is to endeavor to correct them oy
ture fell into the river. The initial break occurred about strengthening the' structural parts. Such measures as
as shown at line !te", Sketch 4, 1951 Proceedings. There adding bars in pier caps, redesigning the connection of
was no heavy traffic on the structure at 3 :00 A.M., the expansion joints to the supporting structure, and anchor-
time of the failure.' ing the floor to the supporting steel, have been tried.
As is usual in such cases, the cause of the failure of In this bridge, lugs were welded to the tops of the
any structure is difficult to determine and prove. This girders to prevent creep of the floor on the girders. Very
is especially true when" the suggested cause of failure is heavy expansion joints were welded direct to the girders
different and contrary to design assumptions and con- and connected to the first floor beam away from the
struction practice that has been accepted for many years. joint by several beams run parallel to the center line of
In this particular bridge such things as the following are the bridge. These connections were capable of trans-
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mitting, to the girders, any loads applied to them from
the floor.
From the appearance of the fracture, the initial crack
in the steel girder started in the top of the web, therefore
all of the following stresses \vere calculated at the edges of
the web. The dead ·'load moments are as shown on Figure
1. These moments were calculated using a 4.4 kip per foot
load per girder. (Note the moment is largest near the
points of fracture). Tests made to determine the actual
stress over the intermediate supports of continuous
girders indicate that the stresses do not peak as much as
the theoretical moment curve would indicate. The stress
over the supports follows Inore nearly a transition curve
somewhat similar to that shown on Figure 2.
Figure 2 shows the stresses caused by dead load Inow
ments at the edge of the web. In addition to the mo- ,
Inent stresses, the webs must also accommodate shear.
The total tension in the top of the web, resulting from
moment and from shear, or diagonal tension, is shown
at the support as, a line above the stress caused by mo-
ment alone. These stresses, produced by dead load, are
well within the safe working stress' of any type of steel
and, it is impossible that tiley alone could have caused
the failure.' Therefore, stresses produced by an expand-
ing concrete floor were added to the dead load stress and
are shown at the' upper left corner of the figure.
Calculations were made to determine the effect of a
direct tension load on the girders, when combined with
the dead load stress. The tensile load was applied at the
center of gravity of the girder cross-section. This assulnp-
tion is somewhat in error, as the longitudinal load was
applied at the expansion joint and lugs along the top
flange of the girder.
Using as a basis the variation in crosswsectional area
of the girder flanges and webs, it was f~und that a load
of 325.1 kips would elongate one girder 2 inches in its
total length. As there were approximately 5,000 sq. in.
of concrete in -the cross-sectional area of the concrete floor
acting on both girders, there would be 2,500 sq. in. of
concrete area per girder. Therefore, concrete compressive
stresses 'of 130 psi would be sufficient to cause the girders
to elongate 2 inches. The P/ A stress in the steel girders
caused by this load, which produces 2 inch'es of elonga-
tion, varies from 2,730 psi at the interior supports to
4,260 psi near the inflection points.
The P/ A stress that would be produced if the girder
acted elastically and was elongated 12 inches, or the
equivalent of .00073 units per unit elongation in the
concrete, was added to the dead load stresses shown 011
Figure 2. The ~otal stresses are shown in the upper left
part of the sketch. They are above the elastic limit of this
steel.
If one point of this girder reaches its elastic limit,
vvhile the remaining parts are below it, all of the addi-
tional movement of the floor will be concentrated at that
point. To illustrate: a test specimen of A-7 steel with a
uniform cross-section 8 inches long will elongate under
tension more than 22 ro in its length. If, however, this
steel has a varying cross-sectional area along its length,
the least section will reach its elastic limit before the
remaining parts, and the specimen will break at its
smallest or highest stressed section, at an elongation
much less than 22 ro of the total length. It is very im-
portant that this fact be kept in mind when thinking of
this bridge girder, which varies in cro'ss-section and car-
ries large bending and diagonal tension stresses.
From the curve, it can be seen that if a tensile load of
six times (12 inches of elongation) the 325.1 kips is
added to the dead load stresses, some of the steel is near
or above its elastic limit, and a considerable part of it is
above its creep stress. Six times the 325.1 kips, or 1950.6
kips, will elongate this girder more than 12 inches and
will induce a stress in the concrete floor of six times 130
psi or 780 psi, which is well below its crushing strength.
A tensile force of this magnitude would produce fracture
In the girder at an elongation of about 12 inches.
Before the results of the tests on the concrete floor
were available, but after the suggestion was made that
an expanding floor may have been the cause of the fail-
ure, a commission was appointed· to determine the cause
of the failure. The results of their findings appeared in
many papers and were reported in Engineering News-
Record. They determined that the cause of failure was:
1. An unknown scientific phenomenon, or
2. Sabotage.
There was no mention that any consideration was given
to the cracks that occurred the year before.
On September 12, 1951, and after the Commission's
study and findings were made, a piece of concrete
20"x26"x11!1 from the Three Rivers Bridge floor was
received for tests. It wag cut into suitable test specimens,
3"x4"X15", and various tests were immediately started.
The concrete was very dense with a weight of 151, lbs per
cu. ft. It had a non-destructive or dynamic E of about
6,000,000 psi. The concrete was four years old when the
tests were started.
Three of these specimens were subjected to the standw
ard highway department wetting and drying tests for
expansive concrete. The specimens in these tests are
never ,completely dry, or completely wet or saturated.
The 24-hour cycle consists of placing the specimen in
water at 70 degrees for 16 hours and then drying in an
oven at 125 degrees for 8 hours. This is supposed to be
an accelerated weathering test. Under this treatment the
specimens had an expansion of .035 ro at the end of 45
days and definitely indicated an expansive concrete. At
the end of seven months the expansion had increased to
.073 ro and was still increasing. All three of the speci-
Inens expanded the same amount. These tests will be dis-
continued at the end of one year, or when the concrete
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has expanded O.lj{J. (Note: .073% or .00073 units per
unit expansion in just seven months of tests is sufficient
to elongate the girders 12 inches, an amount sufficient
to fracture them) . The tests reported were made by a
Highway Department laboratory.
Practically all tests on expansive concrete have the
objective of determining its durability. There are few
tests, if any, that have been made to determine the forces
required to prevent non-thermal expansion. Certain facts
indicate that the forces necessary to prevent this type of
expansion are above the crushing strength of concrete.
The forces produced by the expansion are very large as
evidenced by increased heights and upstream movements
of the crowns of some large concrete dams made of this
type concrete. Where expansive concrete has been used
in bridge ·floors, and the expansion has been restrained by
reinforcing bars, sliding friction, and expansion joints,
the rate of expansion has been almost exactly the same
for the restrained floor as ~ for the laboratory specimen.
The effect of concrete creep, elasticity (if any) , and other
factors, resulting from restraint of expansion, cause little
if any reduction in the amount of expansion of the con-
crete. Most experts on the action of this concrete believe
that it will produce sufficient forces, if confined in one
direction to cause failure by crushing. Most of them also
think of this action as one of volume change, somewhat
similar to that which occurs in the freezing of water. In
actual use, expansive type concrete is usually restrained)
but the; expansion is not prevented by this restraint. No
suitable explanation has been found for this unreasonable
behavior of expansive concrete.
Assu!lling that expansion in the Three Rivers Bridge
concrete specimens was accelerated by the tests, to four
times its normal rate, considerably more than can be ex-
pected, a curve such as shown in Figure. 3 can be· drawn.
The characteristics of this curve are typical of some con-
cretes. Concrete is not a consistent material and its prop-
erties of course vary over wide limits. Some of it expands
at a much more rapid rate than shown, and some ex-
pands very little, if any, when. subjected to the wetting
and drying tests. As an exainple of this material's incon~
sistency, one specimen of this concrete was stored at 74°
with an RH of about 60ro and had a shrink of .025%.
In all known cases expansive type concrete expands more
rapidly in the first year or two than it does later.
. The curve shown in Figure 3 is on the conservative
side, as no consideration was given to the probable rapid
expansion during the first years. The slope of the irregu-
lar line was determined from laboratory tests on the
concrete when it was four years old. However, the curve
is sufficient to demonstrate the point. The concrete is
now about 1,800 days old) and it is still expanding. The
laboratory test at an asjsumedfour times accelerated rate
over a period of 210 days produced an expansion of
.00073 units per unit. From this data the slope of the
expansion line was detennincd. It V\Tould, when extended
into the past, reflect the past expansive' life of the con-
crete. When the girders first cracked in 1950 the concrete
was about 800 days old, and without doubt had an expan-
sion at least as great as shown on the curve, regardless of
its degree of restraint. At the time of the complete fail-
ure in 1951, the expansion was at least as great as shown
on the curve. The break that caused complete failure
occurred when the concret~ was 39 months old and the
total expansion amounted to a possible .0009 units per
unit.
The first cracks that occurred and the subsequent re-
pair of all web and flange splices, relieved the girder
of Saine stress especially near the complete break. The
aiTIOunt of wetting and drying expansion, or non-thermal
, expansion, would have been sufficient to cause failure in
the steel girders. However, the failure iuay have been
delayed a few months due to creep strain in the steel.
The fact that failure took place at low temperatures
leads to the belief that freezing had some effect. No
freeZing and thawing tests that I know of have been
made on this concrete" to date. The Bureau of Standards
made expansion tests on concrete exposed to -freezing
and thawing, and the results are published under their
paper RP 2000 and republished by the Journal of the
American Concrete Institute, February, 1950. The results
of some of these tests are shown in Figures 4 and 5.
Figure 4 shows a single cycle of freezing and thawing
of a 10070 saturated concrete specimen. The increase in
length shown here, if it had occurred in this bridge floor
would have produced an elongation of 38 inches. There
is no evidence that this amount of expansion did take
place, but some part of it in all probability occurred.
It is doubtful if all of this bridge floor could have
been 10070 saturated. Some parts of it could have been)
as it was exposed to freezing and thawing cycles and this
does produce 100ro saturation. In studies of the weather-
ing of some rocks, it was found, many years ago, that
when the rock was exposed on all sides and subjected
to repeated cycles of freezing and thawing, water was
forced into the inner pore structure with 100ro satura-
tion. As a final result disintegration of the specimen
occurred on further freezing.
Concrete specimens" that are 85 % saturated act as
shown in Figure 5, when exposed to repeated 'cycles of
freezing and thawing. Among the experts, this action is
known as Itratchet action." Concrete having measurea
85% saturation is not unCOinmon in structures exposed
to the weather. If cycle eleven in this sketch had occurred
on this bridge floor, the floor would have increased in
length by 2¥z inches, and the increase would have been
sudden.
Every fact known about this structure, proves beyond
reasonable doubt that the non-thermal expansion of the
concrete combined with some freezing of the concrete
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floor caused the failure of this bridge. Everyone of us
has had experience with the effects of expansive concrete,
although "rc do not always recognize it. Its effects are
indicated by failures of expansion joints, torn diaphragms,
etc. We seldom, if ever, place the cause of these partial
failures on the concrete where it belongs. These failures
are usually placed on the steel, its design, its construction,
its quality and its dependability. We now have positive
facts proving that the failure of the Three Rivers Bridge
was the result of an expansive concrete floor and that the
steel girders, their design, their welded. construction, and
their quality of workmanship were adequate to accom-
modate all of the usually considered loads that could
possibly occur on the structure. We should use these
facts to protect ourselves, our Inaterial, and not least,
the public and the engineering profession.
During the last twelve or fifteen years, some recogni-
tion of the destructive effects of expansive concrete has
occurred. The almost complete failure of Parker Dam
was proven to be the result of' expansive concrete. The
crown movement and increase in height of Cooper Basin
Dam was the result of expansive type concrete. Reports
on the destructive effects of this concrete have been pub-
lished in many technical papers, in the Transactions of
ASCE and Proceedings of ACI. The authors of these
articles are in general engineers, and in general they are
favorable to the use of concrete. Still, they, in the inter-
est of their profession and the safety of their structures,
have published hundreds of thousands of words relative
to the non-thermal expansion of concrete. The expansive
characteristics of some concretes are not a figment of my
inlagination, as it is well known and rather highly pub-
licized. Millions of dollars have been spent by the peo-
pIe interested in concrete construction, in a vain effort to
correct or control it.
We should see to it, that the steel structures in which
we are interested are so designed and constructed that,
regardless of the action of the adjacent concrete, com-
plete failure cannot occur. It required many years before
design and construction specifications took account of the
effect of shrink and stress creep of concrete although
these rarely cause complete failure. On the other hand,
there is no design specification at present that considers
the effect of the much more dangerous action of expan-
sive concrete, although some material specifications make
an effort to limit its expansive properties. This limit of
expansion established by such specifications is in itself a
sizable amount, being 1 inch per 100 ft., or .00083 units
per unit. Reinforcing used in this type of concrete, if
it acted elastically, would be stressed 30,000 psi in addi-
tion to its regular stresses. Structural steel firmly con-
nected to this specification concrete will have additional
stresses of 30,000 psi, if the ratio of concrete area to
steel area is above 10.
CHAIRMAN HIGGINS: ,Ar~ there any other topics? If
not, before we adjourn, I would like to take this oppor-
tunity to express the thanks of the Institute to each of
our speakers for the very fine help we had from them on I
this program. They certainly made the program mighty
interesting for us and very instructive. Hearing no fur-
ther question or topics for discussion - the lneeting
stands adjourned.
(The Jneeting adjOllfnet{ at jOl/r-ten ojclock. )
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